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Abstract. 
Recursion in higher types was first studied by Kleene. In 
his fundamental paper "Recursive functionals and quantifiers of 
finite type I, II" [12] he introduced nine schamata which generate 
the partial recursive functions of higher types. The domain of a 
partial recursive function is a subset of a cartesian product 
Tp(i1 )x ... oX Tp(in) 
Tp(O) = w, Tp(n+1) 
where i 1 .... in E w o Tp(i) 
is the set of functions from 
is defined by: 
Tp(n) to w. 
A great deal of effort has been devoted to the study of these func-
tions, and functions closely related to them, in particular the set 
{ cp : For some cp' which is partial recursive cp = A.a cp' (a,F) } , where 
a is a variable ranging over some cartesian product of types _:s n , 
and F is a fixed object to type n + 2 • 
The case F = 2E has been of particular interest.. The nine 
schemata for recursion in 2E generate a hierarchy for the 
subsets of w ([12]). The case F is of type 2 and normal (i .. e .. 
2E is recursive in F ) also generates a nice hierarchy ( [22]) o 
Many of the deeper properties of recursion in a normal tyPe-2 func-
tional is due toR. Gandy [4], in particular the prewellordering 
property of computations and the existence of a selection operator .. 
There is a basic difference between the two cases F = 2E and 
The last case was first studied by Moschovakis [14], and 
it was he that first observed that the relations which are recursi-
vely enumerable in 3E are not closed under existantial quantifiers 
ranging over w w • They are, however, closed under numerical quanti-
fiers. 
The case where F is of type n + 2 , n > 0 , and F is normal 
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(i.e. n+2E is recursive in F ) , is in many ways similar to the 
case F = ~. After some poineering work by Grilliot in his thesis 
and subsequent papers [5], [6], the case has recently been extensi-
vely studied in the theses of Harrington (7] and MacQueen (13]. In 
[13] it is proved that the relations which are recursively enumerable 
in F are not closed under existential quantifiers ranging over 
Tp(n) , but they are closed under existential quantifiers ranging 
over Tp(n-1) • So in this connection Tp(n) plays the same role 
as the reals do in recursion in ~. Tp(n-1) plays the role of 
the numbers. It is natural to introduce the notions individuals and 
subindividuals. The individuals are the objects. of type n , and the 
subindividuals are the objects of type n- 1 • 
Recursion theory in a normal type 2 object has successfully 
been characterized in an "abstract" way, either in form of Spector 
theories or in form of Spector classes. The purpose of this paper 
is to study recursion in higher types as a recursion theory on a do-
main consisting of two types, viz. the subindivid11als and the indi-
viduals. A similar approach has been adopted by Harrington and 
MacQueen in [10]. In the first part of the paper (§§ 1- 5) we study 
recursion in a normal type 2 function over a domain of the form 
A = S U Sw , where S is the set of subindi vi duals and Sw is the 
set of individuals. We shall see that most of the results of recur-
sion in normal objects of type n + 2 , n > 0, hold in this setting, 
and that our results specialize to the classical ones when we take 
S = Tp(O) U .... U Tp(n-1). 
In the last part of the paper ( §§ 6 - 9) we start ou,t with a 
computation theory on a domain of two types. Computation theories 
were first studied by Moschovakis [16] and further developed by 
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Fenstad in [2], [3], and we refer to these papers for a survey of 
the general theoryo The aim of this part is to prove the general 
plus 1 and plus 2 theorem in this setting of two typeso For re-
cursion in higher types these results are due to Sacks [21] and 
Harrington [7]o' We also give a characterization of those computation 
theories which are equivalent to recursion in a normal type 2 func-
tional over the domain. 
We now present a more detailed outline of the paper .. 
§ 1 The computation domain 
The set of subindi vi duals is denoted by S • We suppose that 
there is a tuple d = (N, s ,M,K,L) such that N c S is a copy of 
the natural numbers with successor function s .. M is an injection 
S x S ... S (i.e. a pairing function), and K and L are the inverse 
functions of M, i.e. K(M(r,s)) = r' L(M(r,s)) = s 0 From these 
functions one can define an injection u sn ... s and a decoding 
n<w 
function such that ( ( x1 ••• ~) ) i = x. 0 ~ 
The set of individuals is the set s the set of functions w ' 
from s to w 0 Let s A = S U w • Ina simple way the functions 
M,K,L, ( ) , ( •) • can be extended from S to A • 
Let (X= (A,S,f/) .. This is our computation domain. A func-
-
tional is a function F from As to w , where A8 denotes the 
set of functions from A to S.. { 
§ 2 Recursion on 0( 
Let ;;[ be the list R1 ..... Rk, cp1 ••• cp1 , F1 ...... Fm where 
R1 ••• Rk are relations on A , cp1 ..... cp1 are partial functions and 
F1 ••• Fm are functionals. We define the functions which are partial 
recursive in ;;£ by 17 schemata.. They are similar to the 9 sche-
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mata of Kleene in [12], and to those introduced by Moschovakis in 
[16]. We define a monotone inductive operator r: U An _. U An. 
n<w n<w 
If (e,a,r) E r(X) then e E N, a is a list of length n of 
objects from A, r E S. The function (e}ci is defined by: 
( e }~ (a) :: r iff ( e, a, r) E F . f is partial recursive in t if 
f = ( e }:£ for some e .. In this case e is an index for f • 
Some of the clauses in the definition of r are given belo·w : 
I ((1,n+1), x,a,O) E r(X) 
((1,n+1), x,a,1) E r(X) 
if X E N' 
if X ~ N. 
By this clause the characteristic function of N is recursive. 
Clauses II- VIII take care of the characteristic function of S, 
the functions f(a) = m where m E N, the functions s ,M,K,L. 
IX ((9,n+2), x,y,a,x(y)) E r(X) if s xE w, yES 
((9,n+2), x,y,a,o) E r(X) otherwise. 
X If ~y[(e,a,y) EX and (f,y,a,x) EX] 
then ((10,n,e,f), a,x) E r(X). 
By clause IX the function f(x,y) = x (y) if s xE w, yES, 
f(x,y) = 0 otherwise, is recursive. By X the partial recursive 
functions are closed under substitution. The clauses XI and XII are 
for primitive recursion and permutations of the list of arguments. 
By clause XIII there is a partial recursive function which enumerates 
all partial recursive functions. 
XIII If (e,a,x) E X then ((13,n+1), e,a,x) E r(X). 
The xlauses XIV- XVI are for the list :£ . 
XIV 
XVI 
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((14-,ji+n,i), b,a,O) E r(X) 
((14-,ji+n,i), b,a,1) E r(X) 
if Ri (b) 
if ,Ri (b) 
i = 1 ••• k, b has length ji. 
If vx ~y(e,x,a,y) E X then 
((16,n,e,i), a, Fi(f)) E r(X) where 
f ( x) = y iff ( e , x, a , y) E X , i = 1 • o • m • 
XVII If Vx E S ay(e,x,a,y) E X and 
(e' ,z,a,u) EX then ((17,n,e,e'),a,u) E r(X), where 
z E Sw is defined by: z(x) = y iff (e,x,a,y) E X o 
The functionals are introduced in XVI • Clause XVII says that if 
z e Sw is recursive in ~ , and z occurs in an argument list, 
then z can be taken away from the list. Instead its index is 
introduced. 
The functions which are primitive recursive can be obtained by 
omitting clause XIII and the clauses for the list ~ • 
A convergent computation in ~ is a tuple (e,a) such that 
;f. ~ (e) (a)~ (i.e. (e) (a) ~ r for some r ) Q To each convergent com-
putation (e,a) '£ we associate an ordinal l(e,a) I = the least ~ 
such that ~r(e,a,r) E rl-1+1 • Sometimes this ordinal is denoted by 
I (ef(a) 1~ . Let K~ be the closure ordinal of r. 
Suppose (ere(a)~ • There is a natural way to define the sub-
computations of ( e, a) • The set of sub computations of 
recursive in ;;f and ( e , a) , uniformly in ( e , a) when 
(e,a) is 
£ (e) (a)t • 
From the subcomputations of (e,a) one can construct the computation 
~of (e,a) .. 
The ~efinition of a subcomputation of (e,a) can be extended 
to arbitrary (e,a). The set of subcomputations of (e,a) is re-
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cursively enumerable in £_ , (e,a) , uniformly in (e,a). 
Theorem 1: For all e,a : iff the computation tree of 
(e,a) is wellfounded. 
Computation trees have been studied in [12] and [13]. 
§ 3 Connection with Kleene recursion in higher types 
In this chapter S = Tp(O)U ••• UTp(n-1), where n > 0. 
Then 8w can be identified with Tp(1) x .... x Tp(n) .. Suppose F 
is an object to type n + 2 • We prove that there is a list £ of 
relations, functions and functionals such that recursion in F on 
Tp(O), ••• ,Tp(n) is essentially the same as recursion in :£ on 0(. 
The opposite is also true. If :f is a list which contains relations, 
functions and functionals expressing the type structure of S , then 
there are objects of Tp(n+1) and Tp(n+2) such that recursion in 
Je on Ct is essentially the same as recursion in these objects on 
the types. 
§ 4 Recursion in normal lists on 0(. 
Let E be the functional defined by : 
o if axr(x) = o 
E(f) = { 
1 if Vxf(x) ~ 0 
where f E As • A list :£ is normal if the equality relation on S 
is recursive in :L , and E is weakly recursive in :£ .. A func-
tional F is recursive in~ if there is an index e such that 
F(f) = [ e }d:'' f ( 0) for all f .. F is weakly recursive in !£ if 
there is a primitive recursive function s(e) such that for all 
i .;e 
e,a: {s(e)} (a) :: F(A.x{eJ (x,a)) • Moreover if [s(e) fca)t then 
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;£ :£ J[s(e)} (a)(> l[e} (x,a)( for all x. 
Let cfi be the set of convergent computations. 
The.orem 2: Let ~ be normal. There is a function p which is 
partial recursive in ;;£ , such that p(x,y)~ if x E C.;£ or y E C~, 
in which case p(x,y) ~ 0 if lxl£ ~ IYI~ , p(x,y) ~ 1 if 
lxl£ > IYI~ • 
Theorem 3: Let :1 be normal. There is a function cp which is 
partial recursive in ~ such that for all ;£ e,a: If 3'n EN{e} (n,a)i 
then cp(e,a)-} 
'£ 
:£ 
and {e} (cp(e,a),a)~ • Moreover if cp(e,a) ~ n then 
{e} (n,a)~ • 
Theorem 2 corresponds to theorem 6.1 in [13]. Theorem 3 is a 
corollary of theorem 2. 
Suppose Y is a set of elements in s w , indexed by S , i .. e. 
Y = (a.r : rES} • Then all elements in Y can be coded by one ele-
ment in 8w, namely a. defined by: a.(r) = a.(r) 1 ((r)2 ). This is 
utilized in theorem 4 (corollary 5.2 in [13]). 
Theorem 4: There is a relation R which is recursively enumerable 
in L such that for all e,a : :£ t . (e} (a) ~ :!Ia.R(a.,(e,a)). 
Corollary: The relations which are recursively enumerable in ~ 
are not closed under existential quantifiers over 8w • 
Theorem 7 (Grilliot's selection theorem): Let ~ be normal. 
Let B c S be recursively enumerable in ;;£ , a ; B /: 91 • Then 
there is a subset B 1 of B such that B 1 is recursive in :£, a , 
and B 1 /: 91. 
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(Theorem 7.2 in [13].) 
Corollary: The relations which are recursively enumerable in ~ 
are closed under existential quantifiers ranging over S. 
§ 5 Kleene-recursion in normal objects of type n.+ 2, n > 0 
We use the equivalence result from § 3 to see that results 
about recursion in higher types can be deduced from corresponding 
results about recursion on Ot.. o 
§ 6 Computation theories on ot 
A computation theory on ()( is a pair (8, 11 8 ) • 9 is a set 
of tuples (e,a,r) where e EN, a is a list of objects from A, 
r E S. I 8 is a function from 8 onto some ordinal "'- • cp is 
9- computable if cp(a) :: r iff (e,a,r) E 9 for some e. cp is 
denoted by [e} 8 • For oasic definitions and general results about 
computation theories we refer to Moschovakis [16] or to the survey 
papers of Fenstad [2], [3]. We emphaxise that our computation theo-
ries always are singlevalued. 
Let X be a subset of A such that X is 8- computable. 
X is strongly 9-finite if the partial functional ~~ defined by 
if 3:x E X cp(x) :: 0 
if Vx E X _3:r ~ 0 cp(x) z r 
is weakly 9- computable. X is weakly 9-finite if the functional 
Fx defined by 
J 0 if 3:x E X f(x) = 0 Fx(f) = l 1 if Vx E X 3:r ~ 0 f(x) = r 
is weakly ®-computable. (~ is defined on partial functions, 
Fx on total functions.) 
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Let c8 = [(e,a) : [e} 8 (a)~J.. El is p-normal if there is a 
8- computable function p(x,y) such that p(x,y)~ if x E c8 or 
y E c8 , in which case p(x,y) = 0 if lxl 8 ~ lYle, p(x,y) = 1 if 
lxle > lYle .. 
Lemma 14 and 15: If e is p-normal, then e admits selection 
operators for numbers. If E is weakly 8- computable then A is 
weakly finite. If (e, I le) is recursion in a normal list, then S 
is strongly finite. 
§ 7 Abstract Kleene theories 
In this chapter we introduce the notion of an abstract recursion 
theory on Tp( 0), •.•., Tp(n) , and prove that this is essentially the 
same as an abstract recursion theory on 0[ when S = Tp(O)U ••• UTp(n-1). 
§ 8 Normal computation theories on 0( 
e is normal if the equality relation on S is e- computable, 
A is weakly finite, S is strongly finite, and e is p-normal. 
Suppose 8 is normal. There are some interesting ordinals 
associated to 8 : 
)t 
= sup{ lxle : x E c8 J 
x.o 
= sup( \xl 8 : x E Ce n N} 
)ta 
= sup { I ( e, a) I e : ( e, a) E Ce} 
x.s 
= sup £1 X I e : X E Ce n s J 
x. S' a = sup [ I ( e, a, b) I e : ( e, a, b) E Ce, e, b E S} .. 
The order relation between these ordinals is: 
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Definition: Let cr ~ Ke • Then cr is a- reflecting if for all 
e E N: 3:xj {e}e(x,a) I < cr ~ :!!:xl (e} 8 (x,a) 1 < xa. 
Lemma 24: Suppose x E B ~ (e} 8 (x,a)t • Then i), ii) and 
iii) are equivalent. i) There is a subset B' o~ B which is 
nonempty and El- computable in a, ii) :!!:xl (e }8 (x,a) I < xa .. 
iii) :!!:xl (e} 8 (x,a) I < K~ o 
Lemma 25: Let B c A be e- computable. Then i), ii) and iii) 
are equivalent. i) B is strongly 8- finite. ii) For all e,a 
if :!l:x E B (e}@(x,a)~ then 3:.x: E B I (e) 8 (x,a) l < xa o iii) If 
C is a nonempty subset of B which is ®- semicomputable in a 
then there is a nonempty subset C' of C which is e- computable 
in a. 
The notion of reflection was first introduced by Harrington in (7]. 
The next theorem and the corollary are proved there. 
Let a be fixed. 
of objects from S } .. 
Let P = ((e,b) : (e}e(a,b)~, b is a list 
s P c S , hence P E w • P is a complete 
®- semicomputable in a subset of S. x.S,a < xa,P. 
Theorem 8: KS,P,a is a-reflecting. 
Corollary: Suppose B is a set of subsets of S , such that B is 
El- semicomputable in a , and B contains an element which is e-
semicomputable in a • Then B contains an element which is 8 -
computable in a o 
Definitions: sc(8) = (X~ A: X is e- computable} , 
sc(S,a) = {X ~A: X is Gl- computable in a } 
' 
en(S) = (X~ A: X is e- semicomputable} , 
S-en(®) = {X ,S S : X is @- semi computable} o 
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Theorem 9: Let ® be normal. Then there is a normal list S'!. such 
that S-en(8) = S-en( ,i') , and for all r E S : sc(8 ,r) = sc( :£ ,r) • 
This is an abstract version of the plus 2 theorem in 
Harrington [7] and also of the plus 1 theorem of Sacks [21]. The 
original plus 2 theorem of Harrington was a reduction result: 
Starting out with a normal functional G of type > n+2 he con-
structed a· functional F of type n + 2 such that nen(G) = nen(F) • 
This fact uses the fact that Tp(n) is strongly finite in G. 
Theorem 9 is an improvement in the sense that we start out with a 
normal computation theory Gl. Hence in the concrete setting of 
higher types we only assume that Tp(n) is weakly e- finite whereas 
Tp(n-1) is strongly 8- finite. Thus theorem 9 gives a kind of 
characterization result. The proof is quite similar to Harrington's 
proof in [7] • However, some modifications are necessary, and I am 
grateful to L. Harrington for helpful suggestions in this connectiono 
In the last part of chapter 8 there is a characterization of 
those computation theories which are equivalent to recursion in a 
normal list. We consider computation theories (8, lie) on at such 
that the equality relation on S is 8- computable, E is weakly 
recursive in 8 , and El is p-normal. This is weaker than norma-
lity: We do not suppose that S is strongly finite. 
Definition: En(8) = (q:>: q:> is 9- computable}. 
Definition: 8 is Mahlo if for all normal lists ~ 
;;t is e- computable :::;> ::ix(x.] < x.~) • 
Theorem 10: Let 8 satisfy the properties mentioned above. 
Then 8 is not Mahlo iff there is a normal 8- computable list ';[ 
such that En(;t) = En(8). 
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References: Thm. 3.2 in [11]. When e is a computation theory 
on w this is also proved in [8] and [9]. A different characteri-
zation theorem has been developed by D. Normann [19], using his im-
bedding theory in higher types. 
§ 9 More about Maholoness 
In ordinal recursion the notion of Maholness is definei in the 
following way: An ordinal T is Mahlo if T is recursively regu-
lar, and all normal functions n which are T -recursive in constants 
recursively re~lar 
less that T have a/fixed po1.nt less that 'T • (Definition 4. 2 (b) 
in [1].) The purpose of this chapter is to prove that the definition 
of Mahloness given in § 8 is a natural generalization of the defini-
tion above. 
To see this let us regard normal computation theoreis (8,!1 8 ) 
with domain w , i.e. w is strongly e - finite and II is a e 
e- norm. Then X E w. The analogue of the no-
tion of Mahloness as defined in § 8 is the following: 8 is Mahlo1 
if x~ < x 13 for all normal lists ft which are e- computable. 
The notion of Mahloness can also be defined in a way which is more 
similar to the definition above. In theorem 11 we prove that the 
two notions of Mahoness are equivalent. 
It is the second notion of Maholness which has been generalized 
by Dag Normann in his study [19]. From the characterization theorem 
in § 8 it follows that this notion is in some sense equivalent to 
our definition in § 8. A direct equivalence proof similar to the 
proof of theorem 11 has not yet been provided. 
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§ 1 THE COMPUTATION DOMAIN 
Let S be an infinite set. A coding scheme for S is a quin-
tuple jf = (N,+1,M,K,L) where N S S is a copy of the natural 
numbers with successor function + 1 • 1'1 is an injection S x S _, S , 
i.e. for all r,s,r' ,s' E S: M(r,s) = M(r' ,s') ~ r = r' and 
s = s' • K and L are functions S - S such that for all r, s E S: 
K(M(r,s)) = r, L(M(r,s)) = s. In addition N is closed under K, 
L and M. 
There are some functions and a predicate associated to Jf . 
For each natural number n there is an injection ( >n: sn - S 
defined by: 
< > 0 = 0 
< ) is an injection u sn - s defined by: 
n<w 
The predicate Seq is the image of ( ) , i .. e. 
The elements of Seq are called sequences, and 
lh: S ... N which gives the length of sequences: 
{ 0 if Seq(r) lh(r) = 
K(r) It Seq(r) 
A.ri (r). 
J_ 
is a function SxN 
-
s such that 
r 0 if (Seq(r) and i E N and (r). = 
' J_ l r. if r = (r1oooriooorn) 0 J_ 
there is a function 
((r1 ..... ri -rn))i;:: r. • ~ 
i ~ lh(r)) 
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Let A = S U Sw , where Sw is the set of functions from S 
to w • ( w is the set of natural numbers. w and N will not be 
distinguished.) 
Notations: 
Elements in N,w e,f ,g,h,i,j ,k,l,m,n. 
Elements in s r, s. 
Elements in sw a.,l3,y,6. 
Elements in A x,y,z,u,v,w. 
Finite lists of elements from A: a,b,c,d. 
Total functions An - S 
Partial functions An - S 
Relations on 
Total functionals 
. 
. 
. 
• 
R. 
F,G 
. 
• 
f 'g ,h 0 
Partial functionals § (in § 8 also G r ) • 
Ordinals e,n,;~.,A.,f..l,v,s,n,p,cr,r. 
In § 9 the letters TT, p, a are reserved for ordinal functions. 
Computatio.n theories: ( ®, II 8), ( 'f, 11 'f) • 
Definition: The triple (A,S,~) is called a computation domain. 
A is the universe of the computation domain. 
subindi vidual s. 
S is the set of 
Let * be the injection s- s defined by: 
w 
r 0 if s = r 
r*(s) = i. 1 II s ~ r 
Let - be a functi.on A .... B de£i.nad by: 
if x = r* 
if x is not in the image of * 
Let ::f be a coding scheme for S • It is possible to extend 
the functions M, K, L to A and hence derive a coding scheme for 
A , for instance in the following way: 
M(r,~) = AS M(M(r*(s),~(s)),M(0,1)) 
M(a,r) =AS M(M(a(s),r*(s)),M(1,0)) 
M(a,~) = AS M(M(~(s),~(s)),M(1,1)) 
M(r,~), M(a.,r), M(a.,~) are elements of Sw because N is closed 
under M. Let 
K(a.) = (As K o K(~(s)))- if L(a.(O)) = M(0,1) 
= AS K o K( ~c s)) otherwise 
L(~) =(As Lo K(~(s)))- if L(~(O)) = 1'1(1,0) 
= AS L o K(a.(s)) otherwise 
The extended functions M , K , L have the properties: 
V' x y x' y 1 : 1'1 ( x, y) = M ( x' , y 1 ) :::::;.. x = x 1 and y = y 1 , 
Vx y 1'1(x,y) E S ~ x E S and y E S , 
Vx y K(M(x,y)) = x , L(1'1(x,y)) = y • 
Obviously the functions ( ) n (n E w) , ( ) , lh , A x i (x) i and the 
predicate Seq can be extended to A since they are defined from 
M,K,L. 
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§ 2 RECURSION ON 0( 
Let the triple (A,S,~) be denoted by ~. There is a natural 
class of functions associated to ~ : the class of primitive recur-
sive functions on ot , denoted by P R F • 
It is the smallest class of functions containing: 
= { 0 f(x,a) 
1 
0 
f(x,a) = { 
1 
= { X f(x,a) 
0 
if 
It 
if 
II 
if 
II 
= { X+ 1 if f(x,a) 
0 II 
X EN 
xflN 
X E s 
X¢ 8 
XES 
xflS 
x EN 
x'-N 
f(a) = m (mEN) 
f(x,y,a) 
f(x,a) 
f(x,a) 
f(x,y,a) 
= { M(x,y) 
0 
= { K(x) 
0 
= { L(x) 
0 
x(y) 
= { 
0 
if x,y E S 
otherwise 
if XES 
" x¢8 
if' XEs 
II xflS 
otherwise 
and with the following closure properties: 
and y E S 
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if f ,g E PRF then h E PRF where h is defined by: 
i) h(a) = f(g(a),a), 
ii) h(O,a) = f(a) 
h(n+1,a) = g(h(n,a),a,n) 
h(x,a) = 0 if X ~ N, 
iii) h(a) = f(a') where a' is a permutation of the list a o 
Let R1 o •• Rk be predicates, f 1 .o.f1 functions with values 
in S and F1 ••• Fm functionals. (A functional is a total function: 
T -+ w , where T is the set of total functionB from A to S • ) 
I 
The class functions which are primitive recursive in R1 ••• ~, 
f 1 ••• f 1 , F1 ••• Fm is obtained by adding the following clauses: 
in 
{ 0 f(a,b) = 
1 
if Ri(a) 
" iR. (a) 
l. 
f(a,b) = f.(a), i = 1 ••• 1, l. 
i = 1 ••• k ' 
f (a) = F i ( AX g ( x, a) ) , i = 1 ••• m , 
h(a) = f(A.r g(r,a) ,a). 
where g has values in N • 
With these clauses one can substitute a function for an element 
s . 
w , 1..e. if f ,g are primitive recursive in R1 • o .Rk, 
then so are h where h(a) = f(A.r g(r,a),a). 
Lemma. 1: The graphs of the functions * , of the extended func-
tions ( )n, lh, A.xi(x)i, and the extended predicate Seq are pri-
mitive recursive in the equality relation on S and the functional 
E8 defined below. 
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0 if 3:s E s f(s) = 0 
E8(f) = { 
II Vs E S f(s) ~ 0 1 
where f: A- S is total .. 
In [12] Kleene has defined the class of partial recursive func-
tions on the pure types .. In (15], [16] Moschovakis defined the class 
of prime computable functions. Here the class of partial recursive 
functions on 0( is defined in an analoguous wa:y. A set of computa-
tions is defined inductively by the operator r which is given below .. 
In the definition of r there is one clause for each of the func-
tions and closure properties which defined the primitive recursive 
functions. In addition there is one clause for diagonalization 
(clause XIII). 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
Let X c U An .. 
n<w 
r(X) is the subset of U An defined by: 
n<w 
For all n E N, all lists a of length n 
((1,n+1),x,a,O) E r(x) if X EN 
((1,n+1),x,a,1) E r(X) II X ~N 
((2,n+1),x,a,O) E r(x) if X E S 
((2,n+1),x,a,1) E r(x) if X ¢ s 
( (3 5 n+1) ,x, a,x) E r(x) if X E S 
((3,n+1),x,a,O) E r(x) if X ¢ s 
((4,n+1),x,a,x+1) E r(x) if X EN 
((4,n+1) ,x,a,O) E r(x) if X ¢N 
((5,n,m),a,m) E r(x) 
((6,n+2),x,y,a,M(x,y)) E r(x) if x,y E S 
((6,n+2),x,y,a,O) E r(X) otherwise 
VII ((7,n+1),x,a,K(x)) E r(X) if x E S 
((7,n+1),x,a,O) e r(x) if x ~ s 
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VIII ((8,n+1),x,a,L(x)) E r(x) if XES 
((8,n+1),x,a,O) E r(x) if X~ S 
IX ((9,n+2),x,y,a,x(y)) E r(x) if X E 8w 
((9,n+2),x,y,a,O) E E r(x) if X ~ sw 
X If :3:y[(e,a,y) E X and (e' ,y,a,x) EX] 
then ((10,n,e,e'),a,x) E f(X) 
and y E S, 
s 
or y ~ w 
XI If (e,a,x) E X then ((11 ,n+1 ,e,e' ),O,a,x) E r(X). 
If :3:y[((11,n+1,e,e'),m,a,y) EX 
and (e',y,m,a,x) EX] then 
((11,n+1,e,e'),m+1,a,x) E r(X) 
XII If (e,a',x) EX then ((12,n,e,i),a,x) E r(X), where a' 
is obtained from a by moving the i+1 - st object in a 
to the front of the list. 
XIII If (e,a,x) E X then ((13,n+1),e,a,x) E r(X). 
Let ;t be the list R1 ••• Rk, cp1 ••• cp1 , F1 ••• Fm where 
R1 ••• Rk are predicates, cp1 ,,,cp1 are partial functions with values 
in S and F1 ••• Fm are functionals. The functions which are parti-
al recursive in :;t are obtained by adding the following clauses to 
r : 
XIV ((14,ji+n,i),b,a,O) E r(X) if Ri(b) 
XV 
((14,ji+n,i),b,a,1) E r(X) if TR. (b) , ~ 
i = 1 DO • k , b has 1 ength j i , 
Lf b E dom cp • , i = 1 o • o 1 , ~ 
XVI If Vx :3:y(e,x,a,y) E X then 
((16,n,e,i),a,Fi(f)) E r(X) where 
f(x) = y <::::;> (e,x,a,y) EX, i=1 7 ooo,mo 
XVII 
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If XEs y E N(e,x,a,y) EX and 
(e' ,z,a,u) EX then 
((17,n,e,e'),a,u) E r(X) , where 
z E 8w is defined by: z(x) = y iff (e,x,a,y) E X 
Let r 0 = 11, r\)+1 = r\) u r(r\)) , rA. = u r\) if lim A.. 
\J<A. 
r:o = U r\J (On = the ordinals.) fO is the set inductively 
\JEOn 
defined by r 0 
For e E N let {e}£ be the partial function defined by: 
(e}.t(a) :: x iff (e,a,x) E fO. Then (e).;( is singlevalued. Let 
rfC~) = ( {e}£ : e EN} • ft ( :£) is the set of functions which are 
partial recursive in de • If clause XIII is removed from r one 
obtains the class of functions which are primitive recursive in :£ • 
Let I l.f : F ... On be the function defined by 
I e, a ,xI~ = the least 1J such that ( e, a,x) E rll+1 
If (e,a,x) ~ fO let le,a,xl = K£. 
' 
where 
K;;t :t:. : (e,a,x) E FJ. = sup {le,a,xl 
£ ~ (e,a,.x) E r00 • K is a limit ordinal, and !e,a,xl· < K for all 
Computations and subcomputations: 
A computation is a tuple (e,a,x). It is convergent if 
(e,a,x) E rx:'. Otherwise it is divergent. If (e,a,x) E fO then 
x is unique, i.e. ( ) E reo and e.a.x (e,a,x') E r:o :::::;> X= x' • 
Hence there is no ambiguity in denoting the computation by (e,a) • 
Sometimes it will be denoted by {ere(a). (Hence {e)~(a) has a 
double meaning: it denotes a computation, and also the object x 
~ ;L £. cl ';;/; 
such that {e} (a):: x.) Let l{e} (a)j = l<e,a)j = le,a,xl 
where (e};;c:(a) ~ x. If there is no x such that {e};.e(a) :: x let 
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\(e}£(a)\~ = \(e,a)j'r ='it~. 
Let "{e)';/ (a)t" be an abbreviation for the statement "there 
~ £ ~ is an x such that (e} (a) ::: x" • "{e) (a) 1" is an abbreviation 
for the negation of this statement. 
~ Suppose {e0 } (a)~. By looking at the definition of r we 
see that there is an obvious way to define the subcomputations of 
(e0 ,a). First we define the immediate subcomputations (i.s.) of 
(e0 ,a) by: 
i) If (e0 )df(a)~ by one of the clauses I- IX, XIV, X:V then 
there is no i.s. of (e0 ,a) • 
ii) ';f (substitution) If {eo) (a)t by clause X then there are two 
i. s. , namely ( e,a) and (e', {e)~(a) ,a). If ~ {e0 ) (n,a)t by 
clause XI (primit-ive recursion) then (e0 ,0,a) has one i.s., 
namely (e,a). (e0 ,m+1,a) has two i.s., namely (e0 ,m,a) and 
(e', (e0 rt' (m,a) ,m,a). 
iii) If {e0 )~(a)t by the clauses XII or XIII then there is one 
i.s. , namely (e ,a') , (e ,a) respectively. 
iv) f1 If (e0 ) (a)t by Clause XVI 
each x E A, namely (e,x,a) • If 
then there is one i.s. for 
~ {e0 ) (a)t by clause XVII then 
there is one i.s. for each xES, namely (e,x,a). 
(e',a') is a subcomputation of (e,a) if there is a finite 
sequence x0 ,x1 ••• xn such that x0 = (e,a), xn = (e' ,a') and for 
i = 0,1, ••• ,n-1: x. 1 1+ is an i.s. of ~· 
The relation "x is an i.s. of (e a)" o' 
arbitrary (e0 ,a) (the above definition applies 
i), iii) and iv) in the definition is changed as 
can be defined for 
?/! 
only when {e0 ) (a)t.) 
~ follows: "{e0 ) (a)~" 
is replaced by: " e is an index corresponding to one of the clauses 
0 
• 0 0 • 0 and the length of the list a is the same as the number 
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indicated by e0 (i .. e. the length of a = (e0 ) 2 ) .. " 
placed by ii' ) : 
ii) is re-
ii') If e == ('10,n,e,e') and 0 the length of a is n then 
(e,a) is an i.s .. of (e0 ,a). If (e):t(a)t then (e,a) is the 
only i .. s. of (e0 ,a). If (ef(a) ::y then also (e' ,y,a) is an 
i .. s .. of (e0 ,a) .. 
v) If eo is not an index, or the length of a is not (eo)2 
then (e0 ,a) is the only i .. s. of (e0 ,a) • 
If 
~ . 
(e0 } (a)~ then this definition gives the same i.s. as 
the previous definition. The notion of a subcomputation can be de-
fined as before. The subcomputations of (e0 ,a) can be arranged as 
a tree. At each node in the tree there is a computation. (e0 ,a) 
is put at the top node. If (e',a') occurs at a node then the im-
mediate subcomputations of (e' ,a') occur at the nodes immediately 
below. This tree is called the computation tree of (e,a) • At each 
node the branching has one of the following forms: 
0 1\ [ ····-~····· 
i) ii) ' ii' ) ii) 'ii') 'jjj) 'v) i v) 
With these conventions the following is true: 
Theorem 1: For all e,a 
(e,a) is wellfounded. 
{etf(a)~ iff the computation tree of 
Remark 1: It turns out that clause XI (primitive recursion) is 
superfluous in the presence of clause XIII. It can be replaced by 
a primitive recursive function. When this function is added and 
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clause XI is omitted the same set of functions will be generated. 
Computable functionals and fixpoint theorems: 
Let J: be a function: X - w where X 
1 tesian product Pm x Pm...-. X ••• x Pm x A • Pm 
1 -c:. k 
partial functions : Am - S o :f' is called a 
is a subset of a car-
denotes the set of 
partial functional. 
/f is monotone if (cp1 ••• cpk,a) E dom $ and cp. c $. , i:.: 1 ••• k J. - J. 
( w 1 o •• $ k, a) E dom ff and 7 ( cp1 o o o cpk, a) ::' YC $ 1 o o o $ k, a) .. ,Y: 
is partial recursive in :£ if there is an index e such that for 
all cp1 o." cpk,a: 
'tt, cp11t0. cpk 
~ [e} (a) 
Sf is weakly partial rec1,1rsi ve in ~ if there is a primitive 
recursive function f(n1 " •• nk) such that for all e1 ••• ek,a1 • o .. ak' 
where a. 
J. 
has length n. , i = 1 ., •• k : 
J. 
where 
First recursion theorem: Suppose that :T· J.S monotone and weakly 
partial recursive in X 
' 
and that the domain of cp consists of 
tuples (cp,a) where the length of a is the same as the number of 
argument places in cp 0 Then there is a le?.st cp such that for all 
a : Y(cp, a) :: cp(a) , and this cp is partial recursive in ;L. 
Second recursion theorem: {.fJ ;£. ~ Ve:B:xVa,cL: [e} (x,a):: [x} (a). 
Let f' be the inductive definition Nhich is defined by the 
clauses I- XII in f • Then f' generates the class of primitive 
recursive functions. Let [e}PRF denote the primitive recursive 
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function with index e • 
Recursion theorem for primitive recursive functions: 
Let f(e,a) be primitive recursive. Then there is an e such 
that for all a: f(e,a) = {e}PRF(a). 
Lemma 2: Let 
;£ 
cp = A b { e J (b , a) • There is a primitive recursive 
function f such that for all x, c , y : 
{f(x) }i/(c,a) 
An immediate corollary of lemma 2 is 
Lemma 3: If Jr is partial recursive in :i then ff is weakly 
partial recursive in ~ • 
Proof of lemma 2: We define a primitive recursive function g by 
cases. There is one case for each clause in the definition of r. 
'::t 
cp = A b {e} (b, a) • Let b have length k and a have length l • 
I x = ( 1 ,n+1) • Let g(x, t) = ( 1 ,n+l+1) • 
Clauses II- IX are treated similarly .. 
X x = (10,n,e,e'). Let g(x,t) = (10,n+l,g(e,t),g~e' ,t)) .. 
XIII x = (13,n+1). There is a primitive recursive function h 
~ ;e 
such that for all t,r,d,6f: {h(t)} (r,d) -.:::: {(t}PRF(r)} (d). 
Let g(x,t) = h(t). 
(the clause for application of cp) : x = (15,k+n,i). 
There is a primitive recursive function s such that for 
:r,~ !£ 
all d of length n: {e} (b,a) ~ {s(e,n)} (b,d,a) ( d is 
a list of dummy arguments). Let g(x,t) = s(e,n), where 
n = the length of c minus k. 
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By the recursion theorem for primitive recursive functions 
there is a t such that for all x: g(x,t) = [t}PRF(x). Let 
f(x) = g(x, t) for this t • 
I (x}~'cp(c) l.t,cp one can prove: ~ y 0 
By induction on 
By induction on the 
[x}~'cp(c) ~ y ~ 
(f(x)}~(c) ~ y ~ ::e \{f(x)} (c)\ : 
length 
[f(x)}~(c) 
~ {x}lt,cp(c) z y. 
0 
Remark: The converse of lemma 3 is not true.. There are f 1.mctionals 
which are weakly partial recursive in ~ , and which are not partial 
recursive in :f o This can be proved by a cardinality- argument as 
follows: Let 
;t 
cp = A.x(e} (x,a)}o 
T2 = {cp: cp is a unary partial function A .... S) o 
T3 = T2 - T1 • 
rr2 = 2A. 
Let T 4 = 
T4 = A .. Let 
T6 = [ ~: 
The cardinality of 
A 
T1 , denoted by 
= 2 0 
(7-' 
:Re,a if= A.cp [eJt',cp(a)), 
T5 = [ Y: : dom !f c Tz) .. 
- 7 
and 
where cp_ ranges over T2 .. 
- (-:>A) rr5 = 2 c. • Let _ 
q- 1 = ciA) v (cp) = 0 • T6 = 2 • 
Let TE T6 - T4 • Then 'fF is not partial recursive in :Z , but 
obviously 7 is weakly partial rec. in :f .. 
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§ 3 CONNECTION WITH KLEENE RECURSION IN HIGHER TYPES 
Recursion in the present setting generalizes recursion in 
higher types as defined by Kleene. This can be seen as follows. 
Let n > 0 , and let e: 1 .... e:k be a list of objects of type 
n + 1 , F1 ••• F1 a list of objects of type n + 2 .. Let X denote 
the set of partial functions ~ such that ~ is recursive in 
e: 1 •• o e:k,F1 ••• F1 in the sense of Kleene, and the domain of ~ is 
a subset of a cartesian product 
for some j .::, n (i = 1, o ... ,m) • 
U1 X ..... X Um , where u. = Tp(j) J. 
Let S = Tp(O)U .... UTp(n-1). Let 1'1 be a primitive recursive 
(in the sense of Kleene) pairing function on w ( = Tp(O)) such that 
for all m,n : M(n,m) > max (m,n) • Let K and L be the inverse 
functions of 1'1 o · It is possible to extend M, K, L to S in such 
a way that 
i) If x E Tp ( i ) ( i < n) , y E Tp ( j ) ( j < n) then 
M(x,y) E Tp(k), where k =max (i,j). 
ii) For each pair (i,j) such that i < n, j < n, sup(i,j) > 0, 
the function f. . is in :It , where f. . is defined by: l.J l.J 
fij(x,y,z) = M(x,y)(z), x E Tp(i), y E Tp(j), z E Tp(k-1), 
k = max (i,j). 
iii) For each pair (i, j) such that i < n , j < n , j .:s_ i the 
function gij E ':/{, , where gij(x,y) = K(x)(y) if K(x) E Tp(j), 
= 0 if K(x) f/. Tp(j), for x E Tp(i), y E Tp(j-1), j > 0. 
gi0 (x,y) = K(x) if K(x) E Tp(O) , = 0 if K(x) f/. Tp(O). 
i v) Similar conditions for L • 
Let :f = (N, +1 ,M,K,L) , A = S U Sw • 8w can be regarded as the 
product Tp( 1) x o .. !' x Tp(n) since S = Tp(O) U ..... U Tp(n-1) .. Hence 
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Tp(n) can be regarded as a subset of 8w via the natural injection 
Q. E Tp(i) 
~ 
is 
the constant function with value 0 0 
We want to make a list L of functions and functionals such 
that SJc L ) is similar to ~ .. For trivial reasons ffc:l) can-
not be equal to X .. For if cp E .Jt then 
i) the domain of cp is a subset of a fixed cartesian product 
of types, 
ii) the values of cp are in w. 
IIi /f (l) there are functions which do not satisfy i) • If n > 1 
there are also functions which do not satisfy ii) • But this dif-
ference between Jt and ~(/,) is not essential. 
Let :f be the list g1 ,g2 ,e:1 ooo e:k_, F,; .... Fi,G,G1 .... Gn_1 
where 
e! (x) 
~ 
G(x,f) 
= { Tp(x) 
n 
if X E S 
11 X E 8w 
= { x(y) 
0 
if x E Tp(1), y E Tp(O) 
otherwise 
(x l Tp(n-1) if 
otherwise 
i = 1 .... k 
x(f' \ Tp(i-2)) 
= { 0 
if 
otherwise 
s 
X E w 
x E Tp(i), 2 < i < n 
Gi (f) = f' I Tp(i-1) for 1 < i < n 
where f'(x) = f(x) if f(x) E w, = 0 otherwise, 
F! (f) 
~ 
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Lemma 4: There is a primitive recursive function f(e) such that 
{e)(a) ~ m (in the sense of Kleene) iff {f(e)}~(a') z m. (The 
list a can contain objects of type ~ n , and the objects 
e1 ••• ek,F1 ••• F1 • a' is obtained by removing e1 ..... ek,F1 .... F1 .) 
Corollary: :R c ffc;J;) • 
Remark: Suppose cp E :1(, • As a member of ~ the domain of cp is 
a subset of a cartesian product Tp(i1 ) x .. o o x Tp(im) 
a member of j0(~) the domain of cp is a subset of 
(i. < n) • As J-
Am • 
Suppose cp is a partial function such that the domain of cp 
is a subset of Am , and the values of cp are in A • cp can be 
split into components in two ways. First we regard A as s s u w 0 
cp is split into cp' and cp", where cp'(a) z: cp(a) if cp(a) E S, 
z 0 if cp(a) E Sw , undefined if cp(a) is undefined. cp"(a) ~ cp(a) 
if cp(a) E Sw, '::t 0 if cp(a) E S, undefined if cp(a) is undefined, 
where 0 E Sw is defined by: O(r) = 0 for all r E S • cp" is 
partial recursive (primitive recursive) in a list ;t if cp111 is, 
where cp111 ( a,y) z cp" (a) (y) for all y E S • cp is partial recursive 
(primitive recursive) in ;:t if cp' and cp" are. 
The other way of splitting up cp is natural when we regard A 
as Tp(O) U Tp(1) U .... U Tp(n-1) U (Tp(1) xTp(2) x ••o xTp(n)). Let 
U = X1 X ...... X Xm ( cp is m-ary), where Xi is either Tp(j) for 
some j < n , or Xi is Tp( 1) x o ... x Tp(n) • Then U c Am • U can 
be chosen in (n+1)m different ways.. cp can be split into (n+1)m 
components, one for eacy U • Let ~ be the restriction of cp to 
U • Each Cflu can be split into cpUi , i ~ n , where ~i : U ... Tp(i) 
if i < n , ~n : U .... Tp( 1) x ...... x Tp(n) .. If i < n then cpUi is 
defined by: 
where 
Cf>ui(a),..., {
cp(a) 
o. 
~ 
t 
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if cp(a) E Tp(i) 
if cp(a)~ and cp(a) ~ Tp(i) 
if cp(a)t 
0. E Tp(i) 
~ 
is defined by: o.(x) = 0 for all x E Tp(i-1) 
~ 
if i > 0. Cf>un is defined as 
s Cf>ui with Tp(i) replaced by w. 
cpUn can be split into Cf>unj , 1_:: j _::n, where Cf>unj(a) is the j-th 
component of Cf>un (a) • Hence Cf>unj : U .... Tp(j) • A partial function 
1\1 : U .... Tp(i) , i > 0 is partial recursive (primitive recursive) in 
the sense of Kleene if 1\1' is, where 1\1': UxTp(i-1) ... Tp(O) is 
defined by: 1\1' (x,y) ~ 1\l(x)(y) o cp is partial recursive (primitive 
recursive) in the sense of Kleene if all these components are. 
Lemma 5: Suppose cp E ftC:t) o Then cp is partial recursive in 
e:1 .... ek,F1 • o. F1 in the sense of Kleene. 
Corollary: Let R be a subset of Tp(n) o Then R is recursive 
(recursively enumerable) in e: 1 o o. ek,F1 o o o F1 in the sense of 
Kleene iff R is recursive (recursively enumerable) in '::t o 
Lemma 6: Let f : An .... A o Then f is primitive recursive in 
g1 ,g2 ,G,G1 , ••• Gn_1 iff f is primitive recursive in the sense of 
Kleeneo 
Hence the following definition is meaningful: f is primitive 
recursive if f is primitive recursive in the sense of Kleene. This 
definition will be used in the rest of this chapter even if it is not 
the same as the one given in § 2 • 
Let :f be the list g1 ,g2 ,G,G1 ••• Gn_1 , f 1 .... fk, F1 .... F1 
where f. is a total function An - S for 1 < i < k , F. is a total 
~ - - ~ 
functional with values in So We want to find a list of objects 
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of type n + 1 and n + 2 such that recursion in these objects (in 
the sense of Kleene) is essentially the same as recursion in ~ .. 
To construct this list we need two primitive recursive functions p 
and q between A and Tp(n) such that p : A .... Tp(n) , (Tp(n) is 
regarded as a subset of A ) , q : A .... A , q(p(x)) == x for all x in 
A • p and q can be constructed from the functions ( < > > ' 
q~ , where 
l. 
( ( ) > : k~ Tp(n)kone-o~e Tp(n) ' Pt : Tp(i) .... Tj;>(j) ' 
j 
P· ' l. 
q~: Tp(j) .... Tp(i) 
l. 
for i < j_<n, q~(p~(cJ-)) = a.i for all a. ETp(i). 
l. l. 
Descriptions of ( ( ) ) , p~' q~ l. l. can be found in the works of Kleene 
[12]. For each k the restriction of (( )) to Tp(n)k is primi-
tive recursive. So are the functions pj qj 
i ' i ' A. x i(x)i , lh where 
( ( < a.~ ... 0 a.~) ) ) i = a.~ ' lh ( ( < a.~ 0 a a a.~) > ) = m 0 
Definition of- p : p(r) == ( (i, pfCr))) if r E Tp(i) , i < n .. 
i E Tp(n) denotes the constant function with value i o If x E 8w 
= Tp(1) X ooo xTp(n) then x = (a.1 ..... a.n) where a.i E Tp(i), i = 
1,.0. n" Let p(x) = ((£, p~(a.1),p~(a.2), ••• ,p~-1(a.n-1),a.n)) • 
Let q be defined by: q(r) = 0 if r E S. If x E 8w , x = 
(a.1,a.2,o•o,a.n) let 
q(x) = q~(a.U) 2 if lh(a.n) = 2 and (a.n) 1 (on_1 ) = i, 
= ( q~ ( ( a.n) 2 ) ' q ~ ( ( a.n) 3) ' 0 • 0 ' q~ -1 ( ( a.n) n) ' ( a.n) n + 1 ) 
if lh(a.ll) = n+1 and (a.n) 1 (on_1 ) = n 
= 0 otherwise. 
It is routine work to prove that p and q are primitive re-
cursive, and that q(p(x)) = x for all x .. 
Let f : Am .... S be one of the functions in the list ;;[ .. Let 
f' E Tp(n+1) be defined by 
f' ( aP) = [pf ( q ( ( a.n) 1 '1 ) 'q ( ( a.n) 1 '2) ' .... 0 'q ( ( a.n) 1 'm )) ] ( ~-1 (( o.n) 2) ) ' 
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where Then all information about f is con-
tained in f'. This can be seen as follows. Suppose f(x1 ••• xm) 
= r. Let yn = ((p(x1 ),p(x2), .... ,p(xm))), aP=((y,p~_1 13)) for 
some 13 E Tp(n-1). Then f'(a.n) = [pf(x1 , .... ,xm)](f3) = [p(r)J(I3). 
Hence p(r) = A.l3n-1f• (a.n), and r = q(A.f3n-1f 1 (a.n)). 
Let F be one of the functionals in the list t .. Let 
F' E Tp(n+2) be defined by the following description: Let 
a. E Tp(n+1). Split a. into (a.) 1 = 13 and (a.) 2 =yo Let f be 
the function from A to S defined by: f(x) = q q~1 13 1p(x) if 
q q~1 13 'p(x) E S ; f(x) = 0 if q q~+1 13 1 p(x) E 8w. 
13 1 is the function from Tp(n) to Tp(n+1) dei'ined by: 
13 1 (on) = A.enl3 ( ( ( e, o))) • As 13 varies through Tp(n+1) , all func-
tions f from A to S will be generated in this way. Suppose 
F(f) = y. Let F 1 (a.) = p(y)(~~~(y)). Then all information about 
F is contained in F 1 • 
Lemma 7: There is a primitive recursive function 1 : w ~ w such 
that for all e,x1 o o o xm,y: 
~ (e) (x1 ••• xm) ::: y ~ A.l3 {e 1 )(p(x1) ••• p(xm), 13) = p(y) , where f3 
ranges over Tp(n-1), (e 1 ) denotes the e'-th function which is 
Proof: We define a primitive recursive function 2 g:w .... w. g is 
defined by_ cases. There is one case for each clause in the inductive 
definition r. By the recursion theorem for primitive recursive 
functions there is a number k such that g(e,k) = (k)PRF(e) for 
all e • Let e' = g( e ,k) for this k • It is explained below how 
to define g(e,k) 
and application of 
in the cases diagonalization, application of 
F. • J 
f. ' 1. 
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Diagonalization: e = (13,h+1).. If (e}.fl'(e,a) ~ x then [e)5t(a) 
~ x a There is a primitive recursive function l(k) such that for 
all k, ~ , a, ~ : 
Let g(e,k) = l(k) • 
Application of fi: e = (15,m+h,i).. Let g(e,k) = e 0 , where e 0 
is an index such that [e }(p(x1 ) ..... p(x ),p(a),~) ~ f'(et), whe~e o m 
CL = (( ((p(x1 ) ..... p(X)n))), p~_1 (13))) .. 
Application of Fj: e = (16,h,e,j).. Let g(e,k) be an index 
such that {g(e,k)}(p(a),~) ~ F'(et) where et ~ Tp(n+1) is defined 
such that (et) 1 (((e,p(x)))) = (p~+1 [Ayn-1 [g(e,k)}(p(x),p(a),y)])(e) 
and (cx.)2 = P~~~(~n-1) • 
~ By induction on the length of (e} (x1 ...... xm) it can be proved 
that [e}X(x1 o. .. xm) ::: y :::;:. Al3{e' }(p(x1 ) ..... p(xm),~) = p(y). To 
prove the induction step for the 
( e }~ (a) ~ F . ( A.x (e)~ (X, a) ) :: y .. 
. J . 
case application of F j , suppose 
Then 1£e}~(x,a)l < l(e}~(a)\ for 
all x, and [e}:t(x,a) ::: y' ==> AY[e' }(p(x),p(a),y) = p(y'). 
[e' J(p(a), ~) :: F 1 (ex.) by the construction of 1 where a. is des-
cribed above.. As in the description of F' let f be defined by: 
f(x) = q q~+1 (ex.) '1 (p(x)) 
= q ~+1 (A e (et) 1 (((e,p(x))))) 
= q q~+1 (A e (p~+1 [Ay[e 1 }(p(x),p(a),y)])(e)) 
= q q~+1 p~+1 [Ay(e'}(p(x),p(a),y)] 
= q [Ay[e'}(p(x),p(a),y)J 
= q p(y') by induction hypothesis, 
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where (?d~(x,a) ::: y 1 o So f(x) = y 1 • Hence f = ).x(e}!i(x,a) o 
By the description of H'l ... 
F 1 (~) = p(y)(~~~((a)2 )) 
= p(y)(~~~ p~:~ (t3n-1)) 
= p(y)(Sn-1). 
Hence ).f3n-1 (e 1 )(p(a),l3) = p(y). 
By induction on min [I (e 1 }(p(x1 ) • o. p(~), 13) ( 13 E Tp(n-1)} 
it can be proved that for all e 1 ,x1 ••• xm ,y: 
).(3(e 1 }(p(x1 ) ••• p(xm),l3) = p(y) =;> [e).i'(x1 ••• xm) z y 
In a similar way one can prove: 
Lemma 8: There is a primitive recursive function 
":w - w such that for all e, a.1 .... a.m ,h: 
[e)(a1 •• o cx.m) ::- h ~ (e"}!l(a.1 o •• a.m) ::: h, 
where a.. 
1. 
ranges over Tp( j. ) , 0 < j. _< n , i = 1 .. o. m. 
1. - 1. 
0 
The purpose of this paper is to reprove some results about 
recursion in higher types within the framework of chapters 1 and 2 .. 
The following should be true: Suppose we have proved a result about 
recursion on 0(. • Then there is an easy way to deduce a similar re-
sult for recursion in higher types. 
When S = Tp(O) U o. o U Tp(n-'1) we have seen that there is a 
close correspondence between recursion on ~ and recursion in the 
sense of Kleene. This correspondence will be utilized in the tran-
sition between the two kinds of recursion. 
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§ 4 RECURSION IN NORMAL LISTS ON 0( 
In this chapter we will study recursion in lists :L which are 
normal, ioe .. the functional E defined below is weakly recursive 
in ;/; , the equality relation on S is recursive in Z , and ;t 
contains no partial functions .. 
= { 0 E(f) 
1 
if 3:x f(x) = 0 
if V'x3:yf0 f(x) =Y 
where f is a total function from A to s. 
Remark 1: Suppose S = Tp(O) U ••• U Tp(n-1) • Let Z be a normal 
list. Construct the list of objects of type n + 1 and n + 2 as 
described in § 3. It can be proved that n+2E is weakly recursive 
in this list, where n+2E E Tp(n+2) is defined by: 
2 1 
= { 0 n+ E( Cln+ ) 
1 
if a ~ E Tp (n) Cl( 13 ) = o 
if Vi3 E Tp(n) a.(l3) I 0 
The opposite is also true. Given a list of objects of type n + 1 
and n + 2 , let X be the list constructed in § 3 • If n+2E is 
weakly recursive in the objects of type n + 1 and n + 2 , then :£ 
is normal. 
In this case the statement "the equality relation on S is re-
cursive in ;[ fr is superfluous in the definition of the notion 
"normal".. The statement can be proved from the fact that E is 
weakly recursive in X .. 
Remark 2: In works on higher types the notion "normal" is often de-
fined in a stronger way than here: An object R E Tp(n+2) is normal 
if n+2E is recursive in F .. Here "recursive" is replaced by 
"weakly recursive".. This weaker notion is chosen because it is suf-
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ficient in many proofs. (In theorem 5 it is not sufficientQ) 
Remark 3: If ~ is normal then the relations which are recursive 
in ~ are closed under the quantifiers V and ~ , i.e. if R is 
recursive in Z then so are Vx R and ax R • 
Let !;{ be a list, and let c:t c A be defined by: 
c!t = [ ( e , a) : [ e f (a)~ } • 
Theorem 2: Let ;£ be normal. There is a function p which is 
partial recursive in it such that: 
x E. C;£ or y E C£ <?;> p(x,y)~, 
X E c<l and lxl~ ~ IY( => p(x,y) = 0 ' 
lxl~ > lYit => p(x,y) = 1 • 
Remark: The index of p can be found in a uniform way. It is a 
primitive recursice function of t , where t is an index for the 
primitive recursive function which proves that E is weakly recur-
sive in Z .. 
Proof of theorem 2: Define the partial functional jC be cases .. 
There is one case for each pair of clauses in the inductive defini-
tion of r. The form of the sequences x and y tells '1.-Thich case 
we are in. Because there are so many cases (225) only one will be 
given here: when x corresponds to clause X (substitution) and y 
to clause XVI (application of F ) • 
Suppose x = ((10,n,e,e'),a) and y = ((16,m,t,1),b) o Let p 
be a partial function, and let 
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cp1(x,y) ~ E(Az p((e,a),(t,z,b))) 
cp2(x,y) ~ E(Az p((e',(e}~(a),a),(t,z,b))) 
{ 0 if X=O and y=O f(x,y) = 
1 if x-10 or y-IO 
Let :T(p,x,y)::: f(cp1 (x,y),cp2(x,y). 
Then cp1 , cp2 are partial recursive in 'L , p (since :£ is normal), 
and f is primitive recursiveo $' is partial recursive in F, and 
monotone. If AZ p((e,a),(t,z,b)) and AZ p((e',(e}~(a),a),(t,z,b)) 
are total then cp 1 (x,y)~ and cp2(x,y)t, and f(p,x,y)~. Also 
, .... 
J(p,x,y) ~ 0 if az p((e,a),(t,z,b))::: 0 
l.f) 
and :3: z p ( ( e ' , { e }""' (a) , a) , ( t , z , b) ) z 0 
z 1 if V z 3: vI 0 p ( ( e, a),( t, z, b)) z v 
or Vz :Iv-10 p((e' ,(e}£(a),a),(t,z,b)) 
Let p be a solution to the equality Vxy(JT(p,x,y) zp(x,y)). 
By induction on min ( I x 1£, I y IX} one can prove: 
X E C.£ or y E c.t :::::;;:. p(x,y)~ ' 
x E c'i and ';£ ~ p(x,y) lxl ~IYI ~ = 0 ' 
lx r > IY l:t :::::;> p(x,y) = 1 0 
and y are as in the The induction goes as follows: Suppose x 
case above. If x E C~ then the immediate 
are [ e }:£ (a) and ( e ' } ,:e ( (e)~ (a) , a) , and 
subcomputations of x 
I {e' };;{ ( (e}~(a) ,a) I < \xl 0 If y E c~ then 
z E A, 
:t :£ I ( e} (a) I < lx I , 
{t}L(z,b) is an imme-
and I £ t J~ c z , b ) I < I Y I diate subcomputation of y for all 
for all z • Suppose X E c~ and \x\ < \y\. Then by induction 
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hypothesis p((e,a),(t,z,b))~ and p((e' ,{e}~(a),a),(t,z,b))~ for 
all Zo Also 3:z l£e}~(a)l ~ l£t}t(z,b)l and 
3:z l{e'}:l({erCa),a)l ~ l£t}~(z,b)l .. 
Hence .~z p((e,a),(z,t,b)) ~ 0 and 
3:z p((e',{e}~(a),a),(t,z,b)) :-:0. 
Hence Y'Cp,x,y) :-: 0, and p(x,y) ~ 0 since p is a solution to 
the equality. A similar argument applies when lxl > IYI • This 
proves the induction. 
Let p be the function defined in the theorem. By looking at 
the definition of ~ it can be seen that p is a solution to the 
equality. By the above induction p is the least solution. By 
the first recursion theorem p is partial recursive in F. 
0 
Now we can prove the existence of selection operators for 
natural numbers. 
Theorem 3: Suppose Z is normal. Then there is a function cp 
which is partial recursive in :C such that for all e,a: If 
Gin EN {e};e(n,a)~ then cp(e,a)~, and (e}~(cp(e,a),a)t. Moreover 
if cp(e,a) ~ n then (e}:t(n,a)~.. The index of cp is a primitive 
recursive function of the number of places in a. 
Proof: Let w be defined by: 
w(r, n,e,a) ';: n if ~ ~ l(e} (n,a)l ~ l£r} (n+1,e,a)\ 
~ ~ ~ 
:: (r} (n+1,e,a) if l(e} (n,a)l > l£r} (n+1,e,a)l. 
Choose r such that w(r,n,e,a) ~ {r}~(n,e,a) for all n,e,a. 
Let cp(e,a) ~ (r}~(O,e,a). 
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I : {e}(n,a)~ :=1:> :e (r} (n,e,a)~ , 
II : '£ ~ (r} (n+1,e,a).f =::::;> (r) (n,e,a)~ 
From I and II it follows: 
:£ z 3:n(e) (n,a)t ==;. (r} (O,e,a)~ • 
~ Suppose (r) (O,e,a) -:: k.. Want to p·rove that (e) (k,a)w. 
There is an n such that I (e) (n,a) \ ~ \ (r) (n+1 ,e,a) I , for in 
the opposite case (r}.i(n,e,a)::: (r}!t'(n+1,e,a) ~ k for all n, and 
~ t: 1£r} (n,e,a)l > \(r} (n+1,e,a)l for all n. Hence we have obtained 
an infinite descending sequence of ordinals, a contradiction. Let 
n be the least 
rt (e} (n,a)~, and 
~ (r}Z(n'+1,e,a) 
~ (e) (k,a)~ • 
m such that 
f:t (r} (n,e,a) 
Hence 
~ £ I [e} (m,a) I _:: I (r) (m+1 ,e,a) l . Then 
::: n • For all n 1 
J,l {r) (O,e,a) ~ n, 
0 
<n 
i.e. 
~ (r) (n 1 , e, a) 
n = k, and 
Corollary: If the relations R1 , R2 are recursively enumerable in 
X , then so are 3"n R1 , R1 v R2 o 
Lemma 9: Suppose that the equality relation on S is recursive in 
~ , and that the functional Es defined in lemma 1 is weakly re-
cursive in ;C • Then there is a relation S(x,y) which is recursi-
vely enumerable in .;( such that if x E d~ (=the set of convergent 
computations) then S(x,y) ~ y is an immediate subcomputation of 
x. The set (y: S(x,y)} is recursive in x,~ when ~ X E c 0 
Proof: S(x,y) is defined by cases. There is one case for each 
clause in r .. The form of x determines which case is to be 
applied. We need the functions lh , A. x i(x)i , and the predicate 
Seq to decide the form of x· 
' 
the graphs of these functions 
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and the predicate are primitive recursive in the equality relation 
on S and the functional Es (by lemma 1). The only interesting 
case is when x is a substitution.. In the other cases it can be 
recursively decided whether or not S(x,y) is satisfiedo So let 
x = ((10,n,e,e'),a). Then 
S(x,y) <?:::> y = (e,a) or ([e}~(a)~ and y = (e' ,{e}~(a),a)). 
The relation on the right side is recursively enumerable in ~ • 
If x E C!t then [e}.it(a)~, and the relation is recursive in x, X. 
Lemma 10: Suppose :t is normal. 
:£ 
If 
:t, 
~ {e} (a)t then the computation 
tree of [e} (a) is recursive in a • 
Proof: Let q be the partial function defined by: 
q(x,y)~ iff !e X E c ' 
y is a subcomputation of x ~ q(x,y) = 0 , 
y is not a subcomputation of x ~ q(x,y) = 1 • 
Then q is a fixpoint for the monotone ~-recursive functional Jr 
defined by: 
if X E CJe and S(x,y) 
or a z(S(x, z) and q(z,y) ,.... 0) , 
-
""' 1 if X e c:e and l S(x,y) 
and V z(S(x, z) ~ q(z,y) ,.... 1) 0 
-
The quantifiers a and v can be expressed by E .. Hence ff is 
recursive in :I. • Suppose q' is a fixpoint for ~- 0 By induction 
on lxl£ it can be proved that q(x,y)~ ::::;.. q(x,y) '::::: q' (x,y) .. 
Hence q' is an extension of q. Hence q is the least fixpoint 
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of :F, and by the first recursion theorem q is partial recursive 
in :t .. 
:£ A y q( (e,a) ,y) If {e} (a)~ , then is the characteristic func-
~ tion of the computation tree of {e} (a) .. 0 
Let Y be a set of elements in 8w , indexed by S, ioe. 
Y = {a.r: rES} o Then all elements in Y can be coded by 0ne ele-
8 
ment in w , namely a. defined by: 
For all r E S AS a.( (r, s)) = ~ o This property will be utilized 
in the next theorem. 
There is a one-one function ** from A into s w and a 
function : A - A such that the graphs of ** and are 
primitive recursive in the equality relation on S and the func-
tional E8 , and (x* *) -- = x for all x • 
instance be defined by: 
r** = (r*,O) 
a.** = (a.,1) 
** and -- can for 
where 0 E 8w and 1 E 8w denote the constant functions with 
values 0 and 1 respectively. 
X 
if (x)2(o) = 1 
if (x)2(o) = 0. 
Theorem 4: Suppose that the equality relation on S is recursive 
in :f , and that E8 is weakly recursive in :£ Then there is a 
relation R which is recursively enumerable in f:t such that for 
all e ,a: 3:a. R( a., ( e, a)) • 
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Proof: (e}~(a)t ~ the computation tree of (e}~(a) is not well-
founded <==;> 
a a.o a.1 • • • a..n • 0 0 [a.;- = < e' a) and 
is an immediate subcomputation of 
(a.-- = ( e, a) and Vi S( a.-:-, a.. --1 )) 0 ~ J.+ 
~ 3:a.(a.[o]-- = (e,a) andVi S(a.[i]--,a.[i+1]--)) 
where a.[r] = A.s a.((r,s)).. Let R(a.,(e,a)) 
<==> a.[o]-- = (e,a) and Vi S(a.[i]-- ,a.[i+1]--) o 
Then R is recursively enumerable in jC o 
0 
Corollary: The relations which are recursively enumerable in Jf are 
not closed under existential quantifiers ranging over s w .. 
Let P(A) denote the set of subsets of A • A relation 
R ~ P(A) x A is recursive in t if there is an index e such that 
A. X x(e }.t',X(x) is the characteristic function of R. 
Theorem 5: Suppose that Z is normal and that the functional E 
is recursive in :t .. Let B c A .. Then B is recursively enumer-
able in ;t iff there is a relation R ~ P(A) x A which is recursive 
in Z such that for all x E A : x E B ~ 3:X (X is recursive in 
x, :£ and (X,x) E R) .. 
Proof: Suppose B is recursively enumerable in ;t 0 Let eo be 
an index such that for all x: x E B ~ { e0 };t' (x) ~ 0. 
We define a relation Sx(x,y) by cases on Xo There is one 
case for 8ach of the clauses in the definition of r. Some of the 
cases are given below: If x is a starting computation then 
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IBx:Cx,y) for all y. If x = ((10,n,e,e'),a,z) (composition) 
then Sx(x,y) <:::::> x E X and y E X and :!fu(y = (e ,a, u) or 
y=(e' ,u,a,z)) o If x = ((16,n,e,i),a,z) (application of the func-
tional Fi ) then Bx(x,y) "*"> x E X and y E X and :ix' y' y = 
(e ,x' ,a,y') • 
If x is not of a form which corresponds to a clause in r then 
SX(x,y) <==> x E X and y E X and x = y.. As a relatio:'l of 
X, x,y S is recursive in ~ , and Bx:Cx,y) says that y is an 
immediate subcomputation of x with respect to X. 
Let R be defined by: 
R(X,x) <=> (e0 ,x,O) E X and 
Vn a yy' ( (n,a,y) E X and (n,a,y') E X ~ y = y') 
and Vx(x E X ~ Seq(x) 1\ lh(x) ~ 2) 
and va. :H:i 
and Q(X) 
where Q is the relation which says that if x E X then x is a 
convergent computation, and for all y : y is an immediate subcom-
putation of x iff Bx:Cx,y) • 
Obviously all parts of the definition of R except Q are re-
cursive in ;t o To prove that R is recursive in :L we give in-
structions how to compute the characteristic function of R • First 
see if all parts of R(X,x) except Q(X) are satisfiedo If not 
give output 1 • If these conditions are satisfied then X can be 
arranged as a wellfounded treeo Let tx be the function defined by: 
if x 1. X 
~ 1 if x E X and tx(y) - 1 for some y below x 
in the tree. 
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In addition there is a case for each clause in the definition of r . 
The cases which correspond to a starting computation, composition 
and application of F. 
~ 
are given below: 
Starting computation: tx(x) z 0 if x = (n,a,y) and (n,a,y) is 
~ 
a starting computation and (n} (a) z y. tx(x) ~ 1 if 
3:y' (n}£ (a) :: y' and y' /: yo 
Composition: x = ((10,n,e,e'),a,z) .. 
tx(x) ~ o if au[txC<e,a,u)) ~ 0 and txC<e' ,u,a,z)) z 0] 
~ 1 if Vu[txC<e,a,u)) 1 or txC ( e' , u, a, z)) ~ 1] 
Application of F. : x = ((16,n,e,i),a,z) o 
~ 
tx(x) ::: 0 if Vx':3:y txC (e ,x' ,a,y)) :: 0 and 
';[ 
Fi (Ax:' (e} (x' ,a)) ~ z 
~ 1 if :3:x'Vy txC (e,x' ,a,y)) :: 1 or 
-
[Vx':3:ytx((e,x',a,y)) ~ 0 and 
:3:z' (F. (>..x' (e}~(x' ,a)) z 
~ 
z' and z' = z)] 
If x does not look like a computation then tx(x) :: 1 .. 
An index for tx can be found by the second recursion theorem, 
hence tx is partial recursive in :C, X , uniformly in X. By 
induction on the height of x in the tree the following can be 
proved: x E X => tx(x) is defined, and tx(x) ~ 0 if x is a 
convergent computation and the part of the tree which lies below x 
is identical to the computation tree of x o tx(x) z 1 otherwise .. 
Hence R(X,x) iff tx(x) ~ 0 for all x E X o Hence R is recur-
sive in :t .. 
Suppose x E B.. Then (e0 }::C(x) z 0. Let X be the set of 
~ 
computations in the computation tree of {e0 } (x) ((e0 ,x,O) in-
cluded). Then X is recursive in x, ;£ by lemma 10, and R(X,x) .. 
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Hence 3:X (X is recursive in x, ';[ and R(X,x)) • 
If 3:X R(X,x) then choose X such that R(X,x) • X is a set of 
convergent computations, and (e0 ,x,O) EX. 
hence x E B. This proves that 
Hence 
x E B ~ :IX (X is recursive in x, :£ and R(X,x)) 
<=:::;> 3:X R(X,x) • 
To prove the other direction of the equivalence in the theorem 
suppose x E B ¢::::> 3:X (X is recursive in x, :£ and R(X,x)) 
where R is recursive in ~ • Hence X E B ~ 3:m (A.y{m}.:f(x,y) 
is a characteristic function and R(X,x) ) , where X is the set 
with characteristic function "£ A.y {m) ( x, y) • Since :£ is normal the 
relations which are recursively enumerable in ~ are closed under 
the quantifier :3: m .. Hence B is recursively enumerable in .Z • 
0 
Remark 1: In this proof there are expressions of the form 
Vx ( •• o x,X, o ... ) where the expression inside the brackets is recur-
sive in t . The quantifier is expressed by E .. This is permitted 
because E is recursive in ~ • Weak recursiveness would not suf-
fice. 
Theorem 5 can be slightly strengthened.. Let ~ be a cartesian 
product where each factor is one of the following sets: A , the set 
of functions from An into S , the set of functionals. 
is recursively enumerable in :£ if there is an index m such that 
for all TT E X : n E 0( <==::> {m);t,TT(O)~. 
Theorem 6: Suppose :L is normal and that E is recursive in ~ .. 
Let ot ,:;: X • Then 0{ is recursively enumerable in :£ iff there 
is a relation R c P(A) x X which is recursive in :£ such that for 
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all n E ~ : n EO(<=:> :!IX (X is recursive in :l ,n and (X,n) E R). 
The proof of theorem 6 is a slight modification of the proof of 
theorem 5. 
By theorem 3 there are selection operators for numbers when 
~is normal. The next theorem states a similar result for s. 
Theorem 7: Suppose :£ is normal., There is a function cp which is 
partial recursive in ~ with index e such that if 
axES {e}~(x,a)~ then cp((e,a))~ and lfe)~((e,a))l > 
min {I {er (x,a) \ : x E S} o If cp( (e,a) )~ then :3:x E S {ef' (x,a)t., 
Corollary: The relations which are recursively enumerable in :£ are 
closed under existential quantifiers over s. 
Proof of theorem 7: The set {(e,x,a)**: x E S} is a family of 
elements in 8w indexed by S. Hence -che set can be coded by one 
element in s w 0 Call this element a.. Then 
3: s E S {e)~ ( s, a) t ~ :!Is E S a.[ s] -- E C ~ , 
where C~ is the set of convergent computations, and a.[s] = A.r a.((p,r))., 
Definition: For 13 E 8w let llsll =min { IS[sJ--1.£: s E S). 
Lemma A : There is an index m such that 
i) 
ii) 
11 sll < x.'£ 
(ml~Cs)w 
and £ml~C s )w 
llsll < )t£ • 
To prove theorem 7 it is enough to prove lemma A. The index e 
can easily be found from m. 
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Proof of lemma A: To find m we use the recursion theorem. 
i) is proved by induction on II~ II • Assume as induction hypothesis: 
llsll < l.l ~ (m}t(~)~ and \lsll < I (m}.le(S) I for some ordinal l.l· 
Assume II a. II = 1J • 
Lemma 9 states that there is a relation S(x,y) which is re-
cursively enumerable in :i such that if x E est then S(x,y) iff 
y is an immediate subcomputation of x. Let the relation R be 
defined by: 
R(x,y,w) ~ S(x,y) if x is not of the form ((10,n,e,e'),a), 
R(x,y,w) y = (e,a) or (w E ell and I (e}.:t(a) I ~ lwl and 
'i. y = (e' ,(e) (a),a)) otherwise .. 
Let w e e:t 0 If X is not a substitution then {y: R(x,y,w)} 
is the set of immediate subcomputations of x .. If 
tution then 
;t 
r ( ( e , a) } if I w I < I { e} (a) I 
x is a substi-
{y: R(x,y,w)} 
= L {(e,a),(e' ,{e).'l(a),a)} otherwise. 
For cr < x. <£ .let T0 be the relation defined by: 
T0 = {~: Vx E S R(a.[x]--,S[x]--,w)}, 
where \w I = cr • Obviously 
II sll <II a.! I , 
cr < T T0 c T • 
- T 
T0 is recursive in £ , a. , w where lw I = cr , since R is recur-
sive in :i , w as a relation of x and y when w E e!f:: .. 
Lemma B : Let A. be an ordinal such that S is not cofinal in A 
(i .. e. there is no function f : S ... A such that A.= sup {f(x): xES}) .. 
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Let [a(T) : T < A) be an increasing sequence of ordinals bounded 
above by x. :£ • Then there is an ordinal T ' < A such that for 
all T : .,., < ,.. < • ~ m m 
I I II. -- .J.a(T) = .J.a(T') • 
Proof: To obtain a contradiction suppose 
VT' <A 3:T (T'.:: T <A and 
Take r' < A o Let T be minimal such that r' < T and 
Ta(r') t Ta(T) • Obviously r' < To Let w' ,w E c:e be chosen 
such that lw'l = a( r) • If s E Ta(T)- Ta(r') then 
Vx E S R(cx.[x]--,S[x]--,w) and 
Hence 3:x E S ,R(a.[x]--,S[x]--,w'). If IR(a.[x]--,13[x]--,w') 
then o:.[x] --
£ (s, [e} (a) ,a) 
is a substitution ((10,n,e,e'),a), S[x]-- = 
and \w' \ < I {e }!t (a) I ~ lw I (because 
R(cx.[x]--,S[x]--,w)) o Hence R(o.[x]--,S[x]--,w") for all 
lw" \ > lw I . Let 
P(r') =[xES: S:S E Ta(T)-Ta(T') lR(a.[x]--,p[x]--,w')}. 
Then P(T') is not empty, and P(T') = P(v) for T' < v < T 
because r is minimal such that Ta(r') f Ta(r). If r < v then 
P(T') and P(v) are disjoint, for if x E P(T') then a.[x]-- = 
((10,n,e,e') ,a), S[x]-- = (e', [e};e(a' ,a) and R(a.[x]-~ S[x]--, w") 
for all w" E c.i such that a ( r) .::_ lw" I . Choose w" such that 
lw"l = a(v). Then R(a.[x]--,S[x]--,w") since a(r) < a(v). 
Hence x ~ P(v) • Let f: S .... A be defined by: 
rhe least T I such that x E P( r') f(x) = if X E U P(r) 
T<A 
0 otherwise 
Then sup {f(x) X E S} = A. ' a contradiction. 
'] 
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Let W c 82 be the set of prewellorderings with domain ~ S. 
W is recursive in ~ o For & E W let Or(o) be the length of 
the prewellordering & .. Let A = sup (Or( o) : & E W} • Then S 
is not cofinal in A o 
There is an index m1 such that (m1 }~(m,~,w)~ if w E C~ 
~ £ 
and (m} (~)t for all S E Tlwl , and if w E C then 
fl. '£ I (m1 ) (m, ex., w) I > I (m} ( !3) I for all ~ E T I w I o By inducti0n hypo-
~ . 
thesis \(m1 } (m,~,w)l > llsll for all ~ E T\wl .. 
By the recursion theorem one can find an index m2 such that 
(m2 }£(m,o.,y)~ if y E W and for all y' E W: Or(y') < Or(y) ==;> 
(m2 }i(m,~,y')~ and (m1 }£(m,a.,(m2 ,m,~,y'))~. When m2 is chosen 
in the natural way the following is true: 
l (m2 }':t(m,a.,y) I > I (m2 }!l(m,a.,y') I, I (m1 }~(m,a.,(m2 ,m,cx.,y' )) I for all 
y' such that Or(y') < Or(y). Hence by induction hypothesis 
l£m2 }!t(m,a.,y)\ > l!s\1 for all !3 E Tl I when ( m2 'm' a., Y ' ) 
Or ( y ' ) < Or ( y ) .. 
There is an index m3 
:e Vy E W (m2 } (m,cx.,y)~, and 
For 'T < A let 
such that (m3 }i(m,cx.)~ if 
I (m3}.'t'(m,cx.) 1 > _I (m2}t(m,a.,y) I 
a('T) = inf {I (m2r (m,a.,y) I : y E w 8.._1'ld Or(y) = 'T}. Then 
for yEW. 
(a(T): T < A.} is a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals bounded 
above by I {m3 }£(m,a.) I , and hence by K.t • By lemma B there is 
an ordinal T' <A. such that Ta(T') = Ta('T) when T' < T <A 0 
Let a = sup (a ( T ) : T < A} .. 
~ 
Claim: a ?: II a.l\ • (Hence I {m3 } · (m, a.) \ ~ II a.\ I .. ) 
To obtain a contradiction suppose a < II cx.11 o 
Let xES.. If a.[x] is a substitution ((10,n,e,e'),a) 
then either \(e}.:t'(a)l < a('T') or a_:: l(e}:t(a)l 0 For if 
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a(T') ~ \[e}~(a)l <a take a ~ G Ta(T') c Let ~'[y] = ~[y] if 
y -f x, ~·[x] = (e',[e}i'(a),a) o Then ~·% Ta(T'). But ~· ETa('r) 
t for a ( T) > I [e) (a) I .. This is contrary to the fact that 
Let ~ be defined in the following way: 
- a If ~[x]-- is not a substitution, let 
~[x]-- be such that S(a[x]--) and 
a( T ') I 13[x] --~ ~ a (possible by assumption) .. 
If ~[x]-- is a substitution ((10,n,e,e'),a) let 
'£ (s, (e} (a),a) if ~ \(e} (a)\< a(T') 
(e,a) if \[e}:C(a) I > a 
Then llsll::::, a. !11311 = inf (\~[xJ--1: x E S}o Obviously 
ls[xJ--1::::. a in all cases except for \[e}~(a)l < a(T'). In this 
case I (e' f([e }~(a), a) I ~ a because otherwise I g,[x]--1 ~ a , con-
trary to the assumption. Hence li3[x]--\ ~a also in this caseo 
Hence i3 % T0 ( T, ) • For suppose i3 E Ta ( T ') 0 Choose T such that 
'T 1 < T < A.o Choose y',y E W such that Or(y') = T', Or(y) = T, 
a(T') = I (m2}~(m,g,,y') I ' a(T) = IL~J't(m,a.,y) I e By the construction 
:t 
l£m2 } (m,et,Y)I ~ 11~'1\ for all ~· ETI< ')\'" m2 ,m, a., y 
Hence l[m2 J.'{(m,",Y)I ::::_ ~~~~~ sin~e S E TO(T') = 'l'l(m2 ,m,CL,y')l, 
tradicting the fact that l£m2 } (m,a,y)\ = a(T) <a~ !113\\ o 
By the construction of ~ 13 E Ta( T ') , a contradiction. 
This proves the claim. 
By the second recursion theorem there is an m such that 
con-
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for all a.. This m satisfies part i) of lemma A. 
By the induction hypothesis mentioned in the beginning of the proof; 
llsll < 1-L ~ {m}.i(S)~ and llsll < I {m}~(S) I. 
Let II a.! I = 1-L .. By the claim II a.1! 
lla.ll .:: I £mliC") I o 
Hence 
Part ii) of lemma A can be proved by induction on the length 
':£ 
of I (m} ( S) l . The induction goes as follows. 
':t Suppose {m} (")~ and ii) is satisfied for all S 
I {mrtc s) I < I {m}z (a.) 1 • Since :t :t [m) (a.)~, (m3 } (m,a.)~ 
I {m)!{ (a.) I > l£m3}~ (m, a.) I • Also ~ {~) (m,a.,y)t for all 
:t <l 
and l£m3 ) (m,a.)l > l£m2 ) (m,a.,y)j for all y E W. 
such that 
and 
y E W, 
Let the ordinals (o(T) : T < A) be defined as before. Choose 
T' < A as before. If ~[x]-- is a substitution, then either 
l£e}£(a)l < a(T') or a.:: l£e}~(a)l by the argument in the proof 
of the claim. To obtain a contradiction suppose II a.ll = x. i!, (i.e. 
a.[x] -- codes a divergent computation for all x E S ) • Construct 
S as follows: If a.[x]-- is not a substitution let S[x]-- be 
a divergent subcomputation of a.[x]-- o If a.[x]-- is a substitu-
tion let S[x]-- be defined as in the proof of the claim. Then 
by construction s E T 0 ( T ') , and it is easy to check that 
I S[xJ--1 ~ a for all X E s .. Hence llsll~o. Choose y I E W 
such that o(T') = I £~J,;;eCm,a.,y') I .. Choose y E W such that 
Or( y') < Or( y) .. Then by the construction of m2 : 
l£~}£(m,a.,y)\ > l£m1 }.e(m,a.,(m2 ,m,o.,y'))l. 
By the construction of m1 : I {m1 )'t (m, a., (m2 ,m, a., y')) I > I {m}~ ( S) I 
since S E T!(m2 ,m,a.,y') I = Ta(T').. Hence I {m)~(a.)! >I (m)!t(S) (/. 
By the induction hypothesis 11 S II < x. ~ .. By part i) of lemma A : 
~ t llsll,::: l{m} (S)I. Hence !lsi!< l{m2 J (m,a.,Y)I for all yEW such 
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that Or( y ' ) < Or( y) • By the definition of a ( T) 1\~1\ < cr(-r) 
when T' < T < A. o Hence 11 ~ 1\ < a , contradicting the fact that 
II~ ll ~ a • This proves lemma A .. 
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§ 5 KLEENE RECURSION IN NORMAL OBJECTS OF TYPE n + 2, n > 0 
Let F be an object of type n + 2.. Let S = Tp(O) U Tp(1) U ... 
.. .. • U Tp(n-1) o Let ;/ be the coding scheme from § 3.. It is proved 
in § 3 that there is a list Z such that recursion in :f is essen ... 
tially the same as Kleene recursion in F o There are primitive re-
cursive functions f, g such that 
(e}F(a) :::m <==;> (f(e)};t(a) ::- m , 
j(e}F(a) lF ;l ;! < \(f ( e ) ) ( a) 1 , 
-
:£ (g(e)}F(a) (e} (a) :::m $=;> ::: m ' 
\{e}:l(a)l~ < l {g (e) } F (a) IF 
-
for all e,a,m, where e,m E w ' a is a list of elements in UTp(i) .. i<n 
(.A part of this is stated in lemma 4 and lemma 5 • ) -
As mentioned in § 4 L is normal iff n+2E is weakly recur-
sive in F. In this chapter we will deduce results about Kleene 
recursion in F from the results in § 4. Let us start with theo-
rem 2. 
Let F C = [(e,a): 
Then (e,a) E CF <=> 
{e}F(a)~}. 
{e}F(a)~ X {f(e)} (a)~ .. 
function Ord : Tp(n) ... Ordinals defined by: 
Ord((e,a)) = l£f(e)}~(a)IZ 
There is a 
Let x = (e,a), y = (e' ,a'). Let p'(x,y) ~ p((f(e),a),(f(e'),a')) 
where p is the function from theorem 2 .. p' is partial recursive 
in F in the sense of Kleene by lemma 5.. This proves 
Theorem 2 1 : Suppose n+2E is weakly recursive in F .. Then there 
is a function p' which is partial recursive in F such that 
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X E CF or y E CF '( )·'· c:c:==;:> p X ' y 'f ' 
x E CF and Ord(x) ~ Ord(y) p'(x,y) ~ 0, 
Ord ( x) > Ord ( y) ~ p ' ( x, y) ~ 1 • 
Theorem 3': Suppose n+2E is weakly recursive in F o Then there 
is a function ~· which is partial recursive in F such that for 
all e, a: If an E N (e}F(n,a)~ then cp' (e,a)~, and 
(e}F(cp'(e,a),a)~. If cp'(e,a) ~ n then {e}F(n,a)~ 4 
Proof: Let cp' (e,a) = cp(f(e) ,a) , where cp is the selection oper-
ator from theorem 3. cp' is partial recursive in F by lemma 5. 
0 
Theorem 4': Suppose n+1E is weakly recursive in F. Then there 
is a relation R' which is recursively enumerable in F such that 
forall e,a: 
(e}F(a)t ~ aa E Tp(n) R'(a.,(e,a)). 
Proof: The equality relation on S is recursive in ~ , and the 
functional E8 is weakly recursive in ~ since n+1E is weakly 
recursive in F o By theorem 4 there is a relation R which is 
recursively enumerable in ~ such that for all 
(n}~(b)t ~ 3:x R(x,(n,b)). Hence (e}F(a)t 
n,b 
~ ax R(x,(f(e) ,a)) • Let p be the function: A .... Tp(n) , and 
q : A .... A the inverse of p , defined in § 3 o Then 
ax R ( x, ( f ( e ) , a) ) 4==> :3: a. E Tp ( n) R ( q ( a.) , ( f ( e ) , a) • Let 
R' (a.,(e,a)) <==:> R(q(a),(f(e),a)). 
0 
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Remark: Theorem 4' is a slightly weaker result than corollary 5.2 
n+1 in [13], where the assumption " E is weakly recursive in F" is 
omitted. Here theorem 4' is a corollary of theorem 4, which is 
proved for arbitrary sets S. To describe the functions which code 
elements in A as elements in s w we need the equality relation on 
S and the functional Es • When working in the type hiearchy the 
structure is so rich that it is not necessary to· introduce Es o 
Hence a better result can be obtained in that case. 
Theorem 5': Suppose E is recursive in F. Let B s;:: Tp(n) • B 
is recursively enumerable in F iff there is a relation R' c 
P(Tp(n))x Tp(n) which is recursive in F such that for all 
x E Tp(n): x E B ~ 3:X (X is recursive in x, F and R'(X,x)). 
Proof: When .l is normal Tp(n) is a recursive subset of A. 
Let B c Tp(n) • B is recursively enumflrable in F iff B is 
recursively enumerable in ~ Suppose B is recursively enumerable 
in F • By theorem 5 there is a relation R ,:: P(A) x A which is 
recursively enumerable in :t such that for all x E A : x E B 
<==;> 3:X(X is recursive in x,~ a.'1.d R(X,x)) Let R' be de-
fined by: R' (Y,y) ~ R(q[Y] ,y) , where Y ,:: Tp(n), y E Tp (n) • 
Then R' is recursive in :t , hence in F. If g_[Y] is recursive 
in :i,x then y is, and y is recursive in F' X 0 Hence xEB 
~ .3:Y ( Y is recursive in F, x and R' (Y,y)) The other part 
of theorem 5' can be proved as follows: Suppose x E B ~ 
3:X (X is recursive in x, F and R' (X,x) ) where R' is recursive 
in F o Then R 1 is recursive in ,X , and X is recursive in 
Hence x E B ~ :[X (X is re-x, F iff X is recursive in :t 
cursive in x, :t and R 1 (X,x) ) • By theorem 5 B is recursively 
enumerable in :t , and hence in F o 
0 
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Theorem 6': n+2 Suppose E is recursive in F o Let (J( ~ Tp(n+2) .. 
Then at is recursively enumerable in F iff there is a relation 
R' ~ P(Tp(n)) x Tp(n+2) which is recursive in F such that for all 
G E Tp(n+2) : G E 0( ~ :&X (X is recursive in F, G and R(X,G)) .. 
Theorem 7': Suppose n+2E is weakly recursive in F.. Then there 
is a function ~· which is partial recursive in F with index e' 
such that if :&xE Tp(n-1) {e}F(x,a)~ then ~·((e,a))~ and 
lfe'}F((e,a))j ~min (l{e}F(x,a)l: x E Tp(n-1)}.. Moreover if 
~· ( (e, a))~ then :&x E Tp(n-1) {e }F (x, a)~ • 
Proof: Let ~ be the function from theorem 7 with index e .. If 
:Rx E Tp(n-1) {e}F(x,a)~ then S:x E Tp(n-1) {f(e)}~(x,a)~, hence 
axES {f(e)} (x,a)~.. Then ~((f(e),a))~, and l{e}.t((f(e),a))l 
> inf { I ( f ( e ) } ;e ( x, a) I : x E S} 
> inf {I (e}F(x,a) I : x E Tp(n-1)}. Let s = g(e).. Then 
{s}F((f(e),a))::: {e}~((f(e),a)), and !{s}F((f(e),a))l 
> I (e}.t((f(e),a)) I 0 Choose e' such that {e' }F((e,a)) 
"'(s}F((f(e),a)) and l(e'}F((e,a))l ~ l£s}F((f(e),a))j. Let 
~· ((e,a)) ~ {e' }F((e,a)). 
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§ 6 COMPUTATION THEORIES ON 0(, 
A computation theory on 0( is a pair (e, I 18 ) such that the 
following is true: 
8 is a set of tuples (e,a,r) where e E N, a is a list 
of objects from A , r E S • II is a function from 8 onto some e 
ordinal x.8 o If (e,a,r) E 8 and (e,a,r') E 8 then r = r' • 
Let [e} 8 denote the partial function defined by 
[e} 8 (a) ~ r ~ (e,a,r) E e 
q:> is 8- computable if there is an e such that q:> = [e} 8 , in 
which case e is said to be an index for q:>. 
The following functions are 8- computable: the characteristic 
functions of N and S , the constant functions f(a) = n (n EN) , 
M,K,L,i, s,f where 
X 
i(x,a) = { 
0 
if X E S 
otherwise 
{ X+1 if X EN s(x) = 
0 otherwise 
x(y) if s yES { X E w, f(x,y) = 
0 otherwise 
The following operations are allowed: substitution, primitive 
recursion, permutations of the list of arguments of a function, 
adding dummy arguments, substitution of a function for an element 
in 8w , diagonalization, the S~- property is satisfied.. To make 
precise what is meant by "an operation is allowed" let us regard 
substitution, diagonalization and the n sm - property 0 
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Substitution: There is a e- computable mapping g1 (e,f ,n) such 
that for all e,f ,a,x: 
[g1 (e,f,n)} 8 (a) ::- x ¢==> au[[e} 8 (a) ::- u and [f} 8 (u,a)::: x] 
and jg1 (e,f,n),a,xl 8 ;:, sup [\e,a,ul 8 + 1, \f,u,a,xl 8 + 1} 
where [e} 8 (a) :: u and [f} 8 (u,a) :: x. The list a has length n .. 
Diagonalization: There is a e- computable mapping g2 (m,n) such 
that for all e,a,b,x: 
[g2 (m,n)} 8 (e,a,b)::: x <=> [e} 8 (a) ~ x, and 
\g2 (m,n),e,a,b,x\ 8 ~ \e,a,xl8 +1 when (e} 8(a):: x. The lists a 
and b have lengths m and n respectively. 
S~- property: There is a e- computable mapping g 3 (n,m) such that 
g3(n,m) is an index for a mapping s~ with the following property: 
For all e E N , x 1 ..... xn E N , y 1 • u y m, z 
[S~(e,x1 ••• xn)} 8 (y1 .... ym) :: z ~ [e} 8 (x1 ..... xn,y1 ••• ym) ::: z, 
and jS~(e,x1 ..... xn),y1 ••• ym,z\ 8 ;:, le,x1 ••• xn,y1 .... ym,z\ 8 + 1, 
when [e} 8 (x1 ••• xn,y1 ••• ym) ::' z o 
(A mapping is a function which is totally defined.) 
This ends the definition of a computation theory on 0( • 
Let :1 be a list of relations, functions and functionals. 
Let '£ £ ';£ e = [(e,a,r): [e} (a) :: r}, and let je,a,r\ 8 = I {e} (a) 1 o 
Then (e, 11 8 ) is a computation theory on OC .. 
Some notations and definitions: 
Let (8, 11 8 ) be a computation theory on OC .. A computation 
is a tuple (e,a,r). The computation is convergent if (e,a,r) E 8. 
Otherwise it is divergent.. If (e,a,r) E 8 then \e,a,r\ 8 is 
called the length of the com:;::utation (e,a,r). The expression 
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n(e} 9 (a)~" is an abbreviation for the statement: there is an r 
such that (e} 9(a) ~ r.. "(e}9(a)t• is an abbreviation for the 
negation of this statement. If {e} 9(a){ then there is a unique 
r such that (e} 9(a) ~ r. Hence there is no ambiguity in denoting 
the computation by (e,a). Sometimes it will be denoted by (e} 8(a)o 
Hence (e} 9(a) has a double meaningo It denotes the object r such 
that (e} 9(a) ~ r, and also the computation (e,a,r). Let 
I (e} 9(a) le = l<e,a) le = le,a,r1 8 where {e} 8(a) ~ r. .If there is 
no r such that {e} 8(a) ~ r let j(e}8 (a)j 8 = \(e,a>le = x8 , 
where x8 = sup ( 1 (e} 8 (a) le: (e} 8 (a)~} • 
The operations (substitution, diagonalization, 0 • 0 ) have the 
following property: If we start with some computations and perform 
an operation then we obtain computations with greater length than 
the original ones. This corresponds to the intuitive picture of a 
computation, where the length is a measure of how many operations 
one must do to obtain a result. The more operations we do, the 
greater the length will be. 
Let 7 be a partial monotone functional. Y is weakly ~- com-
putable if there is a e- computable mapping g( e ,n) such that for 
all e E N , r E S , all lists a of length n : 
(g(e,n)}8(a) ""r <==> A.x (e} 8(x,a) E dom !T and 
Jr(A.x(e} 8(x,a)) ~ r. Moreover if 
a subfunction w of A.x{e} 8 (x,a) 
l£g(e,n)} 8(a)l8 > l(e} 8(x,a)1 8 for 
for jr is an index for the mapping 
(g(e,n)} 8 (a) ~ 
such that §"(~) 
all X E dom W • 
g 0 
r then there is 
~ r and 
A e- index 
If F is a functional defined on total functions then by the 
above definition F is weakly e- computable if there is a e- com-
putable mdpping g( e ,n) such that for all e E N , r E S , all lists 
a of length n: (g(e,n)} 8(a) ~ r ~ A.x{e} 8(x,a) is total and 
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F(Ax(e}8(x,a)) ~ r. If {g(e,n)) 8(a)~ then l(g(e,n)} 8(a)l 8 > 
I {e }8(x,a) le for all x E A. 
First recursion theorem: Suppose ~ is a partial monotone func-
tional, Y is weakly ®-computable, and the argument list of !F 
has the form cp , a , where cp is ranging over k- ary partial func-
tions, and a is ranging over Ak 0 Then there is a least solution 
cp to the equality a[.7(cp,a) ~ cp(a)], and this least solution is 
® - computable e 
Second recursion theorem: 
The next two definitions are inspired by Moschovakis: Axioms 
for Computation Theories -First Draft ([16]). In this paper a sub-
set X of the domain is said to be finite in a computation theory 
® if the relations which are e- semicomputable are closed under 
the quantifiers Vx E X , 3:x E X in a uniform way. Below follow 
two different notions of finitiness~ The first one is the same as 
the one defined by Moschovakis [16]. 
Let X be a subset of A. X is strongly 8 -finite if the 
partial functional fF X defined by 
Yx(cp) ~ { 0 if 3:x E X Cf)(X) 
,.._ 0 
-
1 if Vx E X 3:r I 0 qJ(x) ~r 
is weakly 8- computable. X is weakly e -finite if the functional 
Fx defined by 
( 0 if 3:x EX f(x) = 0 
Fx(f) = l 1 if Vx E X 3:r ~ 0 f(x) = r 
is weakly e- computableo ( cp ranges over partial functions, f 
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over functions defined on all of X • ) If e is an index for 
&:X (FX) we say that e proves that X is strongly (weakly) 
finite. 
Remark: i) A is weakly Gl- finite ~ E is weakly Gl -computable. 
ii) If X c A is weakly Gl -finite then the e -computable re-
lations on A are closed under the quantifiers 3:x E X , Vx E X. 
iii) If X c A is strongly Gl -finite then the El -semi compu-
table relations on A are closed under the quantifiers 3X E X , 
Vx EX. 
Lemma 11: If X c A is strongly Gl -finite then X is weakly 
e- finite. 
Lemma 12: Suppose that the equality relation on A is Gl -compu-
table. Let * denote one of the following two properties: llstrongly 
Gl-finite", "weakly Gl-finite". Suppose X c A is * Then i)-
iv) are true. 
i) X is Gl -computable , 
ii) If Y c X is Gl -computable then Y is * 
iii) If there is a Gl -computable mapping g such that for all 
x EX g(x) is an index which proves that a set Y l. s * X then 
u y and n yx are * • 
xEX x xEX 
i v) If f is a Gl -computable mapping then f [X] (the image of 
X under f ) is * • 
Lemma 13: Let X= [x1 ••• xn} where x1 ••• ~EA. Then X is 
weakly e -finite in x 1 • • • xn • If e admits selection operators 
for natural numbers then X is also strongly e -finite in x1 o •• xn. 
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Definitions: e admits selection operators for natural numbers if 
there is a e -computable mapping g( e ,n) such that for all e ,n EN, 
all lists a of length n : If 3ln E N {e) eCm, a) -:::: 0 then 
(g(e,n)Je(a)~ and has a value in N and (e}e((g(e,n)}e(a),a) ~ 0, 
and I (g(e,n))e(a) I > inf( I (eleCm,a) I : [e)e(m,a) -:::: 0}. If 
(g(e,n)}e(a) ~ m then (e}e(m,a) -::: 0. 
A relation R on A is e -computable if the characteristic 
function of R is e -computable., R is e -computable in b if 
there is an index e such that Aa (e}e(a,b) is the characteristic 
function of R. R is e -semicomputable if there is an index e 
such that for all a: R(a) <==;> (e}e(a)'f. R is e -semicomputable 
in b if R(a) ~ (e}e(a,b)t for some e E N. A partial function 
cp is e -computable in b if cp = Aa (eleCa,b) for some e.. A 
partial monotone functional J:' is weakly e -computable in b if 
there is a e -computable mapping g( e ,n) such that 
Jl(Ax(e}e(x,a»-:::: (g(e,n)JeCa,b). If (g(e,n)}e(a,b)t then there 
is a subfunction ~ of AX (e}e(x,a) such that ~(~) ~ 
(g(e,n)leCa,b) and I (g(e,n)}e(a,b) I > I (eleCx,a) for all x E dom ~., 
A set X is strongly (weakly) e -finite in b if ~X (FX) is 
weakly e -computable in b • 
Let C® = {(e,a): (e}e(a)~} .. II is a (8) -norm if there is e 
a partial e -computable function p(x,y) 
x E c8 and lxle .:5. lYle, p(x,y) ~ 1 if 
p-normal if lie is a e -norm. 
such that p(x,y) ~ 0 if 
lx\ 8 > lYle. (®, 11 8 ) is 
Lemma 14: If 1\e is a e -norm then e admits selection opera-
tors for natural numbers. 
Proof: Same proof as for theorem 3. 
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Lemma 15: Let £ be a normal list, let @ denote recursion in .:t , 
and let I Is be the natural length function. Then A is weakly 
@-finite , S is strongly @-finite and 
Proof by theorems 2 and 7 • 
II is a @ -norm., @ 
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§ 7 ABSTRACT KLEENE THEORIES 
Let 
tuples 
F be an object of thpe 
(e,a,n) such that {e)F(a) 
Let S be the set of 
-;;n in the sense of Kleene. 
Let lis denote the natural length function. Then (S, I Is> is 
not a computation theory in the sense defined in § 6 for some tri-
vial reasons. See the discussion in § 3 • The following question 
arises: Is there a computation theory which is "similar11 to 
(S, lis>? This is analoguous to the problems in § 3 o 
We introduce the notion of an abstract Kleene theory. (S, l\ 9 ) 
defined above is an example of such a theory. When S = Tp(O)U ••• 
• • U Tp(n-1) there is a close connection between Kleene recursion in 
a list of objects and recursion in a list ;t on or_ • The motiva-
tion for the new notion is to have structures which are related to 
computation theories on ot in the same way as Kleene recursion in a 
list of objects is related to recursion in ~ 
An abstract Kleene theory on (Tp(O), ••• ,Tp(n)) is a pair 
(s, lis> where s is a set of tuples (e,a,n) of length ~ 2 0 
e,n E w, a is a list of objects from u Tp(i) • If (e,a,n) E @ 
i<n 
and (e,a,n') E S then n = n' o A partial function q> is S-
computable with index e if for all a,n : ep(a) z n <===> ( e, a,n) E @. 
ep is also denoted by (e) e. If ep is S -computable then the 
domain of ep is a subset of a cartesian :product Tp(i1 ) x ••• x Tp(ik) 
where 0 ,:: i j < n for 1 .:S. j _:: k • The following functions are 
S- computable: s(n,a) = n + 1 , f(a) = n, f(n,a) = n, f(n,a.,a) = 
a.(n) (ex. E Tp( 1)) • The following operations are allowed: substi tu-
tion, primitive recursion, permutations of a list of arguments, dia-
gonalization. The s~- property is satisfied' and the functional 
F. 
l 
is weakly S -computable, where F. (a.,f) = a.(A.x E Tp(i)f(x)), 
l 
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a. E Tp(i+1) , i < n.. The operations satisfy certain ordinal in-
equalities similar to those given in the definition of a computation 
theory. 
The main difference between a computation theory and an abstract 
Kleene theory is that in the latter all computable functions have 
values in N , and the domain is a subset of a cartesian product of 
types. In the former theory the computable functions have values in 
S ( =Tp(O)U ...... UTp(n-1)), and the domain is a subset of Ak for 
some k. 
Examples 
> n + 2. 
of abstract Kleene theories: Let F be an object of type 
F Let e = ((e,a,n): (e} (a) ':::: n, e,n EN, a is a list of 
objects of type _:: n) • In this case the "natural" Kleene theory is 
F ((e,a,n) : {e} (a) z n, a is a list of objects of type _:: k) ~where 
the type of F is k + 2 > n + 2 • For the latter theory there is 
a natural length function IIF.. A length function lie for e can 
be constructed from l IF.. If F is a normal object then lie is 
a e -norm, and Tp(i) is strongly e -finite for 0 < i _:: n .. 
Let S be the object of type n + 3 defined by 
= { 0 S(e,F) 
1 
if (e}F(O)~ 
if (e}F(o)t 
where e E N, F E Tp(n+2) .. In [7] Harrington constructs a hier-
archy for the functions which are recursive in S, F.. An abstract 
Kleene theory can be obtained from this hierarchy.. This theory is 
p-normal, Tp(n) is weakly (not strongly) finite, Tp(n-1) is 
strongly finite. 
Let S = Tp(O) U ..... U Tp(n-1) .. Let (e, lie> be an abstract 
Kleene theory on <X .. Then there is a computation theory (~,I I~) 
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which is similar to (@, II e> • ( 'l:', II'±') is defined as follows: 
Let i = (i1 •• o ik) where 0 < ij _:: n for j = 1.o. k, and let 
cpi be the partial function defined by: cpi (e,a) ':::t {ele(a) , where 
e ranges over N , a over Tp(i1 ) x o •• x Tp(ik) o Then cpi is 
e- computable. Let .:t be the list o.f the cp. 's and of the functions 
J_ 
and functionals which expresses the type structure (i.e. g1 ,g2 ,G, 
G1 , ••• ,Gn_1 in § 3 ) • Let 'l:' be the set of convergent coi'l.puta-
tions generated from ~ • Let I l'l:' be the function defined by: 
je,a,r\'l:' = 0 if (e,a,r) E r(~) by some other clause than the 
clauses for the cp. 's. 
J_ 
( r is the operator which generates the 
convergent computations in ;t ). I.f {e}e(a) ':::t n then cpi (e,a) zn. 
Let e. be the index for 
J_ 
lei,e,a,nl'f = {e,a,nle· 
least T such that T > 
cpi. Then (ei ,e,a,n) E r(~) • Let 
For other tuples let le,a,rle be the 
le' a' r'l 
' ' '±' 
for all immediate subcomputa-
tions (e' ,a' ,r') of (e,a,r). Then ('±', ll'l:') is a computation 
theory. 
Lemma 16: Let (e, lie> and ('l:', ll'l:') be as above. Then there is 
a 9-computable mapping f such that for all e,a,m: 
if {e}'l:'(a) ~ m and (e' ,a' ,m') is a subcomputation of (e,a,m) 
then l{f(e')leCP(a'))le < l(f(e)Je(p(a))\ 8 • 
There is a mapping g which is primitive recursive such that 
for all e,a,m: 
if {e}e(a) ~ m and (e' ,a',m') is a subcomputation of (e,a,m) 
then I (g(e' )}'l:'(a') I'±' < I (g(e)}'l:'(a) \'±'. ( p is the imbedding from 
A into ~p(n) defined in § 3 ) • 
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Corollary: Let X be a subset of Tp(i) ' i <no 
i) X is ® -semicomputable iff X is '¥ -semicomptable .. 
ii) X is e -computable iff X is '¥ -computable o 
iii) X is weakly e -finite iff X is weakly 'f -finite. 
iv) X is strongly e-finite iff X is strongly 'f -finite., 
Lemma 17: A is strongly (weakly) 'f -finite iff Tp(n) is strongly 
(weakly) e -finite. S is strongly (weakly) 'f -finite iff Tp(n-1) 
is strongly (weakly) e -finite. 
Definition: ll'f is a 'f -norm if the function p(x,y) which com-
pares the lengths of computations is 'f -computable., 
Lemma 18: If ll'f is a 'f-norm, then lie is a e-normo If Tp(n) 
is weakly e -finite and II is a e -norm then e II 'f is a 'f -norm. 
Definition: Let ('f, ll'f) be a computation theory on a., and let 
:t be a list of objectso 'f f?( Z) if for all relations R on A : 
R is 'f -semicomputable iff R is recursively enumerable in i: . 
If (e, lie> is an abstract Kleene theory and F a list of 
objects of type < n+ 2 
-
then the relation is defined in a 
similar way .. 
Lemma 19: Let (e, lie> be an abstract Kleene theory and let 
('f, ll'f) be the associated computation theory" Then there is a 
list F such that ® 1"¥ F iff there is a list $ of total func-
tions and functionals including the functions and functionals which 
describe the type structure, such that 'f - :Jet) .. 
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From the preceding lemmas in this chapter one can conclude: 
Given an abstract Kleene theory (9, I !9) then there is a computa-
tion theory c~, 1 I~) with almost the same properties as <e,l le> o 
The converse of this is also true. If c~, II~) is a computation 
theory then there is an abstract Kleene theory (9, lie> withal-
most the same properties as (~,\I~). 
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§ 8 NORMAL COMPUTATION THEORIES ON 0(, 
This chapter deals with normal computation theories. A normal 
computation theory is a generalization of recursion in normal lists. 
The main results are i) a characterization of which normal computa-
tion theories are equivalent to recursion in a normal list, and 
ii) a result which says that the computable relations on A and 
the semicomputable relations on S in a normal computation theory 
can always be obtained from a normal list. The latter result is a 
generalization of the " + 1 n and 11 + 2 " theorems. 
A computation theory (®, \1 8 ) on 0( is normal if 
i) the equality relation on S is ®-computable, 
ii) A is weakly ®-finite and S is strongly 8 -finite, 
iii) (8, 11 8 ) is p -normal .. 
Remark: If F is a normal object of type n + 2 
tation theory obtained from F is normal .. 
then the com.pu-
Throughout this chapter (8, I \8 ) will be a normal computation 
theory.. There are some interesting ordinals associated to ® • Let 
X be a subset of A including the natural numbers.. Let 
Ord(X) = (I [e) 8 (a) le: (e} 8(a)~ and a is a list of elements from X}.. 
Let 
x.X = sup Ord(X) 
AX = the order type of Ord(X) • 
Particular cases: X = N , N U 
For these sets X the ordinal 
respectively, where 
( x1 ...... xm} , S , S U [ x1 ...... xm) , A • 
X . o a S 
x. w~ll be denoted by x. , x. , x. , 
a = x1 .... xm.. Similarly for A X .. 
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Let B be a set and let P S B x B • P is a nrewellordering 
on B if P is a linear ordering, and there are no infinite des-
cending chains in P • The domain of P ( dom P ) is the set 
[x: 3:y((x,y)EP or (y,x)EP)}. Let !PI denote the length of 
the prewellordering. 
Lemma 20: i) Let X be a subset of A including N., Then x.X 
is the supremum of the lengths of the prewellorderings with domain 
c A which are @ -computable in elements from X • The supremum is 
not attained. 
ii) If there are functions Mx, Kx, Lx such that X is closed 
under these functions, Mx is a pairing function on X with inverse 
functions Kx and Lx , and @ -computable in elements from X , then 
AX is the supremum of the lengths of the prewellorderings with do-
main c X which are @ -computable in elements from X • The sup-
remum is not attained. 
Proof: Let P be a prewellordmring which is @ -computable in a = 
x 1 •• ., xm , where x 1 ••• xm E X , and dom P c A • There is an index 
e1 such that (e1 }8 (x,a) z 0 if x E dom P, and if x E dom P, 
then 1£e1 }8 (y,a)l < \{e1 }8 (x,a)l for all y below x in P. 
Hence the function p : dom P .... ordinals defined by p (x) = 
l£e1 J8 (x,a)l is orderpreserving. There is an index e2 such that 
(e2 } 8(a)~, and l£e1 ) 8 \x,a)\ for all X E dom P., (Let (e2 }8 (a) z 
E(f) where f(x) ::: [e1 ) 8 (x,a) if x E dom P, f(x) ::: 1 otherwise .. ) 
To prove i) let p be as above. Then I {e2 JeCa) ~ tP\. 
Hence x.x > IP I .. If v < x.x choose an index e and a list a 
of elements from X such that (e} 8(a)~ and v < I {e) 8 (a) I . Let 
p be the prewellordering defined by: (x,y) E p <:::::;> 
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lxl 8 < lYle < I £eJ 8 Ca) I . Then p iS ® -computable in a ' and 
\PI = l£e) 8 (a)\ o Hence \) < IPI 0 
To prove ii) let p be a prewellordering which is ®-computable 
in a (a is a list from X), and dom P c X o Then the set 
£1 (e1 ) 8 (x,a) I : x E domP) is a subset of Ord(X) and has order 
type \PI .. I [e2 }9 (a) I E Ord(X), and I {e1 ) 9 (x,a) I < l(e2 }9 (a) \ 
for all x E dom P • The order type of Ord(X) is A.X.. Hence 
lP I < A.X.. Conversely let v < AX. Choose an index e and a 
list a of elements from X such that {e} 9(a)~ and the order 
type of {!-1 : 1-1 E. Ord(X) and 1-1 < I {e} 8 (a) I} = v. Let P' be the 
prewellordering defined by: (x,y) E P' ~ x E Ord(X) and 
y E Ord(X) and lxl 9 < lYle< l(e) 8 (a)l o Then P' is ®-computable 
in a ; and IP' I = v • Dom(P') is not necessarily a subset of X 
since e' ,a' EX does not imply that (e' ,a') EX o We use the 
functions Mx, Lx' Kx to construct a prewellordering P such that 
IP I = IP' I , P is ®-computable in elements from X and dom P .S X • 
This can be done as follows: Via the functions Mx,Kx,Lx one can 
code finite lists of elements in X as one element in X.. Call 
the coding function ( >x 0 From ( e' , a' >x one can regain e' , a' 
via decoding functions which are e -computable in elements in X o 
Let P be defined by: (x,y) E P ~ (x' ,y') E P' , where x' is 
obtained from x in the following way: If x = (e' ,a')x then 
x' = (e', a') o 0 
Lemma 21: If X is one of the following sets: N , N U {x1 .... xn} , 
s' s u (x1oooXn} then Ax< x.x < x.e 0 If a= (x1oooXn) then 
A. a < AS, a < x. a .. 
Proof: Let X be one of the above sets. Then there are functions 
Mx, Kx, Lx which satisfies the hypothesis of ii) in lemma 20. If 
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P is a prewellordering with domain c X then P can be regarded 
as an element in 8w • There is an index e such that if x is a 
prewellordering with domain ~X then [e} 8 (x)~ and l£e} 8(x)l > 
the length of the prewellordering x .. The relation 11 x is a pre-
wellordering with domain S X" is ® -computable in b , where b = 0 
if X = N or X = S , b = a = (x1 0 0 • xn) if X = N U (x1 • o o xn} or 
X= SU {x1 ••• xn}. There is an index e' such that [e'} 8(b)~ and 
l£e'} 8 (b) I > 1 (e} 8 (x) I for all prewellorderings x with domain S X. 
By ii) of lemma 20 AX = supremum of the lengths of the prewellor-
derings with domain c X which are 8 -computable in elements from 
X.. Hence AX < I {e' }8 (b) I , hence AX < x. b _:: x.a ~ x.X. This proves 
that AX< x.X, and AS,a < x.a (let X= SU (x1 .... xn})o To prove 
that x.X < x. 8 regard tha set {(m,c) [m} 8 (c)~ ~ c is a list of 
elements from X } .. This set can be regarded as an element a. of 
s 
w. An index e 11 can be found such that (e"} 8 (a.)~, and 
l {e"} 8 (o.) I > I {m} 8 (c) l for all (m,c) 
I [e"} 8 (a.) I.. Hence x.X < x.o.,:: x.8 o 
in the set. Hence x.X < 
0 
Reflection: Harrington introduced the notion of reflection in re-
cursion theory in his thesis [7]. In his exposition the notion is 
defined in the following way: An ordinal o is a-reflecting if 
for each ~1 -formula ~(x) of a language ~ If M0 ~ ~(a) then 
M a l= w(a) • M0 is a structure constructed from the set of compu-
x. 
tations of length less that o • The interesting a-reflecting or-
dinals are those which are greater than a X. • Suppose 0 is such 
an ordinal. Then the following is true: If a ~1 -sentence ~(a) 
is satisfied in the large model M0 then it is satisfied in asmaller 
model. Tnis is a reflecting property. 
The notion of reflection can also be defined within the frame• 
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work of this paper.. An approach to the notion can be done by re-
garding the following problem: Let B be a 9 -semicomputable in a , 
noneiD:pty subset of A. Is there a subset B 1 of B such that B 1 
is nonempty and 9 -computable in a ? 
This is not true for all B if the relations which are 9 -semi-
computable, are not closed under existential quantifiers over A. 
This can be seen as follows: Let P(x, a) be a 9 -semicomputable 
relation such that the relation :!rxP(x,a) is not 9 -semicomputable. 
Let Ba = (x: P(x,a)} .. Then Ba is 9 -semicomputable in a , and 
Ba I 0 iff R(a) o To obtain a contradiction suppose that there is 
a nonempty subset Bl a of Ba which is 9 -computable in a for all 
a such that Ba I 0.. Since 9 admits selection operators for na-
tural numbers there is a e -computable partial function cp such 
that if Ba I 0 then cp(a) is an index for the characteristic func-
tion of a nonempty subset of Ba• If cp(a)~ then Ax{cp(a)} 9 (x,a) 
is the characteristic function of a nonempty subset of Ba o Hence 
Ba I 0 <?;> cp(a)~. Hence :!rx P(x,a) <====;> cp(a)~. This contradicts 
the fact that :!l:x P(x, a) is not 9 -semicomputable. Hence there is 
an a such that Ba I 0, and there is no nonempty subset of Ba 
which is e -computable in a 0 0 
Lemma 22: Suppose x E B <==;> (e} 9(x,a)~. Then there is a subset 
of B which is nonempty and e -computable in a iff 
:!rx I (e} 9 (x,a) I < x.a. 
Proof: Suppose B 1 is a nonempty subset of B , and B 1 is 9 -
computable in a.. There is an index e 1 such that (e 1 }®(a)~ iff 
V x ( x E B 1 ~ ( e] 9 ( x, a)~) , and ( e 1 ) 9 (a) t ~ I ( e 1 ] 9 (a) l > l [ e] 8 (x, a) I 
for all x E B 1 o Now (e 1 ) 9 (a)~, and I {e' ) 9 (a) I< x.a. Since 
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B' is nonempty ax I {e} 8 (x,a) I < xa. 
Suppose 3:x l (e} 8 (x,a) I < x. a o Then there is an e' such that 
{e' } 8(a)~ and 3:x I {e} 8 (x,a) I < I [e' }8 (a) I. Let B' be the sub-
set of B defined by: x ~ B' <=?> I {e} 8 (x,a) < \ (e' }9 (a) I .. 
Then B' is nonempty and e -computable in a • 0 
Lemma 23: For all e, a : IT 3:x \ (e} 8 (x,a) I < xS,a then 
3:x l {e} 8 (x,a) I < x.a. 
Proof: Suppose ~ax \ {e} 8 (x,a) I < x.S,a. Then 
3: e' ~ N 3: r ~ S [ ( e 1 ) 9 ( r , a)~ and ·a x I ( e } 9 ( x, a) 1 < \( e ' ) ® ( r, a) IJ 
There is an index e 11 such that (e"}te(a)~ iff 
3: e' E N 3:r E S [ { e ' } 8 ( r, a)~ and 3:x I { e} 8 ( x, a) I < I { e 1 } 8 ( r, a) I ] , 
and if (e 11 } 8(a)~ then I {e 11 } 8 (a) I > I {e' }8 (r,a) I for some e 1 ,r. 
( e" exists because @ admits selection operators for numbers, and 
S is strongly @-finite. The quantifier ax can be expressed by 
E since the relation >..x l {e} 9 (x,a) I < I (e' leCr,a) I is e -computable 
in a when (e 1 } 9(r,a)~ .. ) Now {e"} 9(a)~, and I {e 11 } 9 (a) I < x.a. 
There is e', r such that I {e' }9(r,a) I < I {e 11 } 9 (a) \ , and 
Hence 3:x I {e)@(x,a) I a < X, D 
0 
Lemma 23 motivates the next definition. 
Definition: Let a be an ordinal .::_ x9 o Then a is a-reflecting 
if for all e E N: 3:x I (e) 9 (x,a) I < a =;:. :3:x I {e} 9 (x,a) I < x.a .. 
Remark 1: The a-reflecting ordinals are an initial segment of the 
ordinalso By lemma 23 KS,a is a-reflectingo In [21] this fact 
is called 11 Simple reflection". If the ®-semicomputable relations 
are not closed under existential quantifiers then by an earlier 
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discussion and lemma 22 )i.® is not a-reflecting for all a. 
If a is a limit of a-reflecting ordinals then a is a-re-
flectingo Hence there is a greatest a-reflecting ordinal.. This 
ordinal is denoted by 
If S = Tp(O) U ••• U Tp(n-1) where n > 1, and (®,lie) is 
the normal computation theory obtained from a normal list then it 
can be proved that is not a-reflecting for any a. 
because n > 1 ~ Hence )i.a < )i.S,a < )i.a < )i. In the following 
- r ® • 
pages it will be proved that KS,a < Ka for all normal computation 
r 
theories and all a .. 
Remark 2: There is an equivalent way of defining the a-reflecting 
ordinals.. For T < K® let H1 = ((e,a) : l<e,a) le < -r} .. Let y;-
be the class of formulas in the 1.order language which has a symbol 
for each of the following functions and predicates: N, s, S, M, K, L, 
A.xi(x)i, ( • • .. )n, Seq, lh. The language also has a unary predicate 
symbol X and a constant symbol for the number 0 • a ~ K® is a-
C" 
reflecting if for each cp(x,X) in if : .aT < a cp(a,H1 ) ==> 
a,. < Ka cp(a,H1 ). This definition will not be used in this paper. 
Lemma 24: Suppose x ~ B ~ (e}®(x,a)~ • Then i), ii) and iii) 
are equivalent. 
i) There is a subset B' of B which is nonempty and ® -compu-
table in a. 
ii) 
iii) 
ax I £eleCx,a) I 
ax 1 £e1eCx,a) 1 a < X. 0 r 
The next lemma is a characterization of the subsets of A which 
are strongly ® -finite .. 
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Lemma 25: Let B c A be 9 -computable.. Then i), ii) , and iii) 
are equivalent. 
i) B is strongly (5I -finite, 
ii) for all e,a : :3:x E B (e} 9(x,a)~ ==::;:. "8:x E B I (e} 9(x,a) I < x.a 
iii) for all a and all subsets c of B : if c is nonempty 
and 9 -semicomputable in a then there is a nonempty subset C' 
of C which is 9 -computable in a • 
Proof: i) ::;> ii) d Let y B be the partial functional defined by: 
YB(q>) ~ { 0 if :!fx E B ep(x) ~ 0 
1 if vx E B ay 1 o ep(x) :::y 
, 
By definition B is strongly 9 -finite iff the functional ~ is 
weakly 9 -computable.. Suppose B is strongly 9 -finite and 
ax E B (e} 9(x,a)~ .. Choose an index ~ such that [~} 9(x,a) ~ 
t( [e} 9(x,a)) , where t is the constant function with value 0 , 
and I [~} 9(x,a) I > I [e} 9 (x,a) I when (e} 9(x,a)~ • Then f'B(q>)::: 0 
where q> = A.x[~} 9(x, a) • Since :fB 
is an index e' and a subfunction ep' 
is weakly 9 -computable there 
c-
of ep such that .:t B (q/) z 0 , 
[e' }9 (a) ~ 0, I [e' J9 (a) \ > I (~} 9 (x,a) \ for all x E dom ep' • 
Since ~(ep') z 0 there is an x in B such that ep' (x) -:::: 0. 
Hence inf(\(~} 9(x,a)\: x E B and ep(x) z 0} < \[e•} 8(a)\ < x.a .. 
To prove ii) =e> i) suppose 3:x E B {e} 9 (x,a)~ ~ 
3:x E B I (e} 9 (x,a) I < x.a. As a relation of e, a the relation 
3:x E B I (e} eCx, a) I < X a is @)-semi computable.. For 
axE B \(e} 9(x,a)J < x.a ~ 3:n((n} 9(a)~ and :3XEBl£e}8 (x,a)l < 
I (n} 9 (a) I) .. B is weakly 9 -finite since B is 9 -computable and 
the computation theory is normal. An index for the relation 
"(n} 8(a)~ and ·ax E B 1 (e} 9 (x,a) I < I {n} 8 (a) l" can be constructed 
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from an index for the functional which proves that B is weakly 
®-finite, and an index for the function which compares lengths of 
computations. Since ® admits selection operators for natural num-
bers, there is a partial ® -computable function cp( e, a) such that if 
for some n (n) 8(a)~ and :!Ix E B l [e} 8 (x,a) I < I (n} 8 (a) I then 
cp(e,a) is such an n. Conversely if cp(e,a)~ then cp(e,a) is 
such an n. Construct an index e 1 such that [e' ) 8 (e,a) :: 
(cp(e,a)} 8 (a), a..~d l£e•} 8 (e,a)! > l£cp(e,a)} 8 (a)l when cp(e,a)~. 
Then :!Ix E B [e} 8(x,a)~ iff [e' } 8(e,a)~, and 
if :!Ix E B [e}e(x,a)~ then :!l:x E B I [e}e(x,a) I < I (e' leCe,a) 1 • 
Construct e 11 from e' such that 3:x E B [e} 8 (x,a) :: 0 iff 
and if [e"}e(e,a)~ 
[e"} 8(e,a)t, /then 3:x E B ( (eleCx,a) :: 0 and l£eleCx,a)l < 1£e•~ 9(e,a) 1). 
Since B is weakly ® -finite there is an index e 111 such that 
Vx E B :!Iy I 0 (e} 8 (x,a) :: y iff [e111 } 8 (e,a) -::: 1 , and if 
for all 
[e11i} 8(e,a) ::: 1 then I [e} 8 (x,a) I < l[e" }8 (e,a) !lx EB. An index for 
!fB can be found from e" and Hence B is strongly ®-finite. 
ii) ~ iii). Let C be a nonempty subset of B which is ® -
semicomputable in a. Choose e such that x E C ~ {e}8(x,a)~. 
Since C is nonempty :!Ix E B {e} 8(x,a)~ • By ii) :!Ix EB 1£elaCx,a) l 
< x.a. Choose n such that {n} 8(a)~ and x E B I (e} 8 (x,a) I < 
l£n} 8(a)l. Let C' = (x: l£e) 8 (x,a)l < l[n} 8(a)\). Then C1 is 
a nonempty subset of C , and C' is ®- computable in a • 
iii) ~ ii). Suppose x E B (e} 8 (x,a)~ • Let C = {x : x E B 
and (e} 8(x,a)~) • Then C is a nonempty subset of B which is 
®- semicomputable in a. By iii) there is a nonempty subset C' of 
C which is ® -computable in a • An index e 1 for the relation 
11 Vx (x E C' => (e} 8(x,a)~)" can be found such that (e 1 ) 8(a)~, and 
I {e} 8 (x,a) I < l (e 1 ) 8 (a) I for all x E C' • Hence 
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:3X E B a 1(. 0 This proves ii) .. 0 
Let a be a fixed finite list of elements in A o Let 
P = [(e,b-): [e} 8 (b)~ and b is a list of elements from S and 
the list a .. b- is the list obtained by removing the elements of 
a from b .. } 
P is a subset of S , hence an element of s w 0 
P is a complete 8 -semicomputable in a, subset of S , i.e. all 
other subsets of S which are 8 -semicomputable in a can b~ re-
duced to P by a S -computable one-one mapping .. 
Theorem 8: x.S,P,a is a-reflecting .. 
(xS,P,a = x.X where X = S U [P} U {x: x is in the list a} .. ) 
In [21] this result is called "further reflection". To prove theo-
rem 8 we first prove three propositions. 
Let pwo8 denote the set of prewellorderings with domain ~ S .. 
If pwo8 (x) let lx I denote the length of the prewellordering. 
If y E dom(x) let lYlx denote the length of that part of the 
prewellordering which is below y 0 There is a natural prewellord-
ering with domain P and 1 ength A. S' a defined by: ( ( e, b-) , (e', b '/ ) 
is in the prewellordering if l£e) 8 (b)l 8 < 1£e•) 8 (b')l 9 for 
If x is in this prewellordering let lxlp 
denote the length of that part of the prewellordering which is 
below x o 
Pro12osition 1: The relation "pwo8 (x) and lx I < A.S,a n is 9 -semi-
computable as a relation of x,a .. If lx \ > A.S,a then p is ®-
-
computable in x,a and possibly an element in s 0 
Proof: The relation pwo8 (x) is 9 -computable, for pwo8 (x) ~ x 
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is a total transitive ordering and there are no infinite descending 
chains in the ordering. Since the domain of the ordering is a sub-
set of S an infinite descending chain in the ordering can be re-
d d 1 t f s s. s . . kl f. . t th gar e as an e emen o w • 1nce w 1s wea y 1.n1 e e ex-
pression 11 there are no infinite descending chains" is 9 -computable. 
There is a 9 - computable partial function cp such that 
cp(x,y,z,a) :::: 0 iff pwos(x) and z E dom x, y E P, \zlx ~ !Yip. 
(To prove that such a cp exists use the first recursion theorem.) 
Then pwos(x) and 1xl < AS,a ~ pwos(x) and 
3:y [yEP and Vz E domx cp(x,y,z,a) ""0]. 
Since the quantifier 3:y ranges over S the right hand side of the 
equivalence is ® -semicomputable. 
By another application of the first recursion theorem one can 
prove that there is a ® -computable partial function 111 such that 
w(x,y,z,a),.... 0 if pwos(x)' z E dom X' lzlx ~ IYip 
"' 1 if pwo S ( x) , z E dom x , y E P and I z \ x > I y 1 p 
(Convention: I 
' 
= A.S,a Yp 
Suppose lxl z:, A.S,a o 
if yt;P.) 
In a simple way one can define a pre-
wellordering x' from x such that lx' I = lxl + 1 • Then 
lx'l > As,a. There is an r in dom(x') such that lrlx' = A.s,a. 
Ay ( 1-ljl(x' ,y,r,a)) is the characteristic function of P. Hence 
P is 9 -computable in x,a,r. 0 
Proposition 2: If P is 9 -computable in a,x and elements from 
s then xS,P,a < xS,x,a 
- . 
Proof: Let v < xS,P,a be arbitrary. Then for some e,b: 
(eJ 9(b)~ and v < l{eJ 9(b)\, where the list b can contain P 
and elements from a and So Since P is 9 -computable in a,x 
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and elements r 1 ooo rk E S there is an index e 1 such that 
'A.y (e 1 J9 (y,x,a,r1' ••• rk) is the characteristic function of P. 
Substitute this function for P in (e} 9 (b) and obtain a computa-
tion (e"} 9 (c) such that (e") 9(c)~ and I (e} 8 (b) I < I (e") 9 (c) I , 
where the list c can contain x and elements from a and S. 
I (en]®(c) I < x.S,x,a • Hence v < xS,x,a' and xS,P,a < xS,x,a • 
Proposition 3: There is an index e such that if ay\(e} 9(y,a)\ 
< x.s,a,x then (e]®(e,a,x)~ and :!ry\(e) 9 (y,a) I < I (e] 8 (e,a,x) l o 
0 
Proof: ay\ (e)e(y,a) I < XS,a,x ~ ae 1 
a y I ( e } 8 ( y, a) l ~ I ( e 1 ) ® ( r , x, a) I ] . Let 
and a y \(e) 8 ( y, a) I ~ I { e 1 ) 8 ( r, x, a) \} • 
r E S[(e 1 ] 8 (r,x,a)~ and 
C = ((e 1 ,r): {e1 ) 8(r,x,a)~ 
Then C is a subset of S 
which is e -sem.icomputable in a,x D Suppose ay I (e}e(y,a) I < 
x.S,a,x. Then C is nonempty. S is strongly ®-finite since 
(e, I\®) is normal. By lemma 25 there is a nonempty subset C1 of 
c WhiCh iS e -COmputable in a ,X • An indeX for C I Can be found 
uniformly from an index for Co There is an index e for the re-
lation "Ve' ,r ((e 1 ,r) E C 1 ~ (e 1 }®(r,x,a)~ )" such that 
(e} 9(e,a,x)~ and l(e 1 ] 9(r,x,a)l < \(e} 9(e,a,x)\ for all 
(e 1 ,r) E c I o Since ay j(e} 8 (y,a)\ < I {e 1 } 8 (r,x,a) \ for all 
(e' ,r) E c~ ay \(e] 8 (y,a)\ < I (e)®(e,a,x) I . l] 
Proof of theorem 8: Suppose a y I { e } e ( y' a) I < X. s 'p' a • If pwo s (X) 
\xl > A.S,a o In the latter case P is then either \xl < 'A.S,a or 
9-computable in a,x and elements from S by proposition 1. By 
proposition 2 XS,P,a ~ XS,x,a' hence ay I {e}e(y,a) < XS,x,a 0 
Thus for all x: pwos(x) ::::::;> lxl < 'A.S,a or ayl£e} 9 (y,a)\ < 
x.S,x,a o By proposition 1 the relation "pwos(x) and \xl < 'A.S,a" 
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is ® -semicomputable.. Let e1 be an index for this relation.. By 
proposition 3 there is an index e such that if 3:y\{ele(y,a)t < 
~ts,x,a then {e} 8(e,a,x)~ and ay I {e) 9 (y,a) I< \{el) 8 (e,a,x) I. 
There is an index f such that {f) 9 (e,a)J if for all x: 
pwo8 (x) ::::;:. lxl < >..S,a or 3:y l (e} 8 (y,a) I < ~tS,x,a, and in this 
case \{f) 8 (e,a)\ > inf(l{e1 }9 (x,a)\, \{e} 8 (e,a,x)\} for all x 
such that pwo8 (x). Now (f} 8(e,a)~. Choose x such that 
pwo8 (x) and \xl ~ >..S,a.. Then (e1 }8 (x,a)t, and 3:y 1 (e} 9 (y,a) I 
< ~tS,x,a. Hence 3:y l {e} 9 (y,a) I < I {e} 9 (e,a,x) I < I {f} 9 (e,a) I< x.a • 
. 0 
Remark: x.S,a < x.P,a ~ x.S,P,a. To prove that x.S,a < x.P,a let e 
be an index for the expression V(e' ,b-) ((e' ,b-) :::::> {e' } 9(b)~) 
such that {e} 9(P,a)~ and \(e•} 9(b)\ < \(e} 9 (P,a)\ for all 
(e' ,b-) in P. Since x.S,a = sup{ I {e' )(8/):>) I : (e' ,b-) E P} , 
x.S,a ~ I {e) 8 (P,a) I • Hence x.S,a < x.P,a since I (e)9 (P,a) I < x.P,a .. 
Corollary: Suppose that B is a set of subsets of S such that 
B is e -semicomputable in a , and B contains a subset of S 
which is nonempty and ® -semicomputable in a .. Then B contains 
a subset of S which is nonempty and ® -computable in a .. 
Proof: Let x E B <:::::::> { e} 8 (x, a)~ .. Let C E B be ® -semicomput-
able in a with index I • e , 1 .. e. r E C For 
a < x.9 let Ca be defined by: Ca = {r: I (e' }9(r,a) I < a} • If 
a > x.S,a then Ca = C .. If y is a convergent computation and 
lYle = o then Ca is ®-computable in a,y, uniformly. Let g 
be an index such that By the remark 
~tS,a < ~tP,a.. Choose y = (f ,P,a) such that (f} 9(P,a)~ and 
Then c1 I = c, c 1 1 e B, Y e Y ® 
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I (gJ 8 (y,a) I < x.P,a. By theorem 8 x.S,P,a is reflectinga Hence 
x.P,a is reflecting, and 3:y I (g)e(y,a) I < x.a. Choose h E w such 
that (h)e(a)~ and 3:y 1 (g) 8 (y,a) I < I {h)e(a) l . The set D = 
(y: l (g) 9 (y,a) I < I (h)e(a) I and lYle is minimal} is e -comput-
able in a. Let T = lYle 
(g}@(y,a)~ when y E. D. 
where 
r E C 
T 
y E D • Then CT E B because 
¢:::> Vy (y ED :::;. I (e'leCr,a) I< 1Yl9). 
The relation inside the brackets is @ -computable in a • Hence 
CT is IEl -computable in a • 0 
Notations: 
sc(e) = {X: XcA and X is IEl -computable) 
sc(IEl,a) = (X : XcA and X is e -computable in a ) 
S- sc( e, a) = {X: XeS and X is Gl -computable in a ) 
en(®) = (X: XcA and X is e -semicomputable) 
S-en(®) = (X : X c S and X is IEl -semi computable) 
If :t is a normal list we write en(:£), sc( ;[) instead of en(®), 
sc(®) , where (e, lie) is the normal computation theory obtained 
from ;{, • 
If F E Tp(m) then for n > 0 : 
n- sc(F) = (X : X~ Tp(n-1) and X is recursive in F J 
n- en(F) = (X : X~ Tp(n-1) and X is recursively enumerable 
in F) 
In the rest of this chapter the following problem will be 
considered. Let (e, lie) be a normal computation theory. Is there 
a list X' such that (e, I 18 ) is similar to recursion in Z ? By 
11 ( e, II 9 ) is similar to recursion in ,Z " we will mean one of the 
following two statements: en(®) = en(.,Z') ; for all partial functions 
cp : cp is e -computable iff cp is recursive in ::£ • (When S = w 
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these two statements are equivalent.) 
We have the following result from recursion in higher types: 
If F is a normal object of type > n + 2 then there is no normal 
object G of type n + 2 such that n+1- en(F) = n+1- en( G) • The 
case n = 0 is proved by Moschovakis in [17]. When n > 0 then 
n+1 - en(F) is closed under the quantifier 3:x E Tp(n) , and 
n+1- en(G) is not for any G E Tp(n+2) • Hence 
n+1- en(F) ~ n+1- en(G) .. 
This result can be translated to the setting of this paper. 
Let F be as above. Let S = Tp(O) U ••• U Tp(n-1), let OC. be the 
computation domain with subindividuals S, and let 
the normal computation theory on Ol obtained from F 
(e, 11 8 ) be 
as described 
in § 3. Then there is no normal list fL. such that any of the two 
statements above is true. 
The following two results are proved for recursion on thetypes: 
If F is a normal object to type > n + 2 then there is a normal 
object G of type n + 2 such that n+1- sc(F) = n+1- sc(G) • If 
F is a normal object to type > n + 2 where n > 0 then there is 
a normal object G of type n + 2 such that n- en(F) = n- en( G) • 
The first result is called the "+1 theorem" and is proved by Sacks 
in [20] and [21]. The other result is called the "+2 theorem" and 
is proved by Harrington in [7]. 
Theorem 9 is a generalization of these two theorems. Both 
theorems are corollaries of theorem 9 when n > 0 : If F is a 
normal object of type > n + 2 where n > 0, let (e, I 18 ) be the 
normal computation theory obtained from F as mentioned above. 
By theorem 9 there is a normal list Z such that S- en(El) = 
S- enCZ) , sc(El,r) = sc(e,r) for all r E S.. Hence there is a 
normal object G of type n + 2 such that n- en(F) = n- en( G) and 
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n+1- sc(F ,x) = n+1- sc(G,x) for all x E Tp(n-1) • 
Theorem 9: Let (®,II®) be normal. Then there is a normal list~ 
such that S-en(®) = S-en(;[) , and sc(S,r) = sc(;t',r) for all 
r E S. 
Proof: Let P = ((e,a): (e}@(a)~ and a is a list of objects 
from S ) • An ordinal 11 is @ -subconstructive if 11 = 1 (e}@(a) I@ 
for some (e,a) in P.. The order type of the @ -subconstructive 
ordinals is A = A 8 • For v < A let 11v be the v-th ® -sub con-
structive ordinal. 
The list :£ will contain three objects: the functionals E 
and G and the equality relation on S • G is constructed in 
stages. If T is an ordinal then GT is a partial functional. 
The domain of GT (domGT) contains that part of dom G which is 
needed to generate HT, where HT = ((e,a): j(e}~(a)l <T}. If 
T < T' then GT ~ GT, , i.e.. if f E dom GT then f E dom GT, and 
GT (f) = GT, (f) • Finally G is defined by: 
Let 
G(f) 
cr be the 
\) 
= f (~ GT)(f) 
l 0 
if f E ~ dom GT 
otherwise 
v-th ~- subconstructi ve ordinal. 
Suppose GT, HT are defined. 
!£ HT+'1 = ((e,a): all immediate subcomputations of (e} (a) are in HT). 
If Vx((e).:t'(x,a)~ and l(e}a:'(x,a)I<T) then ((16,n,e,2),a) EHT+1 
(((16,n,e,2)}.!t'(a)-::: G(Ax (e}.:e(x,a))). Let f =AX (e}Je(x,a) o If 
f is not already in the domain of GT we must define G(f) in 
this stage. Hence we let f E dom G and T+1 ' or 1 • 
G is said to be the trivial extension of G~ if T+1 I 
dom GT U (f : f is as above} , and GT+'1 (f) = 0 when 
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when f E dam G1 +1 - dom Gr .. In the construction of G we let T+1 
G,.+1 (f) = 0 when f is as above and f ~ dam G,. , if not otherwise 
mentioned a 
To obtain S-en(®) = S- en(-2') information about e must be 
brought into the construction of G .. This is done at stages which 
are ;e-subconstructive .. Suppose we have constructed G~ for all 
~ < T ' and r = cr for a v < A. • Regard the set (x: lxle~ 11v} • v 
For each X in this set we take a function f ( = f ) 
x:y such that 
f ~ dam G~ when ~ < r ' and let G1 (f) = 1 • From f and G,. 
one can regain the iDiormation that X is in the above seta f 
also recursive in t,,x,y, where y is any ;[-computation of 
length T .. The existence of such a set of functions is proved in 
the following proposition .. 
is 
Proposition 1: Let ~ be any normal list. Let y be a convergent 
;/,-computation with length r .. For each x E A there is a total 
function fxy such that fxy is recursive in .t,x,y ' and if 
x -j x' then fxy I fx'y. If fxy = A.t (e}~(t,a) for some e,a 
then r < I (e}~(t ,a) 1 for some t E A. 
Proof: Let ,.+ be the least limit ordinal > T .. The set of :£-
computations with length < T + is recursive in :f, y • Let fy be 
the function defined by: fy(u) = 0 if u is not a sequence (e,a) • 
If u = (e,a) then see if I {e}~(t ,a) I < ,.+ for all t.. If not 
let fy(u) = 0. If true let fy(u) be something different from 
~ fy((e,a)) = 1 ~ (e} ((e,a),a). Let for instance if {e} ((e,a),a) 
z 0' fy((e,a)) = 0 otherwise .. fy is recursive in ::t,y. If 
f = A.t {e}~ (t,a) is a total function such that l{e}~(t,a)j < ,.+ 
for all t then fy and f have different values for t = ( e, a) • 
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Hence f ! f D Let y 
fxy(t) = (fy(t) ,x,O) if X E S 
(fy(t) ,x(t), 1) if s tES = X E w, 
= fy(t) if X s s E w, tE w 
Then fxy is recursive in Z,x,y, uniformly in x,y • If xlx' 
then fxy I fx'y. If fxy = A.t (e}~(t,a) then 1" ~ I (e}!t'(t ,a) l 
:f, 
for some t • For suppose \(e} (t,a)\ < 1" for all t • The func-
tion fy can easily be regained from fxy. In fact there is an 
:£ ~ index e' such that fy = A.t (e'} (t,a) and l (e' J (t,a) I < 
l(e}~(t,a)j +w for all t. Hence \(e'}.!t'(t,a)\ < 1"+ for all t. 
:£ Hence fy((e' ,a) I (e' J ((e' ,a),a), a contradiction. O 
Construction of G'r : 
Suppose GIJ. , HIJ. are defined for all IJ. < 1" • We define G'r 
in two cases: 
Case 1: There is an ordinal v < A. such that v is the order tyPe 
of the ordinals < 1" which are :£- subconstructive 
This case is divided into two: 
I : 1" is !e -subconstructi ve (i.e. 1"=0 ). 
v 
Let G'r(fxy) = 1 for all x,y such that X is a ® -computa-
tion of length < Tl ' 
- v 
y is an :1 -computation of length 1" 0 
II: 1" is not .t' -subconstructi ve (i.e.. 1" <a v ) • 
Yes: 
Let e = Tlv - sup(Tlp : p < v} • The definition of G'r depends 
on the answer to the following question: Is there an ordinal 
TT such that 1" < TT < 1" + e and TT is :f0 -subconstructi ve ? 
G'r = U G if 
j.J.<'r j.J. 
if 1" = j.J. + 1 • 
is the trivial extension of 
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No : G1 (fxy) = 1 when x, y are as in I o 
Case II: Otherwise 
if is the trivial extension of 
if T = 1...L + 1 • 
Remark: One can decide whether or not r is ~-subconstructive 
before G1 is definedo For Hl...l is defined when l...l < r o If r 
is a limit ordinal then r is 1t-subconstructive iff there are 
e E N and a list a of objects from S such that (e}~(t,a)~ for 
all t, and sup( I (e}!t(t,a) I + 1 : t E A} = r iff there are e 
and a as above such that (e,t,a) E U H 
IJ.<T l...l 
for all t ' and if 
1J.<T then for some t ( e, t , a) ~ Hl...l • If T is a successor or-
dinal there is a similar test to decide from U H whether or not 
;£ -subconstructi ve o 
1J.<T l...l 
T is 
The list ~0 in subcase II of case 1 consists of the two 
functionals G0 , E and the equality relation on S • Hence :£0 is 
normalo G0 is defined by: 
( U G ) (f) 
IJ.<T \...l 
if a1-1 < r f E dom Gl...l, 
The functions fxy are as in proposition 1 with !f = :£0 • Then 
fxy is recursive in :f. 0 ,x,y, hence in Z ,x,y since G0 is re-
cursive in :£,yo Also fxy ~ dom Gl...l when l...l < r • 
This def.ines G, and we prove that :£ has the desired proper-
tieso 
Proposition 2: The order type of the ~-subconstructive ordinals 
is at least A. o 
- 8? .... 
Proof: Suppose not. Let v < A be the order type of the ~-sub-
constructive ordinals. Let T = sup (a : p < v) • p T is the supre-
mum of the Je-subconstructive ordinals, and T is not ~-subcon-· 
structive. When we define GT we are in case 1, sub case II. The 
answer to the question is no. Let X E c8 ( =the set of convergent 
. 
®-computations), lxl 8 = 11v ' X E s. Then G(fxy) = 1 for all y 
such that IY l = T • (Stich a y exists because there are .it -com-
putations with length greater than all ~ -subconstructive ordinals.) 
Also T is the least ordinal such that 3:y[ IY {t = T and G(fxy) = 1]. 
There are indexes e1 , e2 such that 
(e1 }~(x,y)~ , and if G(fxy) = 1 
all x,y: G(fxy) ~ (e2 }~(x,y) , 
then 
G(fxy) = 1 iff 
IYI~ ~ I (e1 }5e(x,y) t • For 
and if then 
~ !£ l£e1 ) (x,y){ ~ l£e2 ) (x,y)J o 
Let Q = ((e,a) : {e}se(a)~, a is a list of objects from S } • 
By theorem 8 the ordinal x.Q,x is x-reflecting. By the remark 
following theorem 8 
assumption T = x. S • 
Let m be an index such that 
US,x -- us . E S B 
"' "' s~nce x • y 
~ {m) (Q,,x)~ and x.s = x.S,x < 
x. Q' x • ) Then l {m) (Q,x) I • (Such an m exists since x.S,x < 
_ay ( IYilt < l {m)~(Q,x) I and G(fxy) = 1] (let IYI!l = T) o This 
expression defines a relation R(Q,x) , and R is recursively enu-
merable in Je o An index for the expression inside the brackets can 
be found by the instructions: First see if IYI.!t < I (m}:e(Q,x) l . 
If false then stop. If true. then compute $£ {e2 ) (x,y) • For Q 
and X such that {m)!f(Q,x)~ this defines a total relation of 
Hence the quantifier :!£ y 
R can be found such that 
can be expressed by E • An index e' 
{e I rCQ,x)~ ' and if IY lse < 1 {m)~ (Q,x)' 
and G(fxy) = 1 (for instance when lYl~ = T ) 
< l{e')~(Q,x){. 
then 
y. 
for 
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Now I (e 1 }~( Q,x) I < x. Q,x o Hence :3:: y \[ e1 }.:e(x,y) I < x. Q,x 
!e . I !£ I X X s (let lYl =,. ) • By reflection :B::y (e1 } (x,y) < x. o x. ,::: x. = ,. , 
and IYI!e ~ I (e1 }~(x,y) I. Hence :!ry [ IYI£ < ,. and {e1 }~(x,y)~] , 
and :B::y [ IY I~ < ,. and G(fxy) = 1] • This is contrary to the fact 
that ,. is the least ordinal such that 3:y[ IY 1£ = ,. and G(fxy) = 1] o 
0 
Proposition 3: 
r E S. 
S-en(®) := S- en(J£) ; sc(®,r) ,:: sc(:l,r) for all 
Proof: Let He = {(e,a) : I {e} 9(a) le < Tl'V for some 'V < A.} • 
Suppose X c S , X E S-en(®) • Then there is an index e such 
that rEX .~ (e)e(r)~. Hence rEX ~ (e,r) E He· 
Suppose X:= A, X E sc(®,r) , r E S. Then there are indexes 
e1 , e2 such that x E X ~ (e1 leCx,r )~ , x ¢ X ~ {e2 } 9(x,r )w. 
There is an index e' such that A.x[e•) 9(x,r) is the characteris-
tic function of X, and for all x EX: I {e1 leCx,r) l < 1£e') 9(x,r)l; 
for all x ¢X: I {e2 leCx,r) l < I {e 1 } 9 (x,r) l . Let e be an index 
for the computation E( A.x(e 1 } 9 (x,r)) • Then 
x EX: \{e1 }8 (x,r)l < l(e) 9(r)\, for all 
I (e} 9 (r) I . Now I (e} 9 (r) le = Tl'V for some 
{e)e(r)t, and for all 
x~X: l£e2 ) 9(x,r)\ < 
'V < A. o Hence 
x E X ~ ( e1 , x, r) E He , x ¢ X ~ < e2 , x, r) E H9 • 
It is enough to prove that H9 E en(5e), for it follows from 
the discussion above that if this is true then S-en(®) c S-en(~), 
and sc(®,r),::: sc(~,r) for all rEs. By proposition 2 
x E H9 ~ :B::y E s ( y e c!e and G(fxy) = 1 ) .. Hence He E en(~) • 
0 
Let Tl = sup(Tl'V : 'V <A.} ( = x.~) , and let a = sup{cr'V : 'V <A.} • 
Proposition 4: a) There are a total @-computable function f and 
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a ®-computable partial function p such that (f(e)},a):::(e}~(a) 
for all e, a such that \ (e}:t'(a) I < a o If lxl~< a or \y\!G < a 
then p(x,y)~. If x E C~, lxl!t < a and lxl~ ~ IYI~ , then 
p ( x, y) ~ 0 • If l y \ ~ < a and I x l;l > I y \ z then p ( x, y) ::: 1 • 
b) There are a total ®-computable function f 1 and a ®-com-
.. ~ 
putable partial function p 1 such that (f 1 (e)} 8 (a,P) ~ (e} (a) 
forall e,ao If lx\~<x.~ or \y\~<x.~ then p 1 (x,y,P)~, 
p 1 (x,yP) ~ 0 if X E c~ and lxl.fe ~ IYI;e 0 p 1 (x,y,P) '::: 1 if 
lxl~ > IYI~ · 
Proof: a) ®-indexes for f and p can be found by the second re-
cursion theorem. We give the main points in the construction of 
these indexes. Let iJ. < cr. Suppose that {f(e) }8 (a) ~ {e}~(a) 
for all e, a such that I {e}~(a) lse < iJ. , and that p(x,y) is de-
fined and has the right value when inf( \x\2 , \y\!e) < iJ.. When 
j{e}~(a)l~ = iJ. we describe {f(e)}8 (a) in terms of {f(e 1 ) 9 (a 1 ) 
and p(x 1 ,y 1 ) , where [e 1 }:e(a 1 ) is an immediate subcomputation of 
(e}$(a) and inf( \x 1 1~, \y 1 \~) < iJ.. When inf( I x 1~, \ y 1~) = iJ. 
we also describe p(x,y) 
inf( \x 1 \~, \y 1 \~) < iJ. and 
Let I { e }.'l (a) l !t. = iJ. • 
in terms of p(x 1 ,y 1 ), {f(e 1 )} 9 (a 1 ), where 
I {e' }se(a 1 ) l!e < iJ.. 
If {e}!e(a) is not an application of G 
,, 
it is obvious how to define f(e) o So suppose (e} ..... (a) ::: 
G(A.u{e 1 })l(u,a)), where I [e' )~(u,a) I < iJ. for all u. By the in-
duction hypothesis [f(e 1 )} 8 (u,a) ::: {e 1 }!C(u,a) for all u. To find 
~ ~ 
the value of G(A.u(e 1 } (u,a)) we must see if A.u{e 1 } (u,a) = fxy 
for some x, y , and if this is true find the value of G(fxy) • We 
do this in five questions. Notice that by the construction of fxy 
A.u{e 1 }Je(u,a) f fxy if \y\5t ~ iJ.. 
First question: Are there x, y such that \y\~ < l..l. and 
).u{e' }.i(u,a) = f ? 
x:y 
No: G().u{e'}~(u,a))~ 0, 
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Yes: go on to the second question. 
Second question: Let T < ~ be the ordinal such that for some 
x and y: T = IY I~ and ).u{e' }!f(u,a) = fxy o 
Is there an ordinal v < ). such that a < T when p p < v , and 
a > .,. ? v- I • 
No : ~ G().u(e'} (u,a)) ~ 0, 
Yes: go on to the third question. 
Third question: 
lx\ 8 ~ 11v and 
Let v, T be as above. Is there an x 
~ £ A.u(e'} (u,a) = fx:y, where IYI = T ? 
No : ~ G(A.u(e'} (u,a)) ~ 0, 
Yes: go on to the fourth question. 
Fourth question: Is T ;t -subconstructi ve ? 
Yes: G().u{e' }i(u,a)) :: 1, 
No : go on to the fifth question. 
such that 
Fifth question: Let e = 'Ylv - sup{TJP : p < v) • Is there an ordinal 
TT such that T < TT < T + e and rr is '/£0 -subconstructi ve ? 
. ft 
Yes: G(A.u(e'} (u,a)) ~ 0, 
No: G().u(e' }.t(u,a)) ~ 1. 
Next we examine the first two questions to find Gl -indexes for 
them. The examination of the last 
First question. \yl~ < ~ <:;:::::> 
induction hypothesis \y\:e < ~ <=::;> 
three questions will be omitted. 
au( IYl!t ~ I (e' }~(u,a),) .. By the 
au p(y,(e' ,u,a)) ~ 0 .. 
).u p(y,(e ,u,a)) is total. Hence the quantifier au can be ex-
pressed by E , and the relation 11 IY 1£ < ~ 11 is ® -computable, 
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uniformly in e , a • Leif e1 be a ®-index for the characteristic 
function of this relation. To describe fxy we need all informa-
tion about the if -computations of length < lY 1!(: .. By the induc-
tion hypothes this information can be obtained from A. e a 
{f(e)} 9 (a) and p when IYI~ < l..l.. Hence there is an index e2 
such .that fxy = A.u(e2 } 9 (u,x,y,f(e),a) when lYl!l < l..l. In the 
first question we ask if the following statement is true: 
~Hx ay ( IYit < l..l and fxy = A.u(f(e' )}@(u,a)). A @-index for the 
relation inside the brackets can be found from e1 and e2 • The 
quantifers ax :![y can be expressed by E. 
Second question: Since l..l < cr the answer to this question is 
yes. So to compute G(A.u(e')~(u,a)) to on to question 3. 
Description of p(x,y) .. Suppose inf( lxl5t, \y\£) = l..l. The 
definition of p(x,y) is by cases. The form of x and y deter-
mines which case we are in. Only one case will be studied here: 
When both x and y correspond to substitutions, i.e.. x = 
((10,n,g,h),a), y = ((10,n',g',h'),a'). If x is convergent 
then the immediate subcomputations of x are (g,a) and 
2 (h, {g) (a) ,a) • If y is convergent then the immediate subcompu-
tations of y are (g 1 ,a') and (h',{g'}~(a'),a'). 
p(x,y) ::: 0 if 
or 
::: 1 if 
or 
\(g}~(a)\, \{h)£({g}~(a),a)l ~ ({g 1 ]~(a 1 )! 
l{g }~(a) I, I {h}!e( {g}:e (a~ a) I~ I {h'}~ ( (g1}M'(a1), a 1 ) l , 
l£g}ft(a)j > l(g'}Je(a')\, lf.h1 }:e({g1}~(a'),a')l 
l {h}!t ( {g}~~)y;V l > I {g'}~(a 1 ) I, l{h')!e( {g')~(a') ,a 1 ) \ • 
"l{g}!e(a)j, l(h}~({g}Jt'(a),a)l ~ \{g')!e(a')\ 11 can be expressed as: 
"p((g,a)J(g',a 1 ))::: 0 and p((h,(f(g)} 9(a),a),(g 1 ,a))::: O". If 
lxl~ ~ IYI~ then by the induction hypothesis p((g,a),(g 1 ,a')) is 
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defined, {f(g)} 8(a) z {g}f(a), {g):t'(a)~, and 
p((h,(f(g)} 9 (a),a),(g' ,a')) is defined. The other parts of the 
definition of p can be replaced by similar expressions. This 
describes p(x,y) in terms of p(x' ,y') , where inf(x' ,y') < ~ , 
and {f(e' )}®(a') where \ (e' J.;e(a') I < ~. 
This proves a). Note that {f(e)}®(a) ~ [e)!t'(a) may not be 
true if I {e}.:t(a) I ~ o , because in this case the answer to question 
2 can be no. In the construction of f we assumed that the answer 
was yes. Because of this p(x,y) may not have the right value when 
inf( lxl~, \y\!e) > o. For f occurs in the description of p(x,y). 
In the case given above f occurs in the expression [f(g)} 8(a). 
~roof of b) • e -indexes for f' and p' can be found by the 
second recursion theorem. The construction is similar to the con-
struction in a). Let ~ < it.:e • Suppose [f' (e)} 9(a,P) ~ [e:f(a) 
for all e, a such that I {e}!e(a) I < ~, and p' (x,y,P) is defined 
and has the right value when inf(!x\!t', jyj~) < ~. As in a) we de-
scribe {f'(e)}8(a,P) when \(e}~(a)\ = ~, and p'(x,y,P) when 
inf( \x \~, IY I~) = ~ • p' (x,y ,P) is defined from f' in the same way 
as p was defined from f. So it is enough to regard {f' (e)J 9~) 
where I (e}!t (a) I = ~.. As in a) we only regard the case (e}!e(a) 
~ G(A.u[e' }~(u,a)). The description of {f' (e)} 9 (a,P) is the same 
as the description of {f(e)} 9 (a) in a) up to the second question. 
Here the descriptions differ, as we cannot assume that the answer is 
yes. Below follows the examination of the second question. 
Let Q = {r : r E S and r is a convergent .it -computation) • 
If r E Q let lriQ be the ordinal v such that lr\~ = ov• 
Hence \r\Q is the order type of the ~-subconstructive ordinals 
< \rl£. If r ¢ Q let \riQ be the order type of the Je-sub-
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constructive ordinals. The set P was defined in the beginning of 
the proof of the theorem. If r E P let lrlp be the ordinal v 
such that lrl® = f"lv. If r ~ P let lrlp = A.. From the result 
in a) one can deduce that there is an index e1 such that if 
lsiQ <A., lslQ ~ ls'IQ then (e1}®(s,s'):: 0, if Is' IQ <A., 
Is lQ > I s'lQ then (e1 ) ®(s, s') :: 1 • From e1 one can construct 
an index e2 such that if r E P, lrlp ~ lslQ then (e2 J®(r,s) 
z 0, if I rip > Is IQ then (e2 J®(r,s) ::: 1. ( e1 and e2 can be 
found by applications of the second recursion theorem.) 
The following is an equivalent reformulation of the second question: 
Is there r E P such that lrlp is the order type of the ~-sub­
constructive ordinals < \y\t' ? A ®-index for 11 r E P and lrlp 
is the order type of the ~-subconstructive ordinals < IYI~ 11 can 
be found from the following instructions: First see if r E P. If 
not give output 1 • If r E P let v be the order type of the 
:£ -subconstructi ve ordinals < \y I;£ • It remains to decide whether 
or not lrlp = v. lrlp~ v <===> Vr'[lr'lp <\rip===;. 
:!rs (Is I~ < IYI1' and lr' lp ~ Is IQJ • By the induction hypothesis 
A.s(1-p'(y,s,P)) is the characteristic function of " Is I~ < IY 12 " 
as a relation of s. A.s(e2 J®(r' ,s) is the characteristic function 
of " lr' lp ~ Is IQ" as a relation of s when r' E P. The quanti-
fiers if r' , ;3: s can be expressed by the functional E • This proves 
that there is an index e3 , such that A.r[e 3}8 (r,y,P) is the charac-
teristic function of lr lp ~ v. In a similar way one can decide 
whether or not lr lp ~ v. Hence there is an index e4 such that 
(e4 }8 (y,P) gives the answer to the second question. O 
Remark 1: In the examination of question 2 we ask whether or not 
r E P • Hence P is used negatively.. This is the only place where 
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it is nece9sary to regard P as an argument in the computation. 
In all other parts of the construction P is used positively. 
Hence expressions like r E P can be replaced by {e} eCr )~ , where 
e is a Gl -index for P. 
Remark 2: Let A, I < >.. • Let PI = p>..' = {rEP: lrlp<A.'}. Let 
T'}l 
= sup{T'lp + 1 : p<>..l}. If we replace p by PI in the construe-
tion of G we will obtain another functional Gl • Let :f.' -=G',E. 
The constructions of G and G1 are equal up to stage 
a 1 = sup {a P + 1 : p < >.. 1 } , i • e. G1 = G for 1..1. < a 1 • The functions 
1..1. 1..1. 
f',p' from part b) of proposition 4 have the properties: 
{e}i.'(a) ~ then {f' (e) }9 (a,P 1 ) ~ {e}!C' (a) • If x E c:e, 
lxft'' ~ IY ~~~ then p 1 (x,y ,P 1 ) ~ 0 , if lx 1st'> IY I~J then 
p 1 (x,y,P 1 ) ~ 1. 
If 
and 
Proposition 5: The order type of the Je-subconstructive ordinals 
is >... 
Proof: By proposition 2 the order type ~ >.. • Suppose that the 
order type > A. • Then there is s E Q 0 such that \sol!C =a>... 
By reflection we will prove that \so I~ < a>.. ' and hence obtain a 
contradiction. Below follow some technical preliminaries in order 
to reflect. 
There are indexes e1 ,e2 , e3,e4 such that {e1 }Gl(s0 ,P 1 )~ iff 
s 0 is a convergent Z'-computation and >.. 1 is the order type of 
I £' 
the .:t' -subconstructive ordinals < ls0 I . (e2 }Gl(s0 ,P 1 )~ iff s 0 
~~computation, in which case \s 1£' < is a convergent 
l (e2 }9 (s0 ,P') \9 , 
(e4 J9 (s0 ,P 1 )~ iff 
case T'l' + Is lJe' < 
0 
0 
{e3 }e(P 1 )~ and T'l' < l(e3J9(P')Ie. 
s 0 is a convergent Je~computation, in which 
(P' 'A'' T'} I 'z' are as in remark 
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2 above.) 
e1 can be constructed in the following way: The statement 
" s is a convergent /£1 -computation 11 is rBl -semi computable in P' • 
0 
An index for this statement can be found from an index for p' in 
part b) of proposition 4. The statement 11 A' is the order type of 
:e' the ~~subconstructi ve ordinals < Is l " can be reformulated by : 
0 
Yr E P' asc lrlp = Is IQ and 
=> arEP'(lr\p=lsiQ)). 
lsi£'< \s0 l:l 1 ) and Vs( lsi£'< ls0 l2':' 
By an application of the second recur-
sion theorem and of the result in part a) of proposition 4 it can 
be proved that the relation "r E P and s E Q and lrlp = \s IQ." 
is rBl-semicomputable. This relation can be used to express 
"\rip = Is Lc:t 11 in the statement above. The other parts of the 
statement can be expressed by the function p' in part b) of pro-
position 4. The quantifiers can be expressed by E. 
e2 can be constructed in the following way: Let s 0 = (e ,a) • 
Then s0 E cc£' iff {e)~1(a) J iff {f' (e)) 9 (a,P' )~ • The function 
f' in proposition 4 b) can be chosen such that the following is 
true: If {e)~'(a) J then I {e}.'l!Ca) 1~' < I (f' (e)) 9 (a,P') 19 • Let 
(e2 }9 (s0 ,P') z {f' (e)) 8 (a,P'). 
Let e3 be an index for the following instruction: For all 
rEP' compute the computation r. Then (e3 } 8(P 1 )~, and lr\ 19 
< l(e3J8(P')Ie for all r E P 1 • Hence Tl' _:: \[e3}(P')I 19 • 
From e2 and e3 one can construct an index e4 such that 
{e4 ) 9(s0 ,P 1 )~ iff (e2J9(s0 ,P')t and {e3 ) 9(P 1 )~, in which case 
\{e3J9(P')Ie+ l£e2 J9(s0 ,P')I < l{e4 )®(s0 ,P 1 )\®. Hence 
(e4 ) 9(s0 ,P 1 )~ iff s 0 is a convergent ~'-computation, in which 
case T] 1 + I s 0 I i J < I { e 4 } ® ( s 0 , P 1 ) I ® • 
Now we come to the reflecting statement. It is a conjunction 
of three parts a), b) and c). 
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b) s is a convergent .!t'-computation, and A.' is the order type 
0 
of the t''-subconstructive ordinals < ls0 l:£ 1 • 
c) If r ¢ x 
There is an index such that if then a), b) 
and c) are satisfied for x. can be constructed as follows: 
a) can be expressed by n x ~ S , and each element in x is a con-
vergent ®-computation, and for all r,r' : If r E x and lr' le 
~ lrle then r' Ex". A 8-index for this statement can be found .. 
If x = P~v = P' then b) is satisfied iff [e 1 J 8(s0 ,x)~. The 
following statement implies c) when x = P': 'tor all r ~x ~~~(s0 ,x) I 
< lr le" • A ® -index for this statement can be found. Let 
e5 be a e -index for the conjunction of these statements. 
Let B be defined by: x E B ~ [e5 J 8 (s0 ,x)~. Then B is 
®-semicomputable in s 0 , and by a) in the reflecting statement each 
element in B is a subset of S (in fact x E B => x = Pv for a 
v ~ A.) • P E B , for a) is trivially satisfied for x = P. By as-
sumption b) is satisfied for x = P • To see that c) is satisfied 
for x = P let r ~ Po Then r is a divergent ®-computation, 
and lr le = ~®. Now (e4 J 8 (s0 ,x)~ , hence I (e4 J 8 (s0 ,x) le ~ lr 18 , 
and {e5}®(s0 ,x)~. P is ®-semi computable. By the corollary of 
theorem 8 there is an element x0 in B which is ®-computable in 
s 0 .. Since P is not ®-computable in s 0 it follows that x0 = PA.' 
where A. ' < A • Let P' = P A , • 
Since the reflecting statement is true for P I • S 
• 0 is a con-
vergent ~~computation, and A.' 
constructive ordinals < \s0 I~J , 
< lr 18 o 
is the order type of 
and if r ~ P' then 
the Z~ -sub-
~J 
11' +Is I 0 
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we go back to the constructions of 
G and G' • As mentioned in remark 2 G~ = G~ when ~ < a' where 
a' = sup [a + 1 : p < h.' } • Let ,. = cr' • The :£ -subconstructi ve p 
and the £ 1-sub constructive ordinals < ,. are the same, and the 
order type of these ordinals is A.' o ,. is :! -subconstructi ve iff 
$t' 
,. is ~~subconstructive. By b) in the reflecting statement ls0 } 
is the A.'-th ~~subconstructive ordinal. 
Claim: G' = G for all 1-1 < ls0 l!e 1 • 1-1 1-1 
Proof: If ,. = I s 0 I~~ (which is the case of ,. is ~-subconstruc-
tive) then the claim is true by the discussion above. Suppose ,. 
< ls0 1~ 1 • This is the case if ,. is not ~-subconstructive. In 
the construction of G' we are in case 2 for the first time. Hence ,. 
G' (f) 
( U G ) (f) 
= { ~<'1" 1-1 
0 
if 3:1-1 < ,. f E domG~ 
otherwise • 
In the construction of G,. we are in case 1 since the order type 
of the X -subconstructive ordinals less that ,. is A.' , and h.' 
< A.. We are in subcase II, because ,. is not !£ -subconstructive 
by the assumption ,. < \s0 \~J • The functional G0 mentioned at 
this stage of the construction is the same as G' • Hence so is 
a convergent ;!, 0 -computation, Is ~~~ = I so ~~o, and l so !.to is the 
0 
first ordinal > ,. which is Z 0-subconstructi ve .. Let 
e = 11}.., - sup(11 : p <A.'} • By c) in the reflecting statement 
:;e• p 
Tl' + ls0 \ < \rle if r ~ P' , i.e. if \rl 9 ~ 11A.'. Hence 
11' + \s0 \~0 < 11}.., • By definition TJ' =sup(TJP + 1 : p < >..'} .. Hence 
~0 
sup ( Tl P : p < A.' } + I s 0 I < Tl A. , • 
'if Is I . 0 
T 
'i,o 
gap 1 
T<TT~T+€, 
9 
and TT is 
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p <A!} 
Hence sup(Tl : p <A.') + 
!10 p 
C Is 0 I - ,. ) < Tlx.· , 
Hence gap 1 < gap 2 , where 
~0 
gap 1 = I s I - T , and 0 
gap 2 = e • So the following 
inequality is true: T < l s 0 120 
< 1"+€. Hence there is an 
ordinal TT such that 
Je~subconstructive. So the answer to 
the question in the construction of G,. is yes. Hence G,. = G~ , 
and in fact G~ = G~ for all ~ less that the next dC~subconstruc­
tive ordinal, which is js0 1~) . This proves the claim. 
By the claim the .i1-computations of length less that Is lz' 
0 
are identical to the ~-computations of length less that ls0 ;~'. 
I.f s 0 = (e,a) then {e}~1(a) ~. All immediate subcomputations 
(e' }.:t''(a') of {e}:e1(a) have length less that \s0 l:£1 1 , hence 
(e' )t''(a')-;;: {e' r'l(a'), and \ (e' }~(a')~~ < \s0 \~ 1 • Hence 
(e)!G(a)~, and l{e};e(a) l!i = \s0 1£', i.e. \s0 1.1C = \s0 I.ICJ = aX., , a 
contradiction. This proves proposition 5. 0 
Proposition 6: S-en(.:£).:: S- en(9); and for all rES: 
sc c.t 'r) s sc ( 9' r) • 
Proof: Let H£ = {(e,a) : {e}!8(a)~ and I {e};e(a) I~< cr). By 
proposition 5 a is the supremum of the ~-subconstructive ordi-
nalso If X .:: S , X E S-en( :f) then there is an index e such 
that for all r: r EX ~ (e,r) E H.t. 
Suppcse X c A , X E sc(Z,r) , r E S. By the method used in 
the proof of proposition 3 one can prove that there are indexes 
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such that for all x : 
:£ <=> (e2 ,x,r) E H • 
x E X <=:::;> 
So it is enough to prove that H.£ E en(®) • x E H.t ~ :3:r 
(r E P and \rlp is the order type of the ~ -subconstructive or-
dinals < lxl~). By an application of the second recursion theorem 
and of the result in part a) of proposition 4 one can prove that 
the relation "rEP and lrlp is the order type of the ~-sub­
constructive ordinals < lxl.:t " is ® -semicomputable. Hence 
Hi E en(®). 0 
Propositions 3 and 6 prove theorem 9. 0 
In the following pages computation theories on eX will be de-
noted by e, '¥ instead of (e, 11 8 ), ('¥,II'¥). Let En(®), Sc(®), 
Sc(9,a) be defined by: 
En(®) = (cp : cp is a partial ®-computable function] , 
Sc(®) = (f : f is a total ®-computable function] , 
Sc(®,a) = {f : f is total tEl-computable in a) • 
Let '¥, e be normal computation theories on ex. Let '""' 
' ~' 
<1 '<2 be defined by: 
'¥ '""'e ~ En('£) = En(e) , 
'¥ < e ~ En('¥) ::= En(@) , 
'¥ <1@ ~ En('¥) £ En(®) and 
ax (R~ < x~) , 
'¥ <2 e <=> En('i') ~ En(@) • 
Lemma 26: Let '¥ and e be normal. 
a) '¥ <@ ~ Va (Sc('i',a) s Sc(e,a)) and Va(R;~x.:). 
b) 
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'i' < 'i'' 'f' < e• e• < e ===-
- ' 1 ' 
Proof: a) Suppose 'i' ~e. Let f E Sc('i' ,a) • There is an index 
e such that f = AX(e}'i'(x,a) • Let cp=Axa{e}'fQc,a). cp E En('i') • 
By assumption cp E En(S) • Hence there is an index e' such that 
cp = Ax a(e' }9(x,a). Hence f = Ax (e' }9 (x,a) , i.e. f E Sc(®,a) • 
~; = sup(T : T is the length of a prewellordering with domain 
A which is '!'-computable in a} • If X is a prewellordering 
which is '!'-computable in a then by the above X is C8l -computable 
in a. 
b) 
Slince 
c) 
then by 
Hence 
Suppose 
'i'' < @' 1 
and 
Suppose 
a) X ~'i' = 
En('i') 1 En(®) • 
'i' < 'i'' 
- ' 
Then En('i') ~ En(S) • 
there is an x such that By a) 
Hence Hence 
'i' <1 e. Then En('f) ~ En(S) • If En('i') =En(®) 
~X 
@) for all x, a contradiction. Hence 
0 
Let Je be a list, and let ® be a computation theory. ~ is 
®-computable if each function and relation in £. is ® -computable, 
and each functional in :£ is weakly ®-computable. Let fJcX) 
denote the computation theory obtained from ;e . 
Lemma 27: a) If :l is ®-computable then !Jcz) ~ ®. 
b) If e is normal and 9 (;/;) ,., ® then ~ is C8l -computable. 
Proof: a) Suppose J; is C8l -computable. One can prove that there 
is a C8l -computable total function f such that for all e, a : 
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{eri(a) ~ {f(e) }8 (a) .. Hence ~( ;t,) ~ e .. 
b) Suppose e is normal and 9t ;I,) '"" e • Then the functions 
and the relations in the list '£ are tEl -computable. Let F be a 
functional in the list £, • We must prove that F is weakly tEl -com-
putableo We give instructions how to compute F(A.x{e} 9 (x,a)) .. Let 
n ~ 0, and let a range over all lists of length n. Let 
q>9(e,x,a) ::: (e} 9(x,a) • Then cp9 E En( tEl) , hence cp8 E En(.t) .. Let 
:t f(n) be an .:t -index for cp9 • Then >..x{e] 8 (x,a) = A.x{f(n)} (e,x,a) .. 
F(A.x{e} 9(x,a)) ~ F(A.x{f(n))se(e,x,a)) ::: {g(n)}.t.(e,a), where g(n) 
can be constructed from f(n) in a primitive recursive way. Let 
cp.t (e,a) ~ {e):l(a). Then cp.,t, E En(~) , hence Cf:>.;e E En(®) • So 
F(A.x{e} 9(x,a)) ::: cp.e (g(n) ,e,a) .. There is a ®-computable total 
function h such that F(A.x(e} 9(x,a)) ~ {h(n)} 9(e,a). To conclude 
that F is weakly e -computable the following should be true· 
l{h(n)) 8(e,a)\ 8 > l£e} 8 (x,a)1 8 for all x. This can be obtained 
as follows: Let E(A.x{e} 8 (x,a)) be a subcomputation of 
(h(n) }8(e,a) o Since E is weakly ®- computable we get the right 
ordinal inequalitieso 0 
Lemma 28: Suppose ® is normal, :t is tEl -computable and Vx(x: = x.~ 
Then there is a normal list :/ J such that 9 (~1 ) ,.., ® • 
Proof: There is a ®-index e1 such that (e 1 } 8(e,y)~ iff 
>..x{e) 8(x,y) is total, in which case l(e} 8(x,y)\ < \{e1 } 8(e,y)\ 
for all x o ( e1 can for insta..TJ.ce be an index for the computation 
E( A.x{e }®(x,y)). ) 
Let f be a variable for total unary functions A _. S.. Let 
Ord(f) be the least ordinal ,. such that for some e,y: f = 
A.x{e} 9(x,y) , and I {e1 ) 8(e,y) l = ,. , if such an ordinal exists .. 
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Ord(f) is undefined otherwise. 
Let G be defined by: If Ord(f) is defined then 
= { (e} 8 (a) + 1 G((f,e,a)) 
0 
if 1£e} 8 (a)l 8 ~ Ord(f) 
otherwise 
where (f,e,a) = AX(f(x),e,a). (We make the following convention: 
If r ¢ N then r + 1 = r.) G(g) = 0 if g is not of the form 
(f,e,a), or if g = (f,e,a) and Ord(f) is undefined. 
G is weakly ®-computable. For let cp = Ax(e' }9 (x,a 1 ) • To 
compute G(cp) first check if cp is total. (This can for instance 
be done by computing E(cp) • ) If cp is total check if cp = (f,e ,a) 
for some f ,e,a. If not let G(cp) = 0.. If cp = (f ,e,a) then 
Ord(f) is defined since cp is a -computable. It remains to see 
whether or not \(e} 8 (a)l 8 ~ Ord(f). Let f = Ax(e2 }8 (x,(a 1 )). 
\{e} 8 (a)1 8 ~ Ord(f) <=> Vh ENVy 
([V.X({h} 9 (x,y) ~ (e2 }8 (x,(a 1 ))) and l{e1 } 9 (h,y)l ~ l{e1 } 9(e2 ,(a 1»IJ 
:::::;> I {e} 9 (a) I ,:: I {e1 } 8 (h,y) I) . This expression says: 
Vh,y(f=Ax{h} 8 (x,y) ==;> \{e} 9(a)l ~ l{e1 }9 (h,y)l). As a relation 
of e' a this is e -computable in a I • Hence G is weakly a -com-
putable. Let :£1 = :£ ,G,E, =s , where =s is the equality relation 
on S. Then ~ 1 is normal, and En(.t'') ~En(®) because 2 1 is 
9-computable. 
For all 
Proposition 1: 
To prove the opposite inclusion we need a proposition. 
y E A let lly = sup(Ord(f): f is recursive in .i'',y}. 
1..1 = 1ty for all y. Y e 
Proof: If f is recursive in :t\y then f is e -computable in 
. ) 
y, because /;{ is 8 -computable. Hence Ord(f) is defined, and 
Ord(f) < fi.Y Hence 11 < 'It~. e. ,...Y - 1!:!; 
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,._Y < ,._Y < ,._Y since ~' extends ~ and :i 1 is 9 -computable. 
,t', - ~~- I@ 
By assumption x~ = x~. Hence xJ = x.J, = x.~. By lemma 20 x.~, is 
the supremum of the lengths of the prewellorderings with domain ~ A 
are recursive in $' ,y. To prove that lly = x.~ it is enough to 
prove that for each prewellordering which is recursive in ~',y 
there is a function f which is recursive in ~',y such that 
Ord(f) ~ the length of the prewellordering. 
So let X c A 2 be a prewellordering which is recursive in ~·, y • 
If x E dom(X) let lxl be the length of that part of the prewell-
ordering which is below x .. By the second recursion theorem we find 
~I 
an index e such that for all x E dom(X) At(e} (t,x,y) is total, 
and lxl ~ Ord(At(e)ZCt,x,y)). The construction goes as follows. 
Suppose x E dom(X) , and 
.,, 
~l 
At [ e J ( t , x 1 , y) is total and l x 1 I ~ 
Ord(At{ej(t,x 1 ,y)) for all xl such that \x 1 I < lx I .. Let 
= At(e}X(t,x 1 ,y) for \x 1 I < \xl. The set B = ((e,a,z): {e}9 (a) ~ z, 
and \{e) 9 (a)\ 9 ~ Ord(fx,) for some lx' I < \xll is recursive in 
Z',x,y, uniformly in x, by the construction of G, and since X 
is recursive in '21,y. B contains the graphs of all functions f 
with Ord(f) .::_ Ord(f:zl) for some lx' I < lx\. By asking questions 
about B one can see whether or not At{e} 9(t,u) is total and 
Ord(At(e} 8 (t,u)) ~ Ord(fx') for some \x' I < \xl, for any e,u. 
Let P(e,u) be the statement "At{e) 9(t,u) is total, and 
Ord(At{e) 9 (t,u)) ~ Ord(fx') for some lx' I < lxl" o Then P is 
recursive in ~/ ,x,y , uniformly in x o By the construction of G 
the function ~ defined by: ~((e,a)) ~ (e} 9(a) if l{e} 9(a)\ 8 ~ 
Ord(fx') for some lx' I < lxl , is partial recursive in :l1,x,y, 
uniformly in x. Let fx be defined by: fx((e,u)) = 0 if not 
P(e,u), fx((e,u)) ~ {e} 9((e,u),u) + 1 if P(e,u). Then fx is 
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different from all functions f such that Ord(f) ~ Ord(fx,) for 
some lx' I < lxl o fx is recursive in :t',x,y, uniformly in x o 
So Ord(fx') < Ord(f) when lx' I < lx l o Hence lx I ~ Ord(fx) by 
the induction hypothesis.. Let v(e,t,x,y) :: fx(t) o Choose e 
such that w(e,t,x,y) ~ (e}~(t,x,y) for all t,x,y. 
In the same way one can construct a function f such that f 
is recursive in :t',y ' and lxl < Ord(f) for all X E dom(X) .. 
This proves the propsition. 0 
Proposition 2: En(S) ~ En(i'). 
Proof: Suppose (e} 8 (a)~ o By proposition 1 there is an index m 
such that f = At{m}~Ct,(e,a)) is total, and j(e) 8(a)l 8 ~ Ord(f). 
Hence G((At{m}:t(t,(e,a)),e,a)) z {e} 8(a) + 1. Since ~J is normal 
there is a selection function ~(e,a) which is partial recursive 
in :LJ and which picks out sucn an 
£ G((At{~(e,a)} (t,(e,a)),e,a)) -1 o 
This proves lemma 28.. O 
m. Hence {e}8(a)-
Hence En(®) ~ En(.t'J) • 0 
Definitions: B has Ero12ert;r 1 if for all normal lists ~ . if ..e . 
is 9 -computable then :t <:i) <1 ® 0 B has Ero:2ert;r 2 if for 
normal lists ~ If :t:. is B -computable then '?(:L) <2 B • 
Lemma 29: Suppose B is normal o Then B has property 1 iff B 
has property 2. 
all 
Proof: By c) in lemma 26 'f <1 19 => 'f <2 19 o Hence if 8 has 
property 1 then ® has property 2 • 
Suppose B has not property 1 .. Then there is a normal list 
'£ which is ®-computable such that not fP (:i ) <1 Gl o By a) in 
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lemma 27 En(i) S En(tB) • Hence x(1t; = 1t~) • By lemma 28 
there is a normal list '£ 1 such that ?c i/) - 9 • By b) of lemma 
27 :t~ is 9 -computable. f!\t:') <2 e is not trueo Hence e has 
not property 2 • 0 
Definition: 9 is Mahlo if 9 has property 1 • 
Theorem 10: Let 9 be normal. Then 9 is not Mahlo iff there is 
a normal list ~ such that !?( i ) ,... 9 • 
Proof: Suppose 8 is not Mahlo. By lemma 29 @ has not property 
2 • Hence there is a normal list :£ such that :£ is 9 -computable 
and not ~(£) <2 9. Hence En( i') = En(9) , and ;(( i!.) ,... 9. 
Suppose that there is a normal list ;£ such that ffC:i) ,... 8 • 
:l is @-computable by b) of lemma 27. 
perty 2 o By lemma 29 9 is not Mahlo. 
Hence 9 has not pro-
0 
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§ 9 MORE ABOUT MA!ffiONESS 
In ordinal recursion the notion of Mahloness is defined in the 
following way: An ordinal T is Mahlo if T is recursively regu-
lar, and all normal functions n which are r-recursive in cons-
tants less that T have a recursively regular fixpoint less that T • 
(Definition 4.2 (b) in [1]). In§ 8 the notion of Mahloness was de-
fined in another way. The purpose of this chapter is to prove that 
the definition in § 8 is a natural generalization of the definition 
above .. 
To see this let us regard normal computation theories (e, l 18 ) 
with domain w ' i.e. w is strongly ®-finite and 11 8 is a ®-
norm. Since the domain is w x.x ® = X.® for all X in the domain. 
We define property 1 as in §8: ® has EroEert;l 1 if for all nor-
mal lists £. If :£ is ® -computable then i1. i! < i1. ® 0 
Below we introduce ordinal recursion for (®,I 18 ) • Let T ~ x.8 .. 
Let ®T = ((e,a,r): {e] 8 (a) ~ r and l {eJ 8 (a) 18 < T J • Let I I ®r 
be the restriction of I 18 to ® T • Then ller is a mapping of 
@T onto T • 'f is ®-re~lar if ( 8r' l I er) is a normal computa-
tion theory on w • 
Let T ~ x.8 • A relation R is ®T-semicomputable if there 
is an index e such that for all a: R(a) ~ I (e} 9 (a) I < r. 
Let n be a partial function from Tn to r • n 
if the set ((x1 ••• xn,y): lx1 18 , .... , l:xnle, lYle< r 
n( \x1 ie, ••• ' t:xn I e) ~ IYiel is e\ -semicomputable. 
~ if n is ex.- computable, where x. = x.8 
is 9r-computable 
and 
n is li9 -comEut-
A function n from T to r is normal if it is strictly in-
creasing and continuous at limits. An ordinal v < T is a fixed 
point for n if n(v) = V.. r ~ x.8 is 8 -Mahlo if T is 8-regular 
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and all normal IBlT- computable functions have a rBl -regular fixed 
point less than T • rBl is Mahlo if x.9 is rBl -Mahlo .. 
When (9, 11 9 ) is the computation theory obtained from a normal 
list ;I, , we will write ;f, -regular, £ T-computable, ;£-computable 
instead of @-regular, @T_ computable, rBl -computable. 
In ordinary recursion theory an ordinal T is said to be re-
cursively regular if the following is true: If v < T , anG. n is 
a partial function which is T-recursive in constants less that T , 
and n( S)~ for all S < V , then there is an ordinal 'T' < T SUCh 
that n( s) < 'T I for all s < v 0 (Definition 3.4 in [ 1] ) 
In view of this definition we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 30: If (rBl, l 18 ) is a normal computation theory on w then 
the following is true: If v < x.8 , and n is a partial function 
which is rBl -computable, and n( s )~ for all s < v , then there is 
an ordinal r' < x.8 such that n(s) < T' for all s < v. 
Proof: Let v < x. 8 , and let TT be a partial function which is 
rBl-computable, such that n( s)~ for all s < v • The set 
[(x,y): lxl@' lYle< x.9 and n( lxl 8 ) ~ IYlel is e -semicomputable. 
There is a rBl -computable selection function cp(x) such that if 
:3:y(n( lx\ 9 ) ~ lYle) then cp(x)~ , and n( lx\ 8 ) ::: \cp(x) 19 • Choose 
a w such that lw le = v • Choose an index e as follows: To 
compute [e} 9 (w) take each x such that lxle < lw\e, find cp(x), 
and compute this computation, i.e. if cp(x) = (e 1 , a 1 ) , compute 
[e'}e(a 1 ). Then {e}e(w)t' and lcp(x)le < l£e} 8 (w)l for all X 
such that lxle < lwl 8 • Let T I = I [e) 9 (w) I . Then T' < x.e, and 
n(s) < '1" 1 for all s < v. 0 
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Remark: From lemma 30 one can prove that x.e is recursively re-
gular .. The following result is also true: If 'T is recursively 
regular, and 'T is projectible to w · (i .. e. there is a one-one 
mapping n from 'T to w which is 'T-recursive in constants less 
than 'T ) then there is a normal computation theory (e, lle) on w 
such that x.e = T • 
Lemma 31: If ~ is a normal list then x. ~ is the least i!. -regu-
lar ordinal .. 
Proof: Obviously all e -regular ordinals are limit ordinals > w 
for any normal e • Let be a limit ordinal such that w < T < x. £ o 
Since 'T < x.~ the induction which generates the convergent ~ -com-
putations does not stop at the stage 1' .. Hence there are :t -compu-
tations with length 'T .. Since 'T is a limit ordinal such computa-
tions are applications of a functional to a function Ax{e}~(x,a) , 
where Ax{e}£(x,a) is total, and 'T = sup( I (e}z(x,a) I + 1 : x E: w} • 
Let n be defined by: n(n) = I {e}.i(n,a) l&t' o Then 'T = sup{n(n) :nEw~ 
If 'T was 'i.-regular then n would be X''T-computable.. By lemma 
30 sup(n(n) : n E: w} < 'T, a contradiction.. Hence 'T is not :[-
regular. 0 
Lemma 32: If (e, lie) is a normal computation theory on w , and 
t is a normal e -computable list' then there is a e -computable 
normal function n which has no e -regular fixed points less than 
X. t. 0 
Proof: Let (e, lie) and ;!} be as in the hypothesis .. Since :t 
is ®-computable there is an index t such that for all x: 
x E c.lt <::=:> (t,x)ECe· cc£ is the set of convergent /L -compu-
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tations, Ce is the set of convergent 9 -computations. ) If v < x.e 
then the set {x: lxl.:l < v} is 9-computable. There is an ordinal 
1-1 < x.e such that for all x: \x\ £ < v ~ l (t ,x) le < 1-1. For the 
function n defined by: n( \x\£) ::: l (t ,x) le is 9 -computable. By 
lemma 30 sup [ n( Tl) : '11 < v} < )I.e • In the same way one can prove 
that if v < )I.e then there is an ordinal 1-1 < )I.e such that for all 
x : I ( t, x) I 9 < v => :£ lx l < ll • 
Let n be defined as follows: n(O) = 0, n is continuous at 
limitse If v is a successor ordinal, let n(v) be the least 
ordinal 1-1 such that: 
i) n(v-1) < 1-1 
ii) :!, \ (t ,x) \9 for all X : \xl < v ~ < ll ' 
iii) for all X: l<t,x) le < \l ===> lxl~ < ll 0 
By the discussion above n(v) is defined, and n(v) < x.8 when 
v < x.8 .. By the construction n is normal. By an application of 
the second recursion theorem one can prove that n is 9 -computable. 
It remains to prove that n has no 9 -regular fixed points 
less than x. ;£. • Suppose 1 < )I.£ , lim 1 and n( 'f) = 'f • Since 
1 < x.~ and lim 1 there is an index e and a list a such that 
).x{e):e(x,a) is total, I {e}~(x,a)\.i < 'f for all x, and 
sup{l(e):e(x,a)l.:e: x E w} ='f. By ii) \(t,(e,x,a))\ 9 < n(1) for 
all x, hence \(t,(e,x,a)) le < 'f for all x. 
sup{l(t,(e,x,a))le: x E w} = T, for suppose that this supremum was 
equal to T' < 1. Then by iii) \(efCx,a)l~ < n(T'+1) for all x. 
Now n( 'f '+1) < n( 'f) = 1" • So this is contrary to the fact that 
sup [ l { e }.£ (x, a) I~ : x E w] = 'f • If 'f was 9 -regular then the 
function p defined by: p(x) = \(t,(e,x,a))l@ for x E w, would 
be ®'f- computable. By lemma 30 sup {p (x) : x E w} < 'f , contrary 
to what is proved above. So 'f is not 9 -regular. 0 
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In the proof of the next lemma we need the ordinal function p 
defined below. 
Let (e, lie) be a normal computation theory on w. Since it 
is a computation theory the operations mentioned in the beginning of 
§6, such substitution, primitive recursion etc. are allowed. 
Let us regard substitution: There is a e -computable mapping 
g1 (e,f,n) such that for all e, f, a, x: (g1 (e,f,n)}e(a)::: x ~ 
·au [(e}e(a) ~ u and (f}e(u,a)-:::: x], and if {g1 (e,f,n)}e(a) _::: x 
then for some u such that {e)e(a) ~ u and {f}e(u,a) ::: x : 
I {e}e(a) I , I (f}e(u,a) l < I {g1 (e,f ,n)}e(a) I .. This operation has 
a finitary character, i.e. there are only finitely many natural pre-
' decessors of the computation (g1 (e,f,n)}e(a), namely {e}e(a) and 
{f}e(u,a). The other operations mentioned in § 6 are also finitary .. 
Since (e, lie) is normal there is a partial e -computable 
function p such that p(x,y)::: 0 if x E Ce and 1xl8 ~lYle· 
This can also be regarded as a finitary operation. There is one 
natural predecessor of [:p)e(x,y) , namely x if x E Ce and 
lxle ~ lYle, y if lx! 8 > lYle. C:P is a e -index for p) 
Since w is strongly e -finite the functional E 
w 
is weakly 
®-finite, where E is defined by: E (cp) ~ 0 if ·'SX cp(x) ~ 0, w w 
E (cp) ~ 1 if V.x:% I 0 cp(x) ::: y. There is a e -computable map-
w 
ping g2(n) such that (g2(n)}e(e,a) ~ Ew(Ax{e} 8(x,a)) for all 
e, a (the list a has length n ) • If {g(n)) 8(e,a) ~ 0 then the 
natural predecessors of (g(n)}e(e,a) are those computations 
(e}e(x,a) such that {e}e(x,a) ::: 0 and (e}e(x,a) has minimal 
length.. If {g(n)}e(e,a) ::: 1 then the natural predecessors of 
{g(n)]e(e,a) are (e} 9(x,a) for all x. So this operation is not 
finitary. 
Let v < x.9 • There is an ordinal 1-1 < x.9 such that the fol-
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lowing is true: 
Substitution: If for some u {e)e(a) ~ u and (f}9 (u,a) ~ x, 
and \ (e} 8 (a) \ , l (f}e(u,a) l < v then \ {g1 (e,f ,u)}e(a) \ < 1-t. 
p : If lx1 8 < v or lYle < v then I {:p}e(x,y) l < ~-t. 
Ew : If for some x {eleCx,a) :: 0 and I (eleCx,a) < v then 
\ {g2 (n)} 9 (e,a) l < ~-t. If for all x there is a y I 0 such that 
(e}e(x,a) ~ y and l£eleCx,a)l < v then l{g2(n)) 8 (e,a)l < 1-t. 
In addition there are clauses for the other operations mentioned 
in § 6. 
There is a 1-l < ~e which satisfies these conditionso Other-
wise we would obtain a contradiction to lemma 30. Let p(v) be 
the least ordinal 1J which satisfies the. conditions aboveo Then 
p(v) < ~e when v < ~e' and p is e -computable. 
p is not necessarily continuous at limit ordinals. If (e,l 18 ) 
is the computation theory obtained from a normal list ;t it can be 
proved that p(v) <the least limit ordinal > v o If E (A.x(e}..e.(x,a)) 
w 
z 1 and sup{ I {e]t.(x,a) \£ + 1 : x E w] = A., and lim A., then 
sup {p( v) : v < A.] = A. < p (A.) • Hence p is not continuous at A. .. 
Suppose r < ~e is a limit ordinal such that V<r ~ p(v)<r. 
If p('T) = 'T then < e r , II er) is a normal computation theory on w .. 
p(r) = 'T" iff the following is true: For all e, a if \( e} e ( x, a) I 
< 'T" for all X' then l£g2 (n)} 8 (e,a)l < 'T • 
Lemma 33: If (®,lie) is a normal computation theory on w , and 
n is a normal ®-computable function, then there is a normal ®-
computable list :l such that ~:£ is ® -regular and a fixed point 
for n. 
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Proof: There is an index e0 such that {e0 } 9 (e)~ iff Ax{e} 9 (x) 
is total, in which case l£e} 8 (x,a)l 8 < l£e0 } 8 (e)l 8 for all x. 
If f is a ®-computable total function let Ord(f) = 
inf £I { e 0 J 8 (e) I 8 : f = Ax { e} 8 ( x) } • 
Let the functional F be defined as follows. 
If f is ®-computable and total, let \.1 = Ord(f) , and let 1.1 = 
sup ( n ( \.1) , p ( \.1)) • Let 
F((f,n,O)) = { 0 if n = (e,a,y), (e} 8 (a) :: y, 1 (e}e(a) le < \.1 
1 otherwise 
F((f,n,1)) = { 0 if n = (e,a,y), {e}9 (a) :: y, I {e}e(a) le < 1.1 
1 otherwise 
If g is not ®-computable, or g is not of the form (f ,n,O) or 
(f ,n, 1) , let F(g) = 1 • Then F is weakly ® -computable. Hence 
the list £, = E,F is ®-computable. 
If f is recursive in !£ and total then f is ® -computable, 
hence Ord(f) is defined. Let A = sup{Ord(f) : f is total and 
recursive in :L } • 
Suppose '£, f = Ax{e} (x) is total. Let \.1 = Ord(f) • 
An F((f,n,O)) is the characteristic function of the set Be = 
{(e' ,a,y) : {e' }8 (a) ::y and I (e' }8 (a) 19 < \.1} • The set ce = 
{(e' ,a,y) : {e' }8 (a) -::.y and I {e' }9 (a) le < IJ.} has the characteristic 
function An F((f,n,1)) ( 1.1 = sup(n('J),p(\.1)).. Hence Be and Ce 
are recursive in ~ , and £-indexes for the characteristic func-
tions of Be and Ce can be found uniformly from e .. 
Let p be the index for the function p mentioned in the con-
struction of p.. If inf( lxl 8 , ly\ 9 ) < \.1 then l (p} 8 (x,y) 18 < p(\.1) 
by the construction of p. Hence I {p} 9 (x,y) le < 1.1. The set 
{(x,y) : lx1 8 < \.1 or lYle < \.1, and (p,x,y,O) E Ce} is a prewell-
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ordering of length v o It is recursive in £, since Be and Ce 
are recursive in ~ • By lemma 20 each prewellordering which is 
recursive in ;l has length < x.:e • Hence v < x..t, and >.. ~ x.:t. 
By uniformity there is a primitive recursive mapping g such 
that {g(e)}~(x,y) ~ o if lx1 9 < v and lxl9 ~ lYle, 
{g(e)}£(x,y) ~ 1 if lxl 9 > lYle arid lYle < v. 
There is an index e1 such that (e1 }~(e)~ iff >..x(e}~(x) 
is total, in which case \{e}.t(x)\~ < l£e 1 }:i(e)l~ for all x. If 
f is total and recursive in Z let Ordx;(f) = inf{ l (e1 )~(e) l~: 
f = >..x{e).;e(x)). 
If 1-l < x.£ then by a simple diagonalization method one can 
construct a function f which is total and recursive in Je , and 
f is different from all functions f' with Ord~(f') < 1-l o Hence 
Ord~(f) ~ 1-l, and sup{Ord:l(f) : f is recursive in ~} = x. £. 
~ 0: = {f : £( ) } { ( ) If 1-L < x. let .r l Ord f <1-L o Let v = suplOrd f : 
1..1 
E u} f .., IJ • Claim: v < A. o 
Proof: Let 
E q and f o1 
1-l 
D = {e: I {e1 ).e(e) I < I-ll. Then D is recursive in t, 
iff f = A.x{e}i(x) for some e E D. The set 
U B is recursive in 1!. since Be is recursive in :f. uniformly 
eED e 
in e • U Be = [ ( e ' , a , y) : ( e ' ) e (a) :: y and ! { e ' ) e (a) 1 9 < v } • 
eED 
If f is a total 9 -computable function such that Ord(f) < v 
then there is an index e such that f = A.x(e} 9 (x) , and 
:Vx gy(e ,x,y) E U Be .. Hence the set E = {e : Vx ay (e ,x,y) E U B } 
eED eED e 
contains e -indexes for all total ®-computable functions f with 
Ord(f) _:: v , in particular E contains 9 -indexes for all f E ..;z: . 
E is recursive in dC . By a diagonalization method one can con-
struct a function f' which is recursive in ~ , and such that f' 
is different from all total e -computable functions with e -index 
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in E • Hence Ord(f 1 ) > v , and v < A. .. 
Let the ordinal function cr be defined by: If v < A. let 
cr(v) = inf{Ord£(f) : Ord(f) > v} o Then sup(cr(v): v <A.) = x.t, 
for suppose sup(cr( v) : \) < A.} = I..J. < 1-i.t:, 0 Then for all v < A. 
there is an f such that Ord(f) > v and Ord.:l(f) < 1..J. o Hence 
sup{Ord(f) : Ordt(f) < I..J.} 
= A. ' contrary to the claim. 
To prove that a is recursive in ;t it is enough to prove 
that R is recursively enumerable in :l , where R = ((x,y) : 
x, y E C £ and a ( l x l £) = I y I~ ) o ( x, y) E R ~ x, y E C .t and 
ae [A.x(e}£(x) is total and lxl£ < Ord(f) and jy\~ = Ord~(f) 
and Ve 1(0rd.t(f 1 ) < Ori~(f) ~ Ord(f 1 ) ~ lxl;t)] (f = A.x(e).:e(x), 
f 1 = A.x( e 1 ):£ (x) .. ) 11 A.x( e ).:t' (x) is total " can be expressed by 
11 (e1 ).:e(e)~" o 11 IYl~ = Ord.:t:(f) 11 can be expressed by " IYI.;t = 
I (e1 )~(e) l£ ", which is recursively enumerable in ~ • "Ord.t(f 1 ) 
~ ~ se '£ l£ < Ord (f) 11 can be expressed by n I (e1 J (e 1 ) \ < l (e1 ) (e) 11 • 
It remains to find expressions for " lx I~ < Ord(f) 11 and " Ord(f 1 ) 
~ lxl~ 11 • This is done in the next section. 
Let f = A.x(e}.:e(x) be total, and Ord(f) = v. Then there is 
an index e such that f = A.x{e} 8 (x), l£e} 8 (x)l 8 < v for all x, 
and v = I (e0 ) 8 (e) le. Also vx:i!y ( (e,x,y) E Be) o We can find 
such an index e by asking questions about Be and Ce , which 
are recursive in L , uniformly in e • There is a function t 
which is partial recursive in Z such that if !t A.x(e) (x) is total 
then t(e) is defined, and t(e) is such a ®-index for f. An 
~-index for t can be constructed from the primitive recursive 
mapping g 0 There is also a primitive recursive mapping h such 
that if f = A.x(e}.;e(x) is total and Ord(f) = v then 
;£ {h( e)) (x,y) zo if lxl 8 ,:: v and lx1 8 .:: IYI.t', 
:£ (h (e) J ( x, y) ::: 1 if lxl 8 ~ v and lxl 8 > IYI.lt • 
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11 \x\.:G < Ord(f) 11 can be expressed by 11 [h(e)}.}f((e0 ,e},x) ~ 1 11 , 
11 0rd(f 1 ) ~ lxli 11 can be expressed by 11 [h(e)}z((e0 ,e 1 },x) ~ 0". 
This proves that R is recursively enumerable in ~ , and hence 
that cr is ~-recursive. 
As mentioned before sup { cr ( v) : v < A} = x.t and 
' 
A < x.~ " 
It follows from lemma 30 that A = x.~ • 
Nest we prove that if 
Let v < x. ~ o Choose e 
;t 
'\) < X. 
such that 
then n( v) < x. £ and p ( v) < x. :i o 
f = AX{e}~(x) is total, and 
Ord.t(f) = vi > '\) . Let 1-L = sup ( n ( v 1 ) , p ( \J 1 ) ) • ce is recursive 
in X .. From ce one can construct a function fl which is total 
and recursive in 2 
' 
and fl is different from all functions f'' 
with Ord ( f 11 ) _:s 1-l • Hence 1-l < Ord(f'). Since Ord ( f ' ) < A = X.~ 
1-l < x.i. Hence p(v 1 ) < x.'L and n(v 1 ) < x. !l , and p(v) < x.~ and 
n( v) < x. ;e since v < v 1 • This proves that x.Z is a fixed p0int 
for n. 
To prove that X.£ is @-regular it is enough to prove that if 
\{e} 9 (x,a)j 9 < x.~ for all X' then there is an ordinal 1-l < X. 
such that l{e} 9 (x,a)\ 9 < 1-l for all x. So suppose l£e} 8 (x,a) 18 
< x.Jf. for all x.. From the functions defined earlier in this proof 
one can construct an index e 1 such that [e} 8 (x,a) z {e 1 }~(x,a) 
<;! :£ for all x, and I {e} 9(x,a) 19 < I {e 1 } (x,a)l for all x. There 
is a 1-l < x.!t such that I {e 1 }.t(x,a)!~ < 1-l for all x. (Let fl 
be the length of the computation E(Ax[e'}~(x,a)).) Hence 
I (e} 8 (x,a) 18 < 1-l for all x. 0 
Theorem 11: Let (®, 11 9 ) be a normal computation theory on w • 
Then 8 is Mahlo iff 8 has property 1 .. 
Proof: Suppose ® is Mahlo. Let :£ be a normal 8- computable 
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listo By lemma 32 there is a normal 9 -computable ordinal function 
n which has no 9 -regular fixed points less than x. £ • Since 9 is 
Mahlo there is a 9 -regular fixed point for n less that x.9 • 
Hence ~ x. < x.9 , and 9 has property 1 • 
Suppose 9 has property 1 • Let n be a normal 9 -computable 
ordinal function.. By lemma 33 there is a normal 9 -computable list 
~ such that x. ~ is 9 -regular and a fixed point for n. Since 
9 has property 1 x.:t < )(.®. Hence n has a 9 -regular fixed 
point less that x.9 • Hence 9 is Hahlo. 
0 
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§ 10 A FINAL COMMENT CONCERNING THE TWO TYPES 
Some of the results in this paper depend on the fact that the 
universe of the computation domain consists of two types, some re-
sults are independent of this. Below follows a short review of the 
paper, where special attention is paid to this dependence. 
Let JJ be the structure (A, N, +1, M, K, L) where N c A is a 
copy of the natural numbers with successor function + 1 , M is a 
pairing function on A with inverse functions K and L. This 
structure is more general than the structure in § 1 since the sub-
individuals are not given a priori. Given a list .,;£ of relations, 
functions and functionals one can develop recursion theory on ~ 
relative to :f , as it is done in § 2 • Theorem 1 is still true. 
The list ,i is normal if the equality relation on A is recursive 
in 1., , and A is weakly finite. Theorems 2 and 3 can be proved 
as in § 4.. In the proof of theorem 4 we used the fact that count-
ably many elements in A can be coded as one element in A in an 
~-recursive way. This is true because the computation domain con-
sists of two types. The same fact is used in the proofs of theorems 
5 and 6. The type structure is also essential in the proof of theo-
rem 7. The following facts are used: If X c A is a set indexed 
by S then all the elements in X can be coded by one element in 
A in an Je-recursive way. The set of prewellorderings with domain 
c S is recursive in ~ • (The last statement is a corollary of the 
first.) 
One can define the notion of a normal computation theory on J.3' 
almost as in § 6 and § 8 • Lemma 20 is still trueD To prove lemma 21 
we essentially use the fact that the relation 11 X is a prewellorder-
ing with domain ~ S 11 is (@ -computable. Hence the type structure is 
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needed. Lemma 22 is independent of the type structure. In the 
proof of lemma 23 we use the fact that S is strongly finite, which 
is an assumption for a normal computation theory. Hence this lemma 
is independent of the type structure. Lemmas 24 and 25 are also in-
dependent. In the proof of theorem 8 we use the fact that the re-
lation "x is a prewellordering with domain c S 11 is 6l -computable. 
So the type structure is needed. Lemma 21, theorem 8 and the co-
rollary of theorem 8 are used in the proof of theorem 9. Theorem 
10 is independent of the type structure~ 
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